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COI,I40NALITY ANALYSIS CONTRACT NAS8-34613
MODIFICATION N0.11 TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS COMMONALITY
1.0 STUDY BASIS AND OBJECTIVES
This study was conducted on the basis of a modification to Contract NAS8-
36413, Space Station Commonality Analysis. This effort was initiated in
December, 1987 and completed in July, 1988.
The objective of the study was to investigate the commonality aspects of
subsystems and mission support hardware while technology experiments are
accommodated on board the Space Station in the mid-to-late 1990s, considering
two types of missions:
(1) Advanced solar arrays and every storage, and
(2) Satellite Servicing.
The point of departure for definition of the technology development missions
was a set of missions described in the Space Station Mission Requirements
Data Base. (MRDB):
TDMX 2151 Solar Array/Energy Storage Technology
TDMX 2561 Satellite Servicing and Refurbishment
TDMX 2562 Satellite Maintenance and Repair
TDMX 2563 Materials Resupply (to a free-flyer materials processing platform)
TDMX 2564 Coatings Maintenance Technology
TDMX 2565 Thermal Interface Technology
Issues to be addressed according to the Statement of Work included modularity
of programs, data base analysis interactions, user interfaces, and
commonality. The study was to consider state-of-the-art advances through the
1990s and to select an appropriate scale for the technology experiments,
considering hardware commonality, user interfaces, and mission support
requirements. The study was to develop evolutionary plans for the technology
advancement missions.
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2.0 SUI4_ARY OF TECHNICAL APPROACH
The technical approach is diagrammed in figure 2-1. We began the study in
each mission area by establishing performance and capability demonstration
objectives. These were then extended to specific test objectives and system
requirements by systems engineering functional analysis and requirements
allocation, taking into account Space Station systems and their capabilities.
For these early tasks, we used the information available in the MRDB. We
began our commonality investigation by evaluating commonality of requirements
and concluded that there was enough commonality among TDMXs 2561, 2562, and
2563 to merit combining them into a single mission.
TASK 1-
PERFORMANCE AND
CAPABILITY
DEMONSTRA_ON
OBJECTWES
] MISSIONS
I AND SYSTEMS
I DESCRIPTIONS
PREP:R_KR 6jSIONS! _
TO MRDB ]
TASK 2--
SPECIFIC TEST
OBJECTIVES
AND SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS
TASK 4-
CONDUCT
COMMONALITY
ASSESSMENT
I {ONFIGUI_TION __._-
r.,o I
TASK 3-
CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN
OF TDMXs j
SPACE STATIO
| EQUIPMENT |
TECHNOLOGY
STATE--OF--THE--AR_
THER PROG___
EQUIPMENT J
TASK 5-
REVISE TDM
CONCEPTUAL
DESIGNS
Based on requirements, we conducted conceptual designs of the technology
development missions, taking into account the existing and projected
technology state-of-the-art in each area, and using Space Station
configuration and capability information to guide the definition. Also, we
applied commonality ground rules to use Space Station or other off-the-shelf
hardware wherever practical. We then conducted commonality assessments to
look for other areas where commonality could be applied. Since we began with
a ground rule of commonality, this was a minimal task. Finally, we revised
the TDM conceptual designs and prepared revisions to the MRDB. In the case
of satellite servicing, the revisions to the conceptual designs responded
mainly to a desire to develop a more evolutionary approach to the technology
development.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK N(_T _ILMED
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3.0 ROADMAP TO THE FINAL REPORT
This report is organized in three principal sections: Sections 4 presents
results of the analysis of solar array/energy storage mission; Section 5
presents results for satellite servicing, including TDMXs 2561, 2562 and
2563; and Section 6 presents results for coatings maintenance, TDMX 2564. We
concluded as summarized in Section 7 that thermal interface technology
development, TDMX 2565, could be accomplished through ground testing in
vacuum chambers, with results of the development fed into the satellite
servicing technology program when ground-based development is complete.
Section 8 presents overall conclusions of the study.
PRt_EDiNG i'AGE HI,ANK riOT FILMED
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4.0 SOLAR ARRAY/ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY (TDMX 2151)
4.1 Objectives and Benefits of TechnolocLv Advance
The large area of a solar electric power system for a Space Station in low
Earth orbit is by far the greatest contributor to drag forces on the Space
Station. Drag causes gradual decay of the orbit, requires resupply of
propellant for reboost to cancel the effects of orbit decay, and effectively
sets the minimum operating altitude for a Space Station based on minimum
acceptable orbit lifetime without reboost. The possibility of significantly
reducing solar collector area through increase in solar-to-electric
conversion efficiency has been the principal motivator for future development
of solar thermal-cycle electric power systems. However, if the operating
efficiency of a solar photovoltaic array could be increased to about 21%
(compared to 12% - 14_ for the Space Station baseline), the potential for
drag reduction would rival that likely attainable by thermal-cycle systems.
Solar array technologies now in the laboratory have the potential for such
efficiency increases.
While the solar collector creates the principal size and area problems for
Space Station power, the energy storage system (batteries) contributes most
of the weight. Advances in battery technology could significantly reduce
the weight of the electrical power system. If improvements in battery
efficiency can also be obtained, these will help to reduce array area.
Advances in battery technology have implications far beyond those applicable
to Space Station. Batteries now in the laboratory promise improvements in
energy storage specific energy (kilowatt-hours per kilogram) as much as a
Factor of six better than present technology. Significant weight savings in
Future satellites, platforms, and manned exploration vehicles will occur.
Since performance of these systems is often weight-limited, energy storage
weight savings can greatly increase achievable performance.
4.2 Study Objectives and Task Summar_
The objective of this part of the study was to define a solar array/energy
storage technology development mission (TDM) to be accommodated on the
baseline Space Station. This included the development of the mission
objectives, description and operations to a level sufficient to identify
reference Space Station support and commonality requirements.
The study provided a preliminary definition of a solar array/energy storage
TDM to be performed on the revised baseline configuration Space Station. It
identified the technologies which will be ready for development and
demonstration in the mid-1990s time frame, identified mission commonality
requirements, presented a program plan to develop a Space Station mission,
and provided data for incorporation into the Space Station Mission
Requirements Data Base (MRDB) as TDMX2151.
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The objectives of the study were accomplished by performing the following six
tasks:
Task i - Set Performance Goals: The objective of this task was to develop a
set of specific demonstration goals For a solar array and energy storage
technology development mission. A state of the art assessment was conducted
to select technology options to be considered and to assess technology
readiness by the mid-1990s. Technology options were selected based on
reasonable expectation of achieving TDM goals and objectives.
Task 2 - Develop TDM Requirements: The objective of this task was to develop
a preliminary TDM requirements baseline to serve as a basis for conceptual
design. The selected technologies were reviewed to determine the
requirements necessary for their operation. TDM requirements development was
conducted in parallel with initial steps of conceptual design in order to
ensure that requirements were compatible with reasonable mission/system
designs.
Task 3 - Conceptual Design of TDM: Configuration general arrangements for the
TDM flight experiment were developed based on TDM requirements allocated to
flight experiments, and on the Space Station Phase 1 baseline configuration.
General arrangements were reviewed For compatibility with Space Station
operations, and Space Station configuration constraints. TDM operations
concepts were defined that include delivery, installation and checkout,
experiment operations and data acquisition.
Task 4 - Conduct Commonality Analysis: The objective of this task was to
develop a cost-effective level of commonality between the TDM and Space
Station for equipment, procedures, support equipment, and mission/payload
control requirements.
Task 5 - Revise TDM Conceptual Design: The objective of this task was to
produce the Final configuration, description, equipment list, supporting
data, and program descriptions and schedules for the TDM, incorporating
commonality concepts defined in Task 4.
Task 6 - Prepare MRDB Inputs: The objective of this task was to prepare
inputs to the Mission Requirements Data Base (MRDB) to document the mission
description information and requirements.
The five tasks were accomplished in approximately three months as shown in
the accompanying schedule Figure 4.2-1 An interim review was held April 21,
1988, approximately one month after work began on this portion of the study.
The final review was held June, 1988.
D638-I0255-I
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Figure4.2.1. Space Station Cornmonality Analysis $olar ArraylEnergy Storage Technology
At the beginning of the study, a number of ground rules were established
regarding the location of the experiment on Space Station, the capabilities
of the experiment and the technologies that would be considered.
First, because of the limited amount of space available on the Phase [ Space
Station and the necessity For continuous pointing at the Sun, the baseline
location for the experiment is on the main Space Station power boom, outboard
of the alpha-joint.
It was further presumed that the Space Station will operate in a drag
cancellation mode (continuous or nearly continuous thrusting to overcome
aerodynamic drag). If the Space Station operates in a periodic reboost mode,
a second panel will be required to balance the aerodynamic moment about the
center of mass. Drag calculations are summarized in Figure 4.2-2. (The
second panel need not be electrically Functional.)
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LOGI0 ATMOSPHERE DENSITY AT 400 KM = -10.7 (SHORT TERM MAX)
= -11.7 (NOMINAL)
AERO Q(STM) = _ X 10-10'7 (398601 ) X 106 = 5.8 X 10-4 PA
6378+400 = 1.2 X 10-5 PSF
AREA = 50 M2 ARM=_ 50 M CD_=2.2
WORST-CASE DRAG = 5.8 x 10-4 X 50 X 2.2 = 0.06 N (0.014 LB F)
TORQUE _ 3 N-M _ I0,000 N-M-SEC/REV
Asymmetric
Drag DRAG MAKE-UP THRUST IS
ADEQUATE AS LONG AS
ZXlA > ,R1/R2 -_4
WHERE _ IS NOMINAL SPACE
STATION DRAG AREA, A IS
TEST PANEL AREA,
HG880588
Figure4.2.2. Drag Analysis
The solar array was sized to provide enough power to adequately demonstrate
solar array and energy storage technologies. A precursor STS Flight
experiment For the selected energy storage and solar array technologies is
recommended.
Standard Space Station cabling will be used whenever possible to provide
commonality and to be consistent with the Space Station power management and
distribution system (PMDS). The experiment will have the capability of
contributing power to the PMDS.
No thermal energy storage techniques were considered in this study. The
energy storage technologies considered were: batteries, regenerative Fuel
cells, super conductor magnetic storage and Flywheels.
D638-I0255-I I0
4.3 Performance Goals
4.3.1 State-of-the-art assessment
A state-of-the-art survey was performed on solar array technology and energy
storage technology. Solar array technology considered both the solar cell
and the solar panel/wing.
Leading candidates for solar cell evaluation are tabulated in Figure 4.3.1.
These include indium phosphide and tandem cells because of their potential
For high performance. Indium Phosphide cells can also be annealed at
temperatures down to 100 ° C.
Solar Cells
• inP solar cells
• Tandem solar cells
• GaAs/Germanium
• CLEFT cells
•CulnS 2
•Amorphous silicon cells
•V-groove GaAs cells
Solar Array
• High voltage
• On-array annealing
• SolarFFhermal/Photovoltaic (STPV)
• Solar concentrators
• Mini cassegrainian
concentrator (MC 2 )
• Light funnel
•Newton
•Fresnellens
•Slats HG880589
Figure 4.3- I. Candidate Concepts For Solar Cells And Arrays
Leading candidates For solar array concepts included concentrators because of
their high unit area performance, and the solar/thermal/photo-voltaic (STPV)
which may have the highest performance capability of all.
Good efficiency and low cost are the primary discriminators. Structural and
electrical impact are secondary in nature because no significant impact is
anticipated for the concepts considered. Weight is a secondary discriminator
because the potential concepts would not impose large weight penalties.
Indium phosphide solar cells are expected to have an efficiency of 21%. They
have a low sensitivity to charged particle degradation, and they can be
annealed at 100 ° C. At this time, they are early in their development, and
much work is to be done before they are ready for space application.
D683-I0255-I
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Tandem (multiple band gap) cells are under development by a number of
companies and are expected to have performance efficiencies in the low 20s.
Existing cells are mechanically bonded together, but monolithic cells are
under development. Current projected performance levels are presented in
Figure 4.3-2. They are expected to be relatively expensive.
Year
1987
1988
1992
2OOO
Comp-
onent
GaAs ClS
Module
GeAS
CIS
Module
GaA_
CIS
Module
GaAS
CIS
Module
BOL
28"
Efficiency
17
3
20
18
4
22
20
4
24
23
4
27
Operating
Temp.
65"C
53"C
51°C
480C
Temp.
Factor
.93
.84
.93
.85
.94
.86
.95
.88
Radiation
Dog.
Factor
1E15
e/cm 2
.86
1.0
.85
1.0
.85
1.0
.85
1.0
T of
UV, Micro-
moleorJlo,
Tool,
Mllmmlch
Mo¢h.Oemmge
.90
.95
.90
.95
.90
.95
.90
.95
EOL
Operating
Efficiency
12.09
2.39
14.5
12.81
3.23
16.0
14.38
3.27
17.7
16.72
3.34
20.1
Figure 4.3-2. Tandem CelflModule Performance Analysis
HG880590
Amorphous silicon cells are low in cost and have reduced radiation
degradation. However, their low efficiency results in increased area and
drag. For this reason they are not recommended for the Space Station
application where drag reduction is important.
The surface of V-Grooved GaAs Solar Cells is grooved to obtain improved light
absorption. (Light is refracted around the front-surface contact Fingers.)
They also have improved radiation tolerance. The major disadvantage oF these
cells is increased manufacturing cost.
High-voltage solar arrays are feasible using encapsulation techniques, zero-
potential ground planes, or a combination of these features. The major
advantage of a high voltage design is the reduced 12R losses. The zero-
potential ground plane is probably the preferred method of achieving plasma
protection because it is not vulnerable to micrometeoroid damage, as is an
encapsulated array. In either case, manufacturing complexity is increased,
and a high voltage design would require a redesign of the Space Station solar
array power conditioning equipment.
D683-I0255-I
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Solar cells can be annealed during a mission to reduce charged particle
radiation degradation by building local heaters into the solar array design.
Alternatively, an external annealing heater could be used. The annealing
would be done sequentially on groups of cells with one to two minutes
required per group. The built-in heaters increase manufacturing complexity,
and space station housekeeping would be provided with an additional task
during the annealing process. Charged particle degradation is not a primary
issue for Space Station solar arrays. White demonstration of annealing on a
Space Station experiment would be useful, this process is probably not a
candidate for actual Space Station applications.
The Solar/thermal/photovoltaic (STPV) concept provides a spectral shift that
transforms the solar spectrum to one more aligned with the spectral response
of the solar cell. This concept has the potential of achieving efficiencies
greater than 35 percent, and this would be significant in terms of reduced
area and drag. Development work is slow, and a sample test needs to be
performed in orbit to demonstrate the cap(ibility of this concept. Improved
solar array pointing accuracy would be _equired, and testing has proved
difficult. Presently, this concept is no: a prime candidate for technology
demonstration during early Space Station operations.
Solar array concentrators offer improved performance per unit area, but also
increased unit weight. Most concentr_Itors require improved pointing
accuracy, but some do not. Someconcepts, but not necessarily all, could
result in increased cost.
Weapon-hardenedconcentrator concepts were judged to be too heavy for space
station application.
Integral solar cell covers have been under development for years with little
success. One major problem has been the difference in thermal expansion
coefficients between the cover and the cell. This is significant when covers
are electrostatically bonded to the cells. A second problem has been the
inability of the cover material to stand up to the space environment. This
has been the primary problem of spray coatings or coatings applied by other
means.
Two integral cover concepts being investigated were considered. A cerium-
dopedglass (CMZglass) is being developed by Pilkington (of England) for use
with electrostatic bonding. This material has a thermal expansion
coefficient very close to that of the cell. The second material is a
silica/alumina mixture being developed f_or the Air Force. The thermal
expansion coefficient of this material car be varied by changing the mixture
ratio.
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Our conclusions for solar array technology are:
Improved solar cells and covers can be incorporated into the space
station solar array with minimal impact, and therefore should be
considered for Future application.
High-voltage solar arrays are Feasible, and could reduce 12R losses, but
the reduction in solar array area would not be worth the penalties of
increased manufacturing complexity and a redesign of Space Station power
conditioning equipment.
On-array annealing of solar cells is Feasible but may not have a
significant payoff for Space Station because of the low charged particle
environment.
Concentrator concepts can provide improved unit area performance with
reduced drag. However, a stiffer structure is required to achieve proper
pointing. This could result in an overall weight increase.
A state-of-the-art survey was performed on energy storage devices, and
concepts were identified as potential options for advanced Space Station
power systems.
Three main categories exist as summarized in Figure 4.3-3: chemical
batteries, regenerative fuel cells, and Flywheels. These devices were
evaluated on the basis of technical performance, weight, volume, and cost.
Energy Storage
• Chemical batteries
• Sodium/Sulfur (NaS)
• Rechargeable lithium
- Lithium/Titanium Disulfide (Li/TiS 2)
- Lithium/Molybdenum Disulfide (Li/MoS 2)
• Nickel/Hydrogen (NiH 2 )
• Regenerative fuel cells
• Flywheels
• Metals
• Composite materials HG880591
Figure 4.3-3. Solar ArraylEnergy Storage Candidate Concepts
, .
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Primary considerations for energy storage are high energy density (to reduce
weight and volume) and a large number of charge/discharge cycles. For a 5-
year LEO mission, nearly 30,000 charge/discharge cycles are required.
Another important parameter, low impedance, reduces heat generation and also
reduces size. Durability, simplicity, and low cost are always concerns for
any energy storage device.
Sodium sulfur batteries have excellent energy densities, at least five times
greater than the Space Station baseline nickel hydrogen batteries (120 WH/kg@
60% depth of discharge, predicted). The Air Force has issued contracts for
the development of cells with a capability of high cycle life, and for fully
functional space-qualified batteries. Eagle-Picher Industries and Hughes
Aircraft Company are in the process of developing sodium sulfur 50AH
cells/batteries. More than 5000 cycles have been demonstrated. Development
is on schedule, and space-qualified batteries are expected to be available in
the mid-1990's.
The main disadvantage of the sodium-sulfur battery is the high operating
temperature (350°C) of the cell itself, although the external surface of the
cell will not be hot.
A typical sodium sulfur cell is shown in figure 4.3-4. The cell is long and
cylindrical, and operates at approximately 350°C. The open-circuit voltage
is approximately 2.08 volts, and a nominal voltage under load is
approximately 1.85 volts.
Sodium
Reservoir
Protection Tube
Compression
Ring Seal
Sulfur Container/
Current Collector
(-)
(-t-) Sodium
(+)
,_ Na.--.-,ll_Na++e - }Na+S.,.-,,.,.-_Na2S svo,ts)OperatingTemperature 300-350 °
_..\_ Sulfur-Filled
\ Porous Graphite[ \
I
\
/_ _ 'Conductive
Ceramic
HG880592
Figure 4.3-4. Sodium-Sulfur Cell
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Rechargeable lithium batteries also have good energy densities and excellent
charge retention capabilities. However, they are not being developed at a
rate comparable to sodium sulfur development.
Their advantages are:
• Low self discharge; excellent charge retention
• 70-85 WH/Kgenergy density
Disadvantages are:
• Limited cycle life, 100-300 cycles
(1000-3000 cycles possible at 50-30_ DOD)
• Lithium is a flammable metal - safety concerns
- Thermal management crucial issue
• Only 5AH exprimental cells available
(50 AH for Li/MoS2)
• Wide voltage range 2.6 to 1.6V
• Not space qualified
ThereFore, the number of charge/discharge cycles is significantly lower than
that required for a LEO mission. Much work and significant funding would be
required to space-qualify a rechargeable lithium battery by the mid-1990's.
This possibility does not appear Feasible at this time.
A 50 AH rechargeable lithium cell using a molybdenum disulfide cathode is
featured in Figure 4.3-5. Cell components are spirally wound around a
central mandrel. Thermal management is a critical issue in lithium cell
design, as lithium is a very reactive metal and potentially dangerous if not
handled properly. The operating voltage range is wide, 2.7 to 1.6 volts, so
voltage regulation is an important factor to consider.
D638-I0255-I
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Figure 4.3-5. Rechargable Lithium Mo/ybdenum Disulfide Ceil
Bipolar nickel-hydrogen batteries are an advanced concept of a proven
electrochemical couple. The new design provides greater energy densities at
twice the depth-of-discharge available with standard nickel-hydrogen
batteries. These batteries feature reduced packaging weight and improved
cooling.
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Figure 4.3-6 depicts a simplified bipolar cell stack. The entire cell stack
is placed inside a single pressurized vessel. A nominal discharge voltage is
approximately 1.25 volts per cell.
Exploded View of a Typical Bipg.lar Stack Arrangement
)B e'` I _'m
Coolant _-_
Gas Manifold , * 9, End Plate
-dw
5 "
Cell Stack Gas-Liquid
_ Heat Exchanger
Blower • [_ oN
Pressure
• • Vessel
Wall
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Figure 4.3-6. Advanced Nickel Hydrogen
Regenerative Fuel cells have received considerable attention in the past few
years as potential energy storage devices for space applications. They have
a high power capability and can withstand large numbers of charge/discharge
cycles. Difficulties have been encountered, however, as a result of the
complexity of the devices.
The very high energy density potential of regenerative fuel cells is only
realized for long energy delivery times such as might be the case for a lunar
base. For the Space Station light/dark cycle they offer little advantage.
D638-I0255-I
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A schematic diagram of a hydrogen-oxygen regenerative fuel cell is shown in
figure 4.3-7. The hydrogen and oxygen tanks could be cooled cryogenically to
reduce weight and volume, but this adds significantly to the complexity.
F Power .
' Switch '
L4 i i_-_ HeatExch'gr.
!
Solar
Array
F
Radiator
! ' ,
FuelCell ,_Module(s)
i
Fluid Line
• d- - - ElectricalLine
HG880631
Figure 4.3-7. Regenerable Fuel Cell
Flywheels have good efficiency, and the development of new, stronger,
lightweight materials provide the potential of high energy densities and long
shelf lives. The devices are relatively complex, however, and do require
some maintenance. Additional complications exist in counteracting the
torquing and angular momentum effects of a single operating device.
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New advanced energy storage devices have higher energy densities and can
therefore reduce the weight and volume of existing space station nickel-
hydrogen batteries. Based on present state-of-the-art technology and
development work planned for the near future, it was decided that sodium
sulfur batteries and bipolar nickel-hydrogen batteries are the candidates
most likely to be available and space-qualified in the mid-19gO's timeframe.
4.3.2 Technology Selection
Our selections for TDMX2151 experiment included a primary and secondary
concept for both the solar array and energy storage:
• Concentrators
• Advanced Solar Cells
• Sodium Sulfur Batteries
• Bi-Polar Nickel Hydrogen Batteries
Selections were based primarily on their performance capability and their
present development level.
4.3.3 Technology Readiness Assessment
A fresnel lens concentrator was selected as the primary solar array concept
because of its relatively high power per unit area and light weight. This
concept is being developed by Entech, Inc, with Funding by NASA/Lewis.
The Dome Lens Photovoltaic Module conceptual design is illustrated in Figure
4.3-8. The dome is made of glass, with the fresnel lens bonded to the
inside. The fresnel lens is presently made of DC92-500 silicone adhesive,
but future plans call for the development of a glass lens. In either case,
the lens is not subject to degradation from atomic oxygen because it is
located on the inside of the dome. The dome is made of CMX or CMZ glass and
will stand up well to the space environment. A GaAs cell is used and will
see a radiation intensity of approximately 109 suns. The purpose of the cell
cover is to improve the cells absorptivity by directing sunlight (with
prisms) around the grid lines of the cell.
D638-I0255-I
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Dome Fresnel Lens
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Figure 4.3-8. Dome Lens PV Module Conceptual Design
Electrical contacts are made to the top and bottom of the cell by solder
bonds. Only a dielectric and appropriate adhesives separate the cell from
the backside radiator. The sides of each unit concentrator are designed to
properly position the dome/lens and to provide structural stiffness to the
panel section.
A panel section has 14 concentrator units on a side for a total of 196 units
per section as shown in Figure 4.3-9. Considering the unit size, this
results in a section size of 0.518 M on edge with an area of 0.268 square
meters.
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Figure 4.3-9. Panel Section Design'
Each concentrator unit measures 3.7 cm on a side, For an area of 13.7 sq cm.
Considering concentrator losses and cell performance, each unit provides
360 mw of power.
A weight breakdown is given in Figure 4.3-10 For each component For a basic
weight of 2.5 kg per square meter. Studies of structural requirements (For
other applications) have indicated a structural weight of 0.7 kg per square
meter, thus producing a net weight of 3.2 kg per square meter.
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Unit
A-----rea = 13.7 cm 2
Conc Ratio = 109
Power Out - 360mw
Section
Number of Units = 14 x 14 = 196
Size = 3.7 cm x 14 = 0.518M
Area = (0.518M) 2 = 268M 2
Power = 196 units x 0. 36w each - 70.56 w
Unit Power = 70.56w/0.268M 2 = 262 W/M 2
Unit Weight = (262.96 W/M 2) = 82.2 W/kg
(3.2 kg/M 2)
Weight (Kg/M 2)
Lens 0.68
Radiator 0.54
Cell/Mount/Intercom 0.05
Honeycomb Matrix 0.62
Attachments 0.14
Adhesions 0.34
Misc. 0.13
Subtotal 2._
Structure 0.7
Total 3.2 Kg/M 2
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Figure 4.3-10. Basic Fresnel Lens Concentrator Parameters
Considering the unit size, the 196-unit panel section has a section size of
0.518 M on edge with an area of 0.268 square meters. The panel section
provides a power of 70.56 watts which is equivalent to 262 watts per square
meter. Considering the unit weight given above, this results in 82.2 watts
per kilogram.
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The relative solar irradiance profile, as received at the surface of the
cell, is plotted in Figure 4.3-11. The cell is oversized to allow for a
reasonable orientation error. An allowable orientation error of 5 degrees
would enable the experiment to use the presently prescribed alpha and beta
joints for solar array orientation.
Highest Bar Represents 386 Suns.
Note: Flux values are circumferential
average values. Since flux
profile trom square lens is not
perfectly axi-symmetric..
. . 040 crn
Active Cell Diameter
¢......... 026cm .........•
Illuminated Cell Diameter
4...... _ 0.07 cm Gua_ Band • ...... ,
HG880597
400
300
200
100
Suns
Figure 4.3-11. Calculated Irradiance Profile For Dome Lens
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Figure 4.3-12 shows the selected design oF square-aperture dome lens optical
concentrater. The solar cell is located at the focus.
Annular Prisms
(Internal)
Focus
4.0 cm
HG880598
Figure 4.3-12. Selected Design of Square-Aperture Dome Lens Optical Concentra tot
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Previously developed structure concepts for space station application are
shown in figure 4.3-13. Based on this design, a structural weight of 0.7
kilograms per square meter was derived.
Figure 4.3-13. Structural Concepts For Space Station Application
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Projected improvements in planar and concentrator solar arrays versus
calendar time are shownin terms of watts per square meter in figure 4.3-14.
The concentrator has the advantage in terms of unit area performance, and
this would result in lower drag.
Advanced Solar Array Technology
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! -
i
100 -
0
1989 1994 1999HG880600
Tin-leline
Figure 4.3-14. Projected WISQM Improvements
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Projected improvements in planar and concentrator solar arrays are shown in
terms of watts per kilogram versus calendar time in Figure 4.3-15. This
criterion favors the planar solar array.
Advanced Solar Array Technology
3001
E 200 Adv Planm
W "
100
r
!
1989 1994 1999
HG880601
Date
Figure 4.3. IS. Projected WIK G Improvements
Advanced solar cells (and covers) were selected as the secondary concept
because of the significant work in progress on cell development, and because
this concept is easiest to implement for an improved solar array.
There are a few solar cell (and cover) concepts that have the potential of
being leading contenders in the mid 1990s. Indium phosphide is presented in
this section only as an example of what an advanced solar cell may deliver in
terms of performance capability.
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Figure 4.3-16 shows historical and projected data versus calendar time.
Included are solar cell efficiency and specific solar array power. Solar
cell efficiency is at standard --- air mass zero (AMO), 25 C --- beginning of
life (BOL) conditions. Specific power is under identical conditions except
for an array temperature of 55 C. A major increase in solar cell performance
is expected if tandem and multiple bandgap (multi-junction) cells are
developed to their expected potential.
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Figure 4.3-16. Solar CelllArray Trends
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Solar cell efficiency at standard conditions (AMO, 25 C) is plotted in Figure
4.3-17 versus bandgap energy level for a few contending design types. As
evident From the plot, indium phosphide (InP) has the second highest
potential in efficiency. Following figures show other characteristic that
justify the InP cell as a leading contender. However, this does not
necessarily imply that an InP cell would be the selected candidate in the
19gOs time Frame.
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Figure 4.3-17. Efficiency Versus Bandgap In Amo
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Figure 4.3-18 shows solar cell efficiency at standard conditions as a
function of bandgap energy level for silicon (Si), indium phosphide (InP),
and gallium arsenide (GaAs) cells. The solid line and symbols represents the
predicted efficiency capability, and the open symbols represents the
efficiency achieved to date. (The two symbols for silicon represent
different cell configurations.)
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Figure 4.3-18. Predicted And Achieved AMO Efficiencies
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The InP cell is shown to be the furthest from its predicted efficiency, but
this cell is in its infancy compared to the others. Silicon is by far the
most mature cell, with GaAs being second.
The overall message of this figure is that we can most likely expect InP
cells to improve significantly relative to the other cells as their
manufacturing/design techniques mature.
In Figure 4.3-19 the normalized power output of three leading cell types is
plotted versus a 1-Mev electron fluence. The indium phosphide ([nP) cell is
much less sensitive to charged particle irradiation, compared to the other
cells shown. The equivalent fluence (Si) for a lO-year GEO orbit is much
more severe than the proposed space station orbit.
Fluence Equivalent
to10 Yeamin Geo(Si)
I_m"_liz_l
Output
Power
1.0
0.8
0.6
Si 7 _ GaAs
1013 1014 lo 5 lo16
1 MeV Electron Fluence (Electrons/crn 2)
m. _P
Equivalent Time in Geo to Degrade 15%: (Years) 155 33 10 HG880605
Figure 4.3-19. Radiation Resistance Comparison After Electron Irradiation
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The annealing ability of indium phosphide (InP) solar cells at relatively low
temperatures is illustrated in Figure 4.13-20. A lO-minute annealing cycle
was performed on InP cells at different temperatures following exposure to a
1-Mev electron fluence that essentially reduced cell output to zero. The
data shows that annealing cycles in the low 100s (deg cent) will essentially
restore the cell to the pre-radiation performance level.
NORMALIZED
MAXIMUM
POWER
1.0
0.5
0
0
1 MeV ELECTRON
FLUENCE = 10 '7/cm 2
TIME
AT TEMPERATURE
= 10 MIN
i
100 200
ANNEALING TEMPERATURE (°C)
COMPLETE RECOVERY
COMPLETELY DEGRADED
• LOW TEMPERATURE ANNEAL WILL NOT DEGRADE ARRAY COMPONENTS
• GaAs ANNEALS AT 200°C, Si AT 400°(3 CAUSING ARRAY DEGRADATION
• IN ORBIT ANNEAL POSSIBLE WITH InP HG880606
Figure 4.3-20. Radiation Damage Removal In InP By Low Temperature Heating
The Sodium Sulfur LEO Cell program (F33615-86-C-2619 Air Force System
Command, Wright-Patterson AFB) by Eagle-Picher Ind., Joplin, Mo. is scheduled
to be completed by January, 1991. The Proof Cell of this activity provides a
baseline concept, and the Laboratory Cell reflects the state-of-the-art
concept for energy storage technology through the mid-1990s.
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The goals and requirements for the sodium sulfur cell development are as
follows:
• Low-earth orbit cycle capabilities
• Operation in weightless environment
• Structural design compatible with launch environment
• Lower weight and volume
• Improved seal reliability
• Reduced parts count
• Simpler fabricability of cells
• Improved performance
• Greater cycle life
• Decreased cell resistance
• Tolerance to higher temperatures
The technology development is essentially on schedule and is expected to
produce a suitable battery in time for this experiment.
Sodium Sulfur Cell Design - The sodium sulfur cell design is revolutionary to
the extent that it provides radial sodium flow as opposed to axial flow, as
in older cell designs, thus allowing high-rate operation. The improved
design provides controlled/uniform radial flow in an opposing acceleration
environment ranging from 0 G to 4 G. Improvements in the overall cell design
are expected to provide a life expectancy of at least 30,000 cycles in LEO
operation. The energy density is 139 WH/kg. A summary of design parameters
is given in Figure 4.3-21
• Anode: Nickel fibrex wick annulus with grafelt plug and sodium
• Eliminates need for stainless steel safety tube.
• Features include stiffness, malleability,weldability, reduction of parts and reduced weight
• Capillary principles are used to advantage
• Safety function is the limited sodium flow rate upon electrolyte fracture.
• High-rate operation results from radial sodium flow vs axial.
• LEO mission required to investigate zero gravity environment.
• Cathode: Graphite matrix with pore size #1 and #2 with grafelt spacer and sulphur
• Capillary force P- (2 o cos E))/R, o-- surface tension
- contact angle
R - Capillary radius
• Liquid with greater capillary force will occupy wick.
• Relative capillary force related to wicking height.
• Electrolyte: Zirconia-Toughened Beta-alumina and alumina cloth.
• Life limited by capacity throughout capability, L5,000 AH/CM2 required
CP GXtGW/O126_DI$C 41
Figure 4.3-21. Basic Sodium Sulfur Cells Design
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The detailed cell design is shown in Figure 4.3-22. All sodium sulfur cell
components have been redesigned and integrated with improved manufacturing
assembly methods. New design Features provide improved ruggedness,
reliability, and safety. Materials have been selected to meet the long-life
objectives.
Cathode: ,.3atholyte Graphite Matrix Pore Size #1
_Catholyte Graphite Matrix Pore Size #2
Anode." Nickel Fibrex Wick (85% Porous) ----7 _ . _ Beta" Alumina
.840 O.D.X.080 THK / // (0.926O D. X033)
SodiunVGrafelt Plug .680 O.D.--_ / /// r- Alumina Cloth
_leP;_e_Um,nascuX_eGrra:o_Sl_P:Ceurrn_.7// /// /^,(0.9460.DX.OIOTHK)
Y" ( Y ) .0c.7 .257///// .......
7"___ sJt_,,v-v_vvvvv_v,v_vvv_-vvv. . .__ _ _ ;j,
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Figure 4.3.22. Detailed Cell Design
Eagle-Picher of Joplin, Mo. has fabricated and demonstrated Proof Cells
having energy densities of 165 WH/kg, and these cells are undergoing a
variety of tests. The development of Laboratory Cells is continuing, and
they have been undergoing tests since Nov. 1987.
the Following schedule.
ACTIVITY
* Proof cell testing
* Technology development
* Laboratory cell Fabrication
* Laboratory cell testing
* Deliverable cell fabrication
* Deliver 10 cells
* Ship cell test stations
* Final report
The overall program is on
COMPLETION
Sept 1988
Sept 1990
Aug 1989
Sept 1990
Feb 1990
June 1990
Feb 1990
Jan 1991
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In operation, the temperature is increased to 350 ° C over a ten-hours period
or greater, before this class of battery is placed into operation. During
normal operation the battery will require 50 watts of heat rejection by
active heat removal through a thermal control radiator.
The chemical reaction at the terminals of each cell are:
CHARGE REACTIONS
At the positive:
At the negative:
For the overall cell:
2 Na > 2 Na+ + 2e-
3S + 2e- .> $3-2
2 Na + 3S > Na2 $3
DISCHARGE REACTIONS
At the positivel
At the negative:
For the overall cell:
2 Na+ + 2e- > 2 Na
$3 -2 > 3S + 2e-
Na2 $3 > 2 Na + 3S
Testing in the zero-gravity environment is required to verify proper
operation of the sodium sulfur battery wicking characteristics, flow rate and
proper cathode mixing. It has been recommended that this verification be
carried out on an early Shuttle Flight.
BIPOLAR NiH2 BATTERIES - The bipolar nickel hydrogen LEO multikilowatt
advanced configuration system design by Lewis Research Center,
Electrochemistry Technology Section, Cleveland, Ohio is a complete battery
system that incorporates active cooling For thermal control. Reference to
the design activity includes: NASA Technical Memorandum 82844, "Design of a
35-Kilowatt Bipolar Nickel Hydrogen Battery for LEO Applications" and NASA
Technical Memorandum 83647, "Design of l-kWh Bipolar Nickel Hydrogen
Battery."
Goals set for the bipolar NiH2 battery are:
• Active cooling
• Advanced electolyte control
• Advance 02 recombination techniques
• High Voltage: > 100 VDC
• Capacity: 130 AH
• Weight savings: 20-30%
• Volume savings: > 50%
• Improved energy density: 42WH/kg
• Life: LEO 5 years (70% DOD For 30,000 cycles)
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY:
• Test to 28,000 @ 80% DOD (IPV)
These criteria are considered in the design of the battery cell. The major
goal is to achieve 30,000 cycles at a depth-of-discharge (DOD_.oF 70 percent
in a LEO operating mode.
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The 160-volt design for this experiment is different from the NASAbattery
which has a nominal discharge voltage of 286 volts. The NASAdesign has 229
series cells versus 128 cells for the experiment battery.
Individual cells are assembled in a bipolar configuration and are contained
within a single-pressure vessel. This optimized design has a 130-AH capacity
and 42-WH/kgcapability at discharge voltages greater than 100 volts.
The concept of bipolar power sources in fuel cells and redox systems has been
used with success in other applications. The cell contains a bipolar plate,
a hydrogen electrode with an associated gas flow screen, a separator, a
"floating" nickel electrode, an electrolyte reservoir plate with catalyzed
oxygen recombination wires, and a bipolar cooling plate. The medium for
cooling can be hydrogen gas or a liquid coolant. The design is shown in
Figure 4.3-23.
BATTERY SPECIFICATIONS FOR 160V SYSTEM
• POWER
• LOAD VOLTAGE
• THEORETICAL CAPACITY
• DISCHARGE CAPACITY/
AT 0.6 br ECLIPSE
• DEPTH OF DISCHARGE
• SERIES CELLS
• PLATE AREA
• CELL THICKNESS
• STACK DIMENSIONS
• BATTERY WEIGHT
° ENERGY DENSITY
• VOLUMETRIC ENERGY
DENSITY
• VESSEL CONFIGURATION
21kWH
160V
130AH
78AH
70%
128
3901n. z
0.0951n.
27x27x19 In.
8851b
42WH/kg AT 100% DOD
780WH/fc 3
Conceptual drawing of a 21104bipolar constructecI nickel hydrogen
battery including speciflcatlons.
Figure 4.3-23. Basic Bipolar NilH 2 Battery Design
TBD
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Small vents link the hydrogen electrode gas screen to the hydrogen gas
reservoir shown on the left of Figure 4.3-24. Gas is created at this
electrode/screen during charge to pressurize the vessel, and is subsequently
consumed during discharge. The recombination of oxygen with hydrogen takes
place on the opposite side of the nickel electrode. The high bubble-pressure
separator forces the oxygen to contact the recombination sites located within
the electrolyte reservoir plate. Proximity to the cooling plate facilitates
the vapor's return to water which in turn is wicked back to the separator.
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Figure 4.3-24. Unit Cell Cross Section
Each cell is housed in one frame and sealed to maintain material balance.
The bipolar NiH2 battery features high AH capacity, high voltage, good energy
density, and a S-year life in LEO.
The initial study was to design, evaluate and construct a bipolar battery
stack, and was initiated in 1981 at NASA Lewis. The Concept Verification
Program included design and assembly during the first phase, and
characterization and cycle testing during the second phase. The preliminary
design of a 35-kW bipolar nickel hydrogen battery was completed in 1982 by
NASA Lewis. The pre-prototype I-kWH bipolar nickel hydrogen component/battery
design and evaluation was completed in 1984, and fabrication and testing was
completed in 1987. A 120-volt design is scheduled for completion in late
1989.
The bipolar nickel hydrogen battery program at Ford Aerospace Corporation and
Whittaker-Yardney Power Systems (NASA Lewis funding) has included the design,
fabrication and testing of an actively cooled, lO-cell, 75-AH battery. This
program is to be completed in early 1991.
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The discharge reactions at the hydrogen (negative) electrode gas screen
consists of hydrogen and OH ions combining to form water and free electrons.
At the nickel (positive) electrode, a nickel-oxyhydroxide molecule combines
with water to form nickel hydroxide and the OH ion.
The charge reactions at the hydrogen electrode consists of the electrolysis
of water into hydrogen gas and OH ions. The nickel electrode combines nickel
hydroxide and OH ions to form the nickel-oxyhydroxide molecule, water and
free electrons.
CHARGE REACTIONS
At the positive:
At the negative:
Ni(OH)2 + OH-
H20 + e-
> NiOOH + H20 + e-
> i/2 H2 + OH-
For the overall cell: Ni(OH)2 -> NiOOH + i/2 H2
DISCHARGE REACTIONS
At the postive:
At the negative:
For the overall cell:
NIOOH + H20 + e- -....
1/2 H2 + OH-
NIOOH = 1/2 H2
> Ni(OH)z+ OH-
.....> H20 + e-
..... > Ni (OH)2
4.3.4 Performance goal s
One objective of this experiment is to demonstrate the basic weight and
packaging characteristics of a photovoltaic/energy storage system that
approaches or exceeds a solar dynamic system. The key areas of investigation
are improved solar array and energy storage capability. Secondary issues are
improved packaging, reduced losses, and efficient power processing.
The second objective is to demonstrate reduced life cycle cost (LCC),
including improved life and reduced degradation, improved redundancy and
redundancy management, and solar array producibility.
A comparative analysis was performed to show the approximate differences in
collection area between the solar dynamic and solar photo-voltaic concepts
for an experiment power demand of 25 kW. A low- and high-performance design
is shown for each technology in Figure 4.3-25. The current state-of-the-art
(SOA) design has the largest area. The high performance photovoltaic design
is shown to be in between the low- and high-performance solar dynamic
designs.
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Solar Flux
rCollection Efficiency
_Conversion Efficiency
Dynamic-Hi
1.353kW/m2
0.64
0.4
Dynamic-
Low
(Same)
0.6
0.25
Photovoltaic-Low
(Current S.O.A.)
i i(Same)
0.9
0.14
Photovoltaic-Hi
(TDM Targets)
(Same)
0.9
0.23
Distribution Efficiency 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
!'St0rage Efficiency 0.90 0.80 0.6 0.7
' De_]radation Factor(BO'UEOL) 1.1 1.1S 1.1 1.05
i Orbit Period 95 Min. (Same) (Same) (Same)
'Dark Period 36 Min. (Same) ! (Same) (Same)
Load 2SKW (Same) (Same) (Same)
ICollector Area (M2) 148.0 277.4 361 .S 194.9
CMP GRFX/GW/IDISC 21/O125
Figure 4.3-25. Solar Power System Area Efficiency Comparison
Other factors beneficial to photovoltaic designs include their long history
of successful operation, and the fact that high-powered rotating equipment
has yet to operate in space.
4.4 Experiment Requirements
Requirements for the TDMX2151 experiment are provided in this section.
General requirements are provided in addition to specific requirements for
each of the four selected concepts. The resultant experiment can use any
combination or all of the selected concepts.
The overall general requirements include the basic functional and operational
interfaces of the experiment with the space station. General requirements
For the solar array, energy storage devices, and the radiators are:
• General
- Interfaces
- Performance measurement systems
- Experiment power management & distribution system
- Thermal management system
- Drag and/or mass balance?
• Solar Arrays
- Clearance envelope
- Two-axis solar tracking
- Clear line-of-sight to Sun
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• Energy Storage
- Clearance envelope
• Radiators
- Clearance envelope
- Single axis gimbal (with proper orientation)
A simplified functional block diagram of the experiment is shown in Figure
4.4-i including the solar array, drive add slip ring assembly; the battery
and charge control unit; the power control module; the load regulation unit;
the dynamic load; and the processor controi unit.
CHARGE
CONTROL
UNIT
POWER
CONTRCL MODULE LOAD
REG
UNIT
®
g
i
°... -D ....
RECOND
LOAD
.!OPTION.)..
m
Figure 4.4- I. Solar ArraylEnergy Storage Experiment (Functional Block Diagram)
The experiment is located outside of the alpha joint, and requires a beta
joint for complete solar tracking. The slipring assembly is required because
rotation is continuous. The charge control unit regulates all energy into
the battery, and can compensate for battery temperature, voltage, and state
of health.
The power control module controls all power between the energy sources and
storage devices, and monitors key performance parameters. The dynamic load
dissipates battery energy during eclipse, thereby cycling the battery to a
prescribed depth of discharge. (The basic: load value would be selected as a
Function of which energy storage concept(s) was selected for the experiment.)
Periodically (e.g. once per week) the dynamic load will cycle through a
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programmedsequence of power ranges to support measurementof solar array and
battery current-voltage characteristics. This test, as with all experiment
operations, would be controlled by the processor contro] unit.
Space Station power will be used to initiate experiment preparation and
operation. Experiment operation will then becomeautonomous.
The solar array requirements are dependent on the battery selection because
one experiment function is to cycle each battery to its maximumrecommended
depth of discharge (DOD). The selected batteries have different DOD
requirements and different output voltages, so their power outputs are also
different. As a result, the solar array size required to replenish the
battery charge is a function of the battery type.
The required solar array power demand is calculated For the sodium sulfur
battery and the bipolar nickel hydrogen. For each case we calculated the
battery output, the battery charging power, and the solar array power demand.
There are many other solar array requirements having to do with electrical
and mechanical interfaces, structural dynamic coupling, degradation, and
other design parameters. Most other requirements are similar, if not
identical, for all space solar arrays, and are not significant to this study.
The maximumrecommendedDODfor sodium sulfur batteries is assumedto be 80
percent. Based on a cell capacity of 50 ampere hours, the output is 40
ampere hours. An average output voltage of 1.845 volts per cell provides a
battery voltage of 169.7 volts, which equates to 6.8 kWHoutput from the
battery. The discharge voltage allows for 6 percent cell failures before
degrading to the minimumnominal discharge voltage of 160 volts.
Considering a discharge regulator efficiency of 95 percent, the maximumpower
demandof the dynamic load is 10.8 kW. The calculations are:
Assumption: MaximumDODof 80%for Na/S batteries
Battery Output:
tE = 36 min. = 0.6 Hrs.
AHo : (AHc) (DOD): (50AH) (80%) : 40AH
Vo = (Ns) (V/cell) = (92) (1.845. Volts/cell) = 169.7V
Eo =
(PL)DYN
(AHo) (Vo) = (40AH) (169.7V) = 6.8KWH
= Eo_ • _IDCR = (6.8KWH) (0.95) = lO.8kW
t_--- O.6H
The power required for charging the battery is dependent on the charge time,
the average charge voltage, and the ampere hour input. Based on a 100
percent ampere hour efficiency, the battery requires 40 ampere hours for
recharge. The charge voltage of 2.23 volts per cell results in a battery
voltage of 205.2 volts, and the entire charge energy is 8.2 kWH. The
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available charge time was assumed to be 5 minutes less than the daylight
segment (0.9 hours), and this results in an average charging power of 9.1 kWH
as follows:
tsun = 59 min.
tCHG = 54 min. = 0.9 hrs.
AHI = AHo = (40AH)
VCHG : (Ns) (V/cell) : (92) (2.23V. volts/cell) : 205.2Volts
ECHG = (VCHG) (AHI) = (205.2V) (40.AH) = 8.2kWH
PCHG = E_CHG_ = (8.2KWH) = 9.1 kW
t_ O.9H
The total solar array power demand is based on the battery charging power,
the charger efficiency, and the instrumentation loads. The charger
efficiency is 95 percent, and the instrumentation load is approximate i00
watts. These parameters result in a total solar array power output
requirement of 9.7 kW as shown in Figure 4.3-2.
Solar Array Power Demand:
TICHG -- 0.g5
PSA
PSA
m
PCHG
--TFCHG
m
_9.1 kV_-t
+ O IkWM_ - 9,7kVg
HG88061 I
Figure 4.4-2. PowerlEnergy Sizing Analysis
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The maximum recommended DOD for bipolar nickel hydrogen batteries is assumed
to be 70 percent. Based on a cell capacity of 130 ampere hours, the output
is 91 ampere hours. An average output voltage of 1.25 volts per cell
provides a battery voltage of 160 volts, which equates to a battery output of
14.6 kWH.
Considering a power condition efficiency of 95 percent, the maximum power
demand of the dynamic load is 21.1 kW.
Assumption: Maximum DOD of 80% for Na/S batteries
Battery Output:
tE = 36 min. = 0.6 Hrs.
AHo = (AHc) (DOD) = (130AH) (70%) = 91AH
Vo : (Ns) (V/cell) : (128) (/.25V/cell) : 160V
Eo = (AHo) (Vo) = (91AH) (160V) = 14.6kWH
(PL)DYN = (E_o_].• (_IDCR)= (14.6kWH)(0.95)= 21.1kW
tE O.6H
The charging power of the battery is dependent on the charge time, the
average charge voltage, and the ampere hour input. Based on a 95 percent
ampere hour efficiency, the battery requires 95.5 ampere hours for recharge.
The charge voltage of 1.4 volts per cell results in a battery voltage of 179
volts, and the entire charge energy is 17.0 kWH. The available charge time
of 0.9 hours results in an average charging power of 18.8 kWH.
tsun = 59 min.
tCHG = 54 min. = 0.9 hrs.
AHI : (AHo) • (1.05) (91AH) (1.05) = 95.5
VCHG : ins) (V/cell) : (128) (l.4V/cell) = 179 Volts
ECHG = (VCHG) (AHI) = (179v) (95.5AH) = 17.0kWH
PCHG = ECHG_ = (17.0kWH) = 18.8 kW
t_ 0.9H
The total solar array power demand is based on the battery charging power,
the charger efficiency, and the instrumentation loads. The charger
efficiency is 95 percent, and the instrumentation load is approximately 100
watts. These parameters result in a total solar array power output
requirement of 19.8 kW as shown in Figure 4.4-3.
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TICHG = 0.95
PSA u!
qCHG
_8.8_ ÷ 19.8_
PSA :
i
+ PL INST
0.I k___ -
HG880612
Figure 4.4-3. PowerlEnergy Sizing Analysis
The present Space Station beta gimbal as shown in Figure 4.4-4 is also
suitable for the experiment solar array gimbal. The reported accuracy is ± 2
degrees, and when combined with the alpha gimbal (a reported accuracy of ± 3
degrees), a suitable overall pointing accuracy is provided for the
experiment. The advanced solar cell concept is rather insensitive to angles
under 10 degrees, and the domed concentrator concept can be designed to
tolerate a misorientation of 5 degrees.
Fo eluro l/Oh iwe¢l iNrloI1¢i
• Slellon bell ¢ommo_rt wilfl plallorm Ill)ha
• Space proven single wire race bearing
• Accuracy ." 2 dig.
• Ms=Is 605 Ib .._-._ Inner Bearing
""'°°'-'"-(50 yr Ilia lasl el NASA/LeRC)
• Power/signal clrculls sized lot
redunclency and growlh) _ i_ '_ _-_._J] HIncl Rail
._,.,..o,o..20 fl-lb torque _ .N _ _,'_ Assemblies._ (4 Required)/ J°_ •
• (2Req !
HG880613
Power/Signal
Translef Module
Roll Ring
Assembly
Wiring Harness
Figure 4.4-4. Beta Gimbal Assembly
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The experiment requirements for the domed concentrator concept include the
solar array sizing, the basic panel/wing design, and the wing weight. The
wing is sized to provide the 9.7 kW required For the sodium sulfur battery
and associated instrumentation. The wing area would have to be twice as great
to power the 19.2 kW required for the bipolar nickel hydrogen battery.
The basic solar array size is a function of the required solar array power
demand at end of life, the associated environmental Factors, the basic solar
cell efficiency, the packing factor, and the solar intensity. Environmental
degradation is only 5 percent because the charged particle fluence is very
low in the expected space station orbit. The 23 percent cell efficiency is
based on an effective solar irradiance of 100 suns in the concentrator, and a
solar cell temperature of 100 C. A 90 percent packing factor was used.
The resultant solar array area requirement is 36.4 square meters, or 391
square feet, as shown in Figure 4.4-5.
PSA (Fe) FACTORS:
ASA =
(nc)(np)(S)
Iw
(9.7kW) (105)
(0.23) (0.9) (I.353kW/M 2)
Fe: Environment
TIc: Chargeeff
rip: Packing
t
ASA 36AM 2 = 391 ft2
HG880614
Figure 4.4-5. Solar Array Sizing Analysis Summary (Concentrator)
The 196-unit panel section measures 0.518 meters on each side for a total
area of 0.268 square meters. This is the basic manufacturing unit of which
the panel and wing segments would be fabricated.
Panel and wing design is illustrated in Figure 4.4-6.
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Figure 4.4-6. Panel Section Design
The basic design of the experiment wing is shown in Figure 4.4-7 for the
domed concentrator concept. The wing contains 18 panels, with each panel
comprised of 8 panel sections. Each panel section contains 196 concentrator
units (14X14). A spacing of 4 centimeters was considered between panels in
the long direction, resulting in an overall wing length of 9.644 meters. A 10
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PANEL
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196-UNIT/,.-_
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/
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9644M e,,.I(31.64') HG880616
Figure 4.4-7. Solar Concentrator PaneflWing Design
J_o-e2-12
centimeter spacing was considered between panels in the other direction for
an overall wing width of 4.244 meters.
The dome concentrator wing has 18 panels of 8 sections each for a total of
144 sections. Each section has an area of 0.2683 square meters For a total
area of 38.6 square meters. Considering a section weight of 2.5 kilograms per
square meter, the 144 sections will weigh 96.6 kg. A structural unit weight
of 0.7 kilograms per square meter results in a structural weight of 27.0 kg.
The resulting wing weight is 123.6 kg for the experiment.
It is considered likely that a thorough analysis and design of a domed
concentrator would disclose items that would add to the above weight.
However, an extensive analysis and design effort is beyond the scope of this
study.
The experiment requirements for the advanced solar cell concept include the
solar array sizing, the basic panel/wing design, and the impact on wing
weight. As with the concentrator concept, the sizing calculation is based on
a 9.7 kW demand for charging the sodium sulfur battery. Should the bipolar
nickel hydrogen battery be selected For the experiment, the active length of
the solar array would have to be doubled to meet the 19.2 kW demand of that
battery.
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The basic solar array size is a function of the required solar array power
demand at end of life, and the associated environmental factors, the basic
solar cell efficiency, the packing factor, and the solar intensity.
Environmental degradation is only 5 percent because the charged particle
fluence is very low in the expected space station orbit. The 19 percent cell
efficiency is based on a conservative extrapolation of current production
cell capability. A 90 percent packing factor was used.
The resultant solar array area requirement is 44.0 square meters, or 474
square feet.
Assuming a blanket width comparable to the 14.2 feet of the baseline solar
array, the resultant minimum blanket length is 33.4 feet as shown in Figure
4.4-8.
PSA (Fe) FACTORS;
ASA =
(qc)(Tip)(s)
Fe: Environment
(9.TkW) (1.05)
(0.19) (0.9) (I.353kWIM 2)
TIc" Chargeeff
Tip: Packing
ASA = 44.0M 2 = 474 ft 2
W = 1:1.2ff = BASELINE
372 if2L :_ A_'A = - 3,3.4ff
W 14,2ft H_88o6_7
Figure 4.4-8. Solar Array Sizing Advanced Cells
The basic design of the experiment wing for the advanced solar cell concept
is shown in figure 4.4-9. The wing contains two blankets of 14.20 feet in
width by 20.00 Feet in length, with active cells covering the inter 17.50
feet. Each blanket contains 16 panels in length by 3 panels in width For a
total of 48 panels. The 3-panel row at each end contains no solar cells,
resulting in 42 active solar panels. All wing dimensions common with are the
baseline solar array with the exception of wing length (the 20.00 Feet
measurement in line with the boom).
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Because baseline components and fittings would be used where ever practical
for the advanced solar cell concept to achieve maximum commonality, a
calculation of wing weight for the experiment would result in a value that
appears excessively heavy because a full-wing complement is not used. Blanket
weight essentially comprises 54 percent of the wing weight, and this concept
considers nothing to improve the remaining 46 percent of the wing.
i 33,80 FT, ii
= 14.20
I f
r z /// // /// z
x /// -. , ,, . /,,/." //
.//,- -., ,, // / / /// -
"" )'" i, /// / //!/ ,- //• . j#// - .x / /x //x -• J d " _/3/. //. ,//_.. !/ / • / /,/ "/ / __ • , /// [
x /._ / _" // /// "x /'/ /
/ "////.. _ , , .,/
. - x I.// /
, // /.', /'/ _ // ,/ //
. "/./ x ///._/// .// _ , , •
/. , / / , - , , ,//,I"/'_// // / _ // X / / ,,
/ , // ,, i _ ,// l..j--I -i/
17.5 20,0
HG880618
PLANAR SOLAR ARRAY
Figure 4.4-9. Wing Design (Advanced Solar Cells)
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To show the benefits of this concept on the space station, the plot of Figure
4.4-10 shows only wing blanket weight and the potential weight savings versus
solar cell efficiency --- based on a presumed baseline solar cell efficiency
of 14 percent. Assuming a 19 percent solar cell efficiency as considered in
this study, a savings of approximately 80 kilograms per wing could be
achieved.
300'
275
4--_ BASELINE (APPROX.)
0
25
25O
SOLAR 50 SOLAR
ARRAY ARRAY
BLANKET 225 WEIGHTWEIGHT
(kg/wing) 75 SAVINGS
(kglwing)
16 18 20 22
SOLAR CELL EFFICIENCY (%)
200
100
125
24 HG880619
Figure 4.4-10. Potential Weight Savings For Advanced Solar Cells
The experimental requirements for the sodium sulfur battery are presented in
this section.
The mid 1990s projected state-of-the-art advanced technology electrical
energy storage system should be tested in low-Earth-orbit environment to aid
in the development and demonstration of compliance with the design
specification data to accompolish the optimum design goals as stipulated
below:
I) high gravimetric and volumetric energy desity
2) high voltage-160 vdc nominal for LEO
3) reliability
4) 5 year life, LEO 30,000 cycles @ 80% D0D for Na/S battery
5) cost effective design
6) easy to manufacture, test and integrate
7) easily scaled, in voltage and A-hr capacity
8) thermal control
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The design criteria of the sodium sulfur battery are listed in figure 4.4-11.
Key criteria include 30,000 cycles over Five years of life at a depth-of-
discharge (DOD)of 80 percent. The battery is launched in the frozen state,
and then heated to 350 C for operation in orbit.
DESIGN:.Analysis, Fabricate, Testing and Demonstrate
350" C cell
5 gear life
30,000 cycles (28,832/5 years @ 180 nautical miles, 54.8 rain. charge, 36.4 min. discharge)
0.9gg @ 0.98 confidence level
20 freeze/thaw cycles
30% packaging factor/13at.tery configuration
50 AH cell
63 WH/Ib. to 80_ DOD (139 WH/kg)
50 WH/Ib. minimum at 2 C discharge rate (I 10.23 WH/kg)
71 WH/Ib. to 90% DaD (157 WH/kg)
6 m ohms/cell
Environment - (Frozen State)
-20 to I I0" F ambient
3.45 pete to 15.53 psia
36 inch drop (transportation)
30 G's @ 11 ms duration (handling)
5 minutes 15 G's (launch)
0.25 GZ/Hz peak @ 300 t.o I O00Hz
I000 G's peak (pyrotechnic shOCk)
Figure 4.4-11. Leo Sodiuml$ulfur Battery (350" C) Design Criteria
HG880620
The sodium sulfur battery is sized in Figure 4.4-12 For potential
incorporation into a revised Space Station operating at 160V. A 60 percent
DOD is assumed, and a 5 percent margin For cell Failures. The resulting
design has 93 series cells per battery. Each photovoltaic power module
requires 2 batteries, For a total of 184 cells. This results in 736 cells
for the 4 power modules. Total battery weight is 434 kg (957 Ibs).
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BATTERY SIZINGFOR 160V
qs000 W = $94 A
! totol " 160V
Use 12 r:_el stnngs @ 49.5 Wsl_g
Cel OisclnargeYoltage = 1.845vbetween I0% & 60=1,C)C)O
Assumng Bc2teryDischarge Controller q = 0.99
Nu'rt_,r _ Ceils (assL_',ng 5% reclur, aar_)
(160v) (105% rotr_) -- = g2cehlsmng
I'I0 ==
(1.8_Vlcell)(0.gqBOC etflcency)
Baffery Votage on Dtscl'K:3rge = 170V wi1_no cells r_lecl
= 161Vwlt_ 5 cells f'alecl
Cl'_rge rate = C/2
Cel ct_c_ge votage = 2.230 vlceu
_ATT_RY- PACKAGING
Neec1736 50 AH cells.(2Bc_tenet/Photovoltc]cPower Moclule.= 100AH x80% DOE:) = eOAH or
22.4kW) (2xg2celt= 184cellsx4power rrK:x:lules= 736Pot_cels)
Ballp<_ weight forl:x::_en/system:
(736celt)(l.0IDlce+l)(I.30pockagrx:j factor)= 957Io
Lower weign_ are possilolect increased nsk(lower relial_lityc,_:llor
cle<_T_3_e<zl Ire) HG880621
Figure 4.4-12. Basic Leo Battery Design SodiumlSulfur Battery (350 ° C)
Sizing the sodium sulfur battery for the experiment is based on an average
discharge voltage of 160 VDC. The number of series cells is based on a
voltage of 1.84S volts per cell. The 92 cells of the 50 AH battery have a
net weight of 54.4 kg (120 Ibs) as summarized in Figure 4.4-13.
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Battery__.!zingR_._p,.quirement:
Cell charge voltage = 2.2SV @ 30°C/cell
no = (160V) (105% for redundancy) I (1.845Vlcell)
(0.99 efficiency) = 92 cells
30,000 cycles @ 80% POD, LEO 5 year life
80% depth of discharge (DOD)
50 AH capacity
40 AH @ 80%
170 volts@ l.BaSVlcell (10-60%POD)
161 volts@ 1.845V/cell (10-60% DOD), with S ceIls failed)
6.Bk WH @ 80% capaclty
C12 charge rate
BATTERY - PACKAGING
Need 92 50 AHcell _. (I BatterylPhotovoltaic Power Module)
Ball park weight for battery system:
(92 cells) (1.01b/cell) (1.30 packaging factor) = 1201b
Lower weights are possible at increased risk (lower reliability and/or
decreased life) :. HG880622
Figure 4.4-13. Experiment Battery Design SodiumlSulfur Battery (350" 0
The 92 cells of the sodium sulfur battery are packaged into an ORU of
standard base dimensions (23" X 25"), but the height is increased to 14
inches to accommodate the full cell length as shown in Figure 4.4-14. The
cells are enclosed in a 36-1ayer thermal blanket. Heater elements are
located in the base plate, which is also in physical contact with the thermal
control radiator.
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Thermal Btanket _. __ Standard ORU O!mensions
Bypass Switc h Ceil Bvoass Switch _ _.-_ Type: A 23" x 25 x 12
Mounting Bracket _" _ _ Na/S 23" x 25" x 14"
,
Split-Collar F ange I I--I_ - - _. , ..,,._
in=,. -'L 11 - '
,.,. / =
Harnass H_Y/'_I_ :-"1 _ _ Loa_Spr°ade,Be,,,,
Connector Bracket "-'-'--H;ater Element _ ,_j1_/. _ \ _Thermal Pad
lectrical Connector _ _ _ v \ (2 Places)
E • ! _ \
(2 Places) ' ' _--- EVA/Robotic Interface
Flange Isolator 1 J
__1
Sodium-Sulfer Cell_I Link
I
92 Coils
9x 10+2
Belleville Washers_ " P-" -:.qt=-.'_
._/._¢_-:.,jD.:. _.'_.
• " ":"¢1) -: •_ ::':,==i_.' .
_,_,L._i;,-""• "-" ":" -:-_-'-_i_.-.,_..-" _,.i;..• "qlll'.-'ll -'.OB,.'._l_.- • . • . .-_D.-.%p,..-_
•qr_,.'.qrlD • " • • -.-,Ifp.._..¢t_.'. "
•_h_.".-=; ".'¢0_.,.¢T>..._ ,, " . • . . _1_,,:._,.._._.._.-_ta_. ". WJ). . . ,_ • " _l_."_1_. ._ID. .v_ ..._
'll_ll;l:
-_b.:._,... &;._._;;_'._,L L --_.:.Q.
"ql_k_u_.:. _,_.'. _k....;;L .'m':.: D.:.=.:._
,,,:,_l_;.o,_._...._i_,-,.-_.C,.,=-:._.'.e_,.. , -'" z
•" :C' '." "" "_.''-" _" : • epI- • _L._,...IF_._ _,_-
,'-',p;. _
krn,;:_-:-_.,.i_ I_'_=_*"Configuration ".l',,_¢..u,-k...':
HG880623
Figure 4.4.14. 92- Cell Battery Assembly
The experimental requirements for the nickel hydrogen battery are presented
in this section.
The mid 1990s projected state-of-the-art advance technology electrical energy
storage system should be tested in low-earth-orbit environment to aid in the
development and demonstration of compliance with the design specification
data to accompolish the optimum design goa_s as stipulated below:
i) high gravimetric and volumetric energy desity
2) high voltage-160 vdc nominal for LEO
3) reliability
4) 5 year life, LEO 30,000 cycles @ 70% DOD for Ni/H2 battery
5) cost effective design
6) easy to manufacture, test and integrate
7) easily scaled, in voltage and A-hr capacity
8) thermal control
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Sizing the nickel hydrogen battery for the experiment is based o& an average
discharge voltage of 160 VDC. The number of series cells is based on a
voltage of 1.25 volts per cell. The 128 c_}Is of the 130 AH battery have a
net weight of 402.3 kg (885 Ibs) as sumarized in Figure,_.4.-4Z15.
BATTERY SIZING REQ_
Cell charge voltage = 1.40V @ 30"C/cell
no = 160V/1.25V/cell = 12Bcells
30,000 cycles @ 70% DOD, LEO 5 year life
70% depth of discharge (DOD)
130 AH capacitg
91 AH @ 70_
I60 volts @ 1.25V/cell (10-60% DOD)
15k WH @ 70% cepacitg
25 AH charge current
42 WH/kg _ I00% DOD energy density
BATTERY - PACKAGING
Need 128 130 AH cells. (1 Battertj/Photovoltalc Power Module)
Ball park weight for batterg system:
(12B cells) (5.41 Ib/cell) (1.278 packaging factor) = 885 lb
Lower welgl_ts are Dosslble at Increased rlsk (lower reliability and/or
decreased It fe) H_aao6=,
Figure 4.4.1£ Experiment Battery Design Bipolar Nickel.Hydrogen Battery
The 128 cells of the nickel hydrogen battery are packaged into one common
pressure vessel as shown in Figure 4.4-16. Stack dimensions are 27"x27"x19",
and the plate area is 3gO square inches. The battery will be cooled by
active cooling techniques.
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BATTERY SPECIFICATIONS FOR 160V SYSTEM
• POWER
• LOAD VOLTAGE
• THEORETICAL CAPACITY
• DISCHARGE CAPACITY/
AT 0.6 br ECLIPSE
• DEPTH OF DISCHARGE
• SERIES CELLS
• PLATE AREA
• CELL THICKNESS
• STACK DIMENSIONS
• BATTERY WEIGHT
• ENERGY DENSITY
• VOLUMETRIC ENERGY
DENSITY
• VESSEL CONFIGURATION
21kWH
160V
130AH
78AH
70%
128
2
3901n.
0.0951n.
27x27x19 In.
8851b
42WH/kg AT 100% DOD
780WH/ft 3
Conceptual drawing of a 21KW blpolar constructed nickel hydrogen
battery including speclficatlons.
•TBD
Figure 4.4-16. Basic Bipolar NilH2 Bakery Design
The experiment assembly is illustrated in Figure 4.4-17 and is comprised of
the solar array, energy storage, dynamic load, and experiment control. The
Integrated Equipment Assembly (IEA) dictated the commonality of the
experiment equipment, which is packaged in standard or non-standard
Operational Replacement Units (ORUs). The sodium sulfur battery was packaged
in an ORU of non-standard height (14" vs £2") to allow room for the full cell
length.
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DC Switch Unl ORU "_ BatteW Chugs'Discharge Unit (ORU)
Intelsal V ._, SIS, Superbtid and Insat
I M=o,nv---0_0/
_ry AsNmio/y ORU
Leo Sodium/Sulfur Battery (350"C)
Radiator Plattar
Array
SO Tru_
Extension Beta Gimbals
a) Option 1
Figure 4.4-17. Experiment Assembly
HC880586
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4.5 Experiment Conceptual Desiqn
The proposed location for the Solar Array/Energy Storage TDM is at one end of
the Space Station power boom as shown in Figure 4.5-i. It would be mounted
to the truss extension to be used for the solar dynamic power system on the
Phase II station. The truss, utility trays and the beta gimbal would be
delivered to the Space Station early For use by this TDM. A solar array
technology demonstration experiment would be attached to this beta gimbal. A
second beta gimbal could be located on the opposite side of the truss for a
second solar array experiment. This location provides the required viewing
and pointing without adding a dedicated two-axis pointing system. The power
output of the experiment could also be conveniently added to the power
obtained From the station arrays.
]Phase 1 75-kW Station] <_.._-_¢.
• Use SO truss extension & Beta gimba# L\4)_t _ N __2-,__
• Add second Beta gimbai ' _ _--,_>-"__')_ = "_._
• _ ]Phase 2 125-kW Station I
HG880626
Figure 4.5- I. $olar ArraylEnergy Storage Experiment Location
Details of the experiment configuration are shown in the drawing (Figure
4.5-2) of the last two bays of the truss extension. Both solar array
experiments identified as promising candidates are shown. The TDM would be
less complex and less expensive if the two solar array technologies and
battery concepts were demonstrated sequentially instead of simultaneously.
However, for this study, both solar array concepts and both battery
technologies will be included.
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The planar array and the concentrator array are shown attached to their
respective beta gimbals on opposite sides of the truss. The planar array
storage and deployment hardware are the same as the baseline station arrays.
Only the solar cells and possibly the blanket to which they are attached are
unique to the experiment. The Integrated Equipment Assembly (IEA) concept
proposed for Space Station is used to contain both the required electronics
and the experimental energy storage technology experiments. The equipment
radiator attached to the IEA is also common to Space Station (possibly with
less surface area).
If the experiments do not require the number of ORUs provided by the IEA, a
portion of an IEA can be attached to the truss using the Payload Interface
Adaptor (PIA) and Station Interface Adaptor (SIA) concept planned For the
attachment of other payloads to the Space Station truss. Not shown in the
drawing are the connecting utility trays that contain power and
instrumentation cabling.
<
\
Extension
I;
a) Option 1
Concentrator Array
b) Option 2
HC880627
Figure 4.5. 2. Solar ArraylEnergy Storage TDMX21S I- Configuration
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Estimates of the weights of experiment components and flight support
equipment are shown in Figure 4.5-3. The truss, utility tray and launch
support equipment weights are based on the results of a previous study to
define an STS flight experiment to demonstrate the assembly of the Space
Station truss. Solar array and battery weights were derived during this
stuay. The Beta gimbal and IEA weights were obtained or derived from Space
Station Power System reports. The total weight of the packaged experiment
is 10,255 Ib (4638 kg).
Component
Truss (5 bays)
Utility trays
Beta gimbals (2)
lEA (less batteries)
Planar array assembly
wt. (Ib)
Concentrator array assembly
Sodium-Sulfar batteries
Bi-polar NiH2 batteries
Raditor panels
Truss component canister
Utility tray cradle
lEA/solar array cradle
948
1732
1210
5OO
432
271
120
885
260
368
5OO
3000
Mass (kg)
430
785
549
227
196
123
54
401
"118
167
227
1361
Totals 10255 4638
HG880628
Figure 4.5-3. TDMX2151-Weight Summary
Figure 4.5-4 shows the proposed responsibilities for the operation of the
TDM. Transportation of the packaged experiment is accomplished using the
Orbiter RMS and the MRMS under the control of IVA crew members. The
experiment is assembled via EVA with an IVA crew member controlling the MRMS
and monitoring the work. Once assembled the experiment is deployed and
checked-out from the ground with some assistance of the Space Station crew to
verify on-board monitoring capabilities. Primary responsibility for the
monitoring of experiment performance lies with the ground crew. Status of the
experiments can be monitored on the Space Station, and, for safety,
contingency alarms will also be available at the Station. The ground crew
will also be responsible for conducting periodic tests of the experiments to
obtain data for determining performance profiles. These will be used to
D683-I0255-I
determine the need For maintenance, the performance of which may require the
assistance of the station crew. Primary responsibility for contingency
planning and operations is shared with both the ground and the Station crews.
Some contingency operations may require EVA.
Operation
• Experiment Assembly
• System Checkout
• Experiment Performance
• Periodic Performance Profiles
• Maintenance
• Contingencies
P - Pdrnary S - Seconda_
Responsibility
Space Station
EVA IVA
P S
S
S
S S
S P
Ground
P
P
P
P
P
HC880629
Figure 4.5-4. TDMX21$1 Operations
The experiment and its supporting truss structure will be assembled by two
EVA astronauts with assistance From the mobile remote manipulator system
(MRMS). Experiment assembly is accomplished in three eight-hour days. The
tasks accomplished in each of the three days and the corresponding man-hours
needed for each is shown in this table.
The ground rules and basis for the operations and times are as follows:
o EVA starts when battery power is turned on.
o All EVAs include 2 EVA crew members and I IVA crew member.
o Final EVA tasks end with connection of SCU
o No contingency time is included, assumes everything goes smoothly.
o Strut and node assembly times are based on EASE/ACCESS video tape
analysis and "SAVE" study estimates.
o "SAVE" times are multiplied by 3 to account for the lack of a
construction fixture and crew Foot restraints at assembly site.
o Experiment packaging is based on RI concept for the PV modules.
o Utility trays with utilities (electrical cabling, etc.) are packaged
in a separate container.
o The truss components ( 24 nodes, 30 Iongerons, 30 battens, 25
diagonals, 16 gimbal mounting struts and 8 IEA mounting struts) are in
a separate container.
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o The MRMSwill be capable of transporting the entire package from the
docked Orbiter to the assembly site in one trip.
o The RMSand MRMSwill be controlled IVA from the Orbiter and SS
cupola, respectively. All unloading and MRMS loading will be
controlled by IVA RMS/MRMScrew members.
o A safety wire used to assist crew translation is available along the
length of the truss.
Day I - The experimental hardware is removed from the Orbiter bay and
delivered to the end of the power boom using the MRMS. This task will be
accomplished remotely by two IVA astronauts, one operating the Orbiter RMS
and the other operating the MRMS. This task will be accomplished in one
B-hour shift.
Day 2 - After EVA preparations, which include donning suits, depressurizing
the airlock, egress and translation to the construction site, the astronauts
assemble the 5 truss bays. The MRMSis used to position one of the
astronauts to aid in the assembly. Next, the two beta drives are installed
on opposite sides of the last truss bay. Fhe two solar array experiments are
then attached to their respective beta gimbals (the solar arrays may be
delivered already attached to their beta drives, which will save some
assembly time). Installation of the integrated equipment assembly (IEA)
within the Fourth truss bay is accomplished next. The second day concludes
with the installation of utility trays on the first truss bay after which the
astronauts return to the Hab. The elapsed time for Day 2 is 6.4 hours.
Day 3 - EVApreparations are the sameas those for Day 2. The assembly of
the experiment continues by completing the installation of the utility trays
in bays 2 through 5 and connecting the cabling to the beta drives. The
equipment radiator is then attached to the IEA. With the experiment assembly
complete, the astronauts secure all equipment containers and support hardware
to the MRMSand return to the Hab. The elapsed time for day 3 is 7.2 hours.
Top level planing schedules for a precursor shuttle Flight test and for
TDMX2151are shown in Figure 4.5-5. It also shows how the two programs are
phased with respect to each other and also with the Space Station Program.
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Figure 4.5-5. TDMX2151: $olar Arrayl Energy Storage Master Phasing Schedule
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The STS flight test program covers approximately three years beginning in
1989, with PDR in early 1990, CDR at the beginning of 1991, and launch in
mid-1992. Results from the flight test evaluation following the Flight will
be available to support the TDMX2151 program PDR and CDR.
The four and a half year TDMX2151 Program begins in mid-1992, during the time
that the STS precursor test flight is being readied for launch at the Eastern
Launch Site (ELS). The PDR occurs at the end of 1992. The CDR is near the
end of 1993, just prior to the first Space Station delivery Flight. The
launch of the experiment occurs at the end of 1995, one or two months after
Space Station permanently manned configuration (PMC). This will allow the
experiment to operate for one year before the solar dynamic power system is
delivered to the station in early 1997. A long operating time is needed For
the experiment so that life cycle estimates, performance measurements and
degradation characteristics can be determined.
4.6 Commnality with Space Station Equipment
As shown in Figure 4.6-i, the experiment makes maximum use of equipment that
is common with Space Station. The truss structure, beta joints, planar array
container & deployment mechanism, equipment radiator, power & instrumentation
cabling, and Integrated Equipment Assembly (IEA) concept are envisioned to be
the same as Space Station. The planar array will use new technology solar
.. ,
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cells, and the blanket to which they are attached may, of necessity, be
unique. The concentrator array, which requires more rigidity than the planar
array concept, will be unique. Much of the equipment within the ORUs
attached to the IEA are envisioned to be somewhat different from the
corresponding equipment for Space Station due to the new technologies being
demonstrated. However, many of the components that are used in the equipment
may be common. The battery control module and charge control unit may be
common with Space Station, but may require some modifications.
Equipment Item
• Truss structure ......................................
• Beta joints ...........................................
• Planar array container & deployment mechanism ....
• Planar array ..........................................
• Concentrator array and support structure ............
• Equipment radiator (attached to lEA) ................
• Power & instrumentation cables ......................
• Integrated Equipment Assembly (lEA) concept ......
• Equipment.contained in ORUs
• Energy storage batteries .........................
• Battery control module ............................
• Charge control unit ....................... - ......
• Load regulator unit ..............................
• Dynamic load ...................................
• Power distribution/switching .....................
• Processor control unit ............................
? - May, be common or modified space station equipment
Common
X
X
X
X
X
X
?
?
Unique
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
HG880632
Figure 4.6- t. Commonality With Space Station Equipment
4.7 Mission Requirements Data Base (MRDB)
The MRDB input form has been completed and is included in this report. The
data shown assumes that both solar array technologies and both battery
concepts are demonstrated in the TDM. Changes to the MRDB are summarized in
Figure 4.7-1.
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• Solar array
• Advanced solar arrays to be demonstrated by
attaching the arrays at the end of the phase I boom
• Solar concentrator technology arrays to be
demonstrated on the opposite side of the truss
• Use the power generated in the Space Station PMAD
system
• Energy storage
• Advanced energy storage techniques to be tested are:
- Sodium -sulfur
- Bi-polar Ni/H2
• Energy storage techniques to be tested at the same
time as the solar array to be tested
Figure 4.7.1. Changes to MRD8
The first page of the MRDB form, shows the proposed launch in late 1995 with
the experiment operational throughout 1996. Experiment objectives are listed
along with a brief description of the experiment. Estimates of TDMX2151
experiment characteristics and Space Station support requirements are
contained in the subsequent pages.
4.8 Summ_ry and Conclusions
TDMX2151, a solar array/energy storage technology development mission has
been defined during this study. A state of the art assessment identified two
solar array technologies and two energy storage technologies that show
promise for significant performance improvements as shown in figure 4.8-1.
Advancements in the technologies chosen are being made under on-going
development programs in the aerospace industry, and will be ready for flight
testing in the mid-1990s time frame. The four technology experiments have
been incorporated into a TDM that has been designed to maximize commonality
with Space Station equipment. As previously mentioned, the complexity and
cost of the TDM could be reduced by demonstrating one solar array technology
and one battery concept at a time.
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Figure 4.8.1. Performance Comparison
Once installed on the Space Station, the Facility may be capable of
accommodating other TDMX missions listed in the MRDB. These are identified
on Figure 4.8-2, which lists some of the other TDMXs listed in the MRDB or
presented at the NASA RT&E Workshop that relate to power generation and its
interaction with the space environment that may be able to use some of the
TDMX2151 equipment or facilities.
•TDMX2152 -Large Space Power Systems Technology
• TDMX2511 - Space Power Systems Environmental Interference
• TDMX2512 - High Voltage in Space Plasma
• Environmental Interactions Experiment *
• Radiator Technology
" From NASA In-Space Research, Technology &
Engineering (RT&E) Workshop, October 1985 HG880634
Figure 4.8-2. Experiments That May Share TDMX2151 Facilities
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The result of this study is a preliminary definition of the Solar
Array/Energy Storage Technology Development Mission, TDMX2151. The
experiment must now be designed in more detail to define the details of its
configuration and to identify its requirements more precisely.
We also recommended that a precursor STS flight test be conducted to reduce
technological risks associated with the concentrator array experiment and the
battery concepts. This Shuttle Flight experiment needs to be defined in more
detail.
Other TDMXs have been identified as being potential users of a Facility
similar to that required for TDMX2151. Therefore, an investigation into the
ability of a single facility to accommodate several TDMXs is recommended.
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5.0 SATELLITE SERVICING TECHNOLOGIES (TDMXs 2561, 2562, 2563, 2564, and
2565)
5.1 Objectives and Benefits of Technoloo_y Advancement
Most historical and current spacecraft systems are designed to last For a
specified mission lifetime and then be abandoned. Some do not last for their
intended duration; some are still returning valuable data or performing
valuable services at the end of their design life. OFten, a satellite's
useful life ends because of something that should be easily repairable or
replaceable: batteries wear out; propellants are depleted. Most actual
Failures should, in principle, be easily repairable; blown Fuses, broken
wires or connectors, failed power supply components. Even such complex
things as chip failures in computers are routinely and quickly repaired in
ground systems.
Extensive repairs were carried out on Skylab by the astronaut crews.
Unscheduled maintenance and repair has been the rule on Shuttle and Spacelab
flights. Shuttle missions have retrieved, repaired, and recovered satellites
even when servicing provisions were not designed in. Some new spacecraft are
being designed For servicing: the Hubble Space Telescope, Space Station. As
systems grow in complexity and cost, our ability to assure long service life
without servicing diminishes and the value of servicing increases.
For the Foreseeable Future, many if not most spacecraft assets will be in
locations where human servicing (i.e. by EVA) is not possible or is very
expensive. Only in instances where crew are on location because of a shuttle
flight that can reach the asset (but was not paid for by the servicing
mission), or where crew are on location by virtue of being onboard the Space
Station, is human servicing affordable. Teleoperation and robotics offers a
potential means of making servicing more available. The design impact,
however, must be modest for satellite program managers to accept it. One can
easily show by expected value analysis that the cost of putting in servicing
provisions should be no more than a few percent of the satellite program
cost. Unfortunately, most past studies of teleoperated or robotic servicing
have approached the problem from the servicing point of view and put most of
the design burden on the satellite side of the interface.
Investing in servicing technology is a strategic investment. The short-term
payoff is small. The long-term payoff is significant extension of the useful
life of space assets. Since the acquisition and deployment of space assets
is a budget-limited process, in the long run the affordable inventory of
working assets is proportional to the average service life. it is reasonable
to expect advancement of servicing technology to do better than double the
average service life, probably much better. An effective servicinq
technoloqy, includinq teleoperated and robotic servicinq, could more than
double the inventory of workinq space assets in the U.S. space proqram.
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5,2 Study Objectives and Tasks Summary
The objective of this part of the study was to define technolgy development
missions accomplishing the objectives of TDMXS 2561, 2562, 2563, 2564, and
2565. Our approach to the effort began by reviewing the MRDB descriptions of
these TDMXs to extract mission requirements. In addition, we noted that TDMX
2063 (on-orbit spacecraft assembly & test) has many requirements common with
the servicing TDMXs 2561-5.
We prepared a comparative requirements definition and completed analysis of
requirements commonality. This led us to group TDMXs 2561, 2562, 2563, and
2565 together. TDMX 2564, coatings maintenance, has unique requirements and
was kept as a separate mission. We then developed initial concepts For each
of the missions. In particular, the group of four servicing TDMXs led to a
concept for a servicing technology demonstration satellite test article.
This test article could also satisfy the needs of TDMX 2063.
At the midterm briefing, the COR asked us to look into low-cost alternatives
even if they would only satisfy a portion of the identified requirements. We
also, by this time, had obtained information on the GRO and AXAF spacecraft,
which had been identified as possible test articles For these TDMXs. We re-
examined the requirements in a task/goal matrix Format and developed an
evolutionary approach to the servicing technology missions. This also led to
recognition that TDMX 2565, the thermal interface technology mission, could
be satisfied almost entirely by ground testing. It was therefore defined as
a separate mission.
The analysis was completed by defining logic networks and strawman schedules
for the missions, determining space station accommodation requirements and
impacts, and preparing MRDB draft inputs.
The task flow is shown in Figure 5.2-i
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TOP LEVEL
REQUIREMENTS
CONDUCT
REQUIREMENTS
COMMONALITY
ANALYSIS
1
PERFORM
HARDWARE
COMMONALITY
ANALYSIS
DEFINE SERVICING
TECHNOLOGY
TEST
SATELLITE
J DEFINE
COATINGS
MAINTENANCE
TEST ARTICLE
DEFINE THERMAL
INTERFACE
TEST
REQU IREMENTS
r
r
RE-EXAMINE
REQUIREMENTS
EXAMINE
OPTIONS
DEFINE
EVOLUTIONARY
APPROACHES
DEVELOP
STRAWMAN
SCHEDULES
DEVELOP
LOGIC
NETWORK
DETERMINE
SPACE STATION
ACCOMODATIONS
AND IMPACT
PREPARE J
MRD8
INPUTS
HG880635
Figure $.2- t. Satellite Servicing Overall Task Flow
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5.3 Performance Goals
5.3.1 State-of-the-art assessment
Spacecraft servicing has a long history, a Few highlights of which are listed
in Figure 5.3-1. Ongoing programs, also listed, will accomplish Further
advances in the servicing state of the art. Historical and planned
capabilities are summarized on the chart. Determination of servicing
technology needs must take into account where the technology will be at the
time the technology program begins.
ApolIo/LRV Fender EVA on Lunar Surface
Skylab Extensive EVA and IVA repairs
Shuttle/Spacelab IVA repairs
Solar Max • Rendezvous and capture
• EVAORU changeoutand
component repairs
COMSAT Retrieval Capture, Berthing and Sating
EASE/ACCESS
Hubble Space Telescope
OMV
Space Station
Structural Assembly
....... 11.- .......... ,_
Instrument and Subsystem Remove
and Replace (EVA)
Remote Rendezvous, Docking,
Placement and Retrieval
• Assembly of Complex Vehicle
• Indefinite Life Maintenance (IVA
and EVA)
CMP GRFX/GWIDI$C 41/D31/0162-8 HG880636
Figure 5.3- I. Servicing History And Plans
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5.3.Z Technology selections
Our estimate of servicing technology needs
developed as a consequence of re-examining the
the study midterm.
shown in Figure 5.3-2 was
requirements and options after
Need
Design requirements on Space
Station servicing facility
Minimize impact on satellite
design
Self-test and diagnostics
techniques
Remote teleoperation and
robotics
• Cryogenics fluids replenishment
Assembly of complex, precision
structures
Rationale
i
• Minimize cost
• Maximize safety and efficiency
Make servicing provisions a
routine design practice
• (Same)
Enable servicing in GEO, polar,
and other orbits where manned
access is expensive or impractical
Extend life of systems with cooled
sensors
• Large antennas and optical
systems
• Lunar/Mars exploration Vehicles
CMP GRI=X/GW/DISC 41/D32/0162-8
Figure 5.3-2. Servicing Technology Needs
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The servicing technology program should be conducted in time to provide
design requirements for the Space Station Phase II servicing facility. This
will avoid costs and lead to a safer, more efficient facility by enabling
better tailoring of requirements.
Past efforts at design for satellite servicing have tended to impact
satellite design in favor of simplifying servicing systems and operations.
This makes servicing "non-user friendly" and servicing provisions have been
designed in to only a few spacecraft. For servicing to become a routine
design practice, it must be perceived by satellite designers as practical,
available, and minimal impact.
This need also drives the next items, self-test and remote capability. Most
satellites are not easily crew-accessible; remote operations require not only
the remote servicing capability but also confidence, before the servicing
mission is dispatched, that the necessary service is known and will restore
the satellite to normal operation.
Transfer of cryogenics, principally liquid helium, is important to satellites
with special sensors such as long-wave IR devices, e.g. SIRTF. This
technology need can best be addressed by adding cyrogenic helium transfer to
TDMX 2572.
Future exploration and science missions will require assembly of large,
precision structures. Some will have special requirements such as assurance
that aeroshell heat shields will not leak hot shock layer gas. Large
structures construction is addressed by TDMX 2064 and 2461.
5.3.3 Technology readiness
Technology Readiness was not specifically addressed. The requirements
analysis described in section 5.4 relates to technology readiness.
5.3.4 Performance
Performance goals were described in terms of test objectives, sine the
performance goals are generally to demonstrate functional and opertional
capabilities.
Top-Level objectives of this set of technology demonstrations are summarized
in Figure 5.3-3 as taken From the MRD8. TDMX 2063 is included here as it has
many requirements common with the satellite servicing TDMXs.
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MRDB #
TDMX 2063
(REF)
Title
On-Orbit Spacecraft
AssylTest
Objective
Demonstrate and Verify the Feasibility of
On-Orbit Assembly and Test of Spacecraft.
• Construction
• Contamination Removal/Control
• EVA
• IVA
• Manipulator Operations
• ORU Service/Maintenance
• Refuel
• Teleoperations
• Test and Measurement
• Tether Operations
• Visual Operations
TDMX 2561 Satellite Servicing and
Refurbishment
Demonstrate and Verify the Capability to
Refurbish and Resupply LEO Operational
Satellites.
• Retrieve
• Berth in Servicing Facility
• ORU Changeout
• Refueling
• Other RepairlRefinishmen_
• Replace in Operational Oroit
HG880637
Figure 5.3-3. Spacecraft Servicing Objectives From MRD8. (Sheet 1 of 3)
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MRDB #
TDMX 2562
Title
Satellite Maintenance and
Repair
Objective
Develop and Demonstrate Capability to
Service Free-Flying Satellites at Space
Station Inside Unpressurized Hangar. (Use
AXAF)
Retrieve
Change Out Modules
Replenish Fluids
Spacecraft Checkout
Return to Operational Orbit
TDMX 2563 Materials Resupply Develop ano Demonstrate Capability to
Retrieve and Resupply Material Samples
or Modules from a Materials Processing
Platform. Validate Remote Servicing
Capability of OMV Using Smart Front End.
SPACECRAFT SERVICING OBJECTIVES
(SHEET 2 OF 3)
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MRDB #
TDMX 2564
Title
Coatings Maintenance
Technology
Objective
Demonstrate On-Orbit External Space
Station System Refurbishment Using
Active Beam Technology.
• Assess Normal Contamination
and Degradation
• Cleaning
• Resurfacing
• Recoating
TDMX 2565 Thermal Interface
Technology
Develop and Demonstrate Techniques to
Remove Components From a Cold Plate
Heat Sink in Orbit Via EVA and Replace
Them, Restoring Adequ,_te Thermal
Conductivity by Proper Replacement of
Fill Material.
SPACECRAFT SERVICING OBJECTIVES
(SHEET 3 OF 3)
D638-10255-1
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Figure 5.3-4 presents a comparative listing of the objective of each TDMX
considered for evaluation as part of the satellite servicing analysis. Also
shown is a listing of the combined objectives as they would apply to a single
supporting test article.
0 ! Remote Omwauom
X F|u0dS Ol_lfi¢lol_
A Umclue O_e_uons
CA_, GJII; X,_W_q_rr_41 _17 5-1
5.4
Figure $.3-4. Spacecraft Servicing TDMX Objectives
Experiment Requirements
O
X
The study determined that the complete set of objectives of servicing
technology development could only be met by developing a spacecraft test
article to use in the demonstrations.
In response to questions raised at the mid-term briefing, alternatives to the
use of a full system test article were examined even if they did not
completely satisfy all the needs for technology demonstrations. This was to
learn what could quickly and inexpensively be used to do precursor testing
with the Shuttle before the Space Station and in the early phase of the Space
Station development. Candidate systems include AXAF, GRO, sounding rocket
payload packages and balloon payload packages. The AXAF and GRO will be
active satellites for up to 15 years. It is not reasonable that these systems
will be open for use as technology experiments while they are still active.
Therefore, precursor missions are limited to sounding rocket packages and
balloon packages. Data For Figure 5.4-i comes From the active German TEXUS
sounding rocket program and the planned European Mikroba balloon packages (by
the time of this briefing the experimental Flight of the Microbia should have
taken place). The Figure gives an indication of the demonstrations that can
be done with these Facilities.
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Combined Spacecraft
• fdC Parts storage
• S/C Construction
• EVA
• IVA
AXAF
Preliminary GRO
Sound*ng
Rocket
Package
Yes Yes Yes
p,
;Support No 'No No
equ,pm.ent
assemb y
Yes Yes Possible Possible
Limited LimitedYes(Module
Package)
Yes(Module
Package)
• Manipulating OP'$ Yes Yes No No
• !Possible I Possible N/A N/A
(not planned)
:Yes
Through
robotic arm
ORU Servicing and
Maintenance
• Refueling
(not planned)
yes
Through
robotic arm
• Teleoperations
|
• Tether operations
N/A
N/A
Mikroba*
Balloon
Package
Yes
N/A
N/A
Possible Possible Possible Possible
(not planned) (not planned)
• Test and YeS Yes Yes Yes
measurement
• Alignment checks Yes Yes Possible Possible
EVA,IVA, EVA,IVA, IVA only WA only
Manipulator Manipulator
• Visual operations Yes Yes Yes Yes
EVA,IVA,
Manipulator
• Release to co-orbit Yes Yes No No
• OMV Docking No No No No
pGrrapple
esent
• S/C Retrieval Yes Yes No No
• Berth in servicing Yes Yes No No
Facility
• ORU Module Yes (limited) Yes (limited No No
change-out
• Component R&R By IVA By IVA Yes, IVA Yes, IVA
• Thermal fill material No, must be No, must be No. must No, must
Remove & replace designed in designed in be be
designed designed
, in in
• Replenish Fluids Not Known NO Yes Yes
• Inspect, repair & Limited Limited Limited Limited
refurbish
• On-orbit OMV No No No No
Module Replacement
• Return to operational Yes Yes N/A N/A
orbit
• MPS Payload NO No Yes Yes
• Life Expectancy 15 Years 2 Years with
2-Year
Extensions
upto 15 years
SomeYesYes• NASA 1700.7 Some
• Mikroba carries sounding rocket and getaway special (GAS) sized packages
Figure 5.4-1. Assessment Of Baseline Objectives
HG88063g
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Figure 5.4-2 summarizes a requirements analysis in which the functional
requirements for demonstration of servicing technology are described in terms
of (I) the issues and problems addressed; (2) the means of demonstration; and
(3) the importance of accomplishing the demonstration or the risk accepted by
not accomplishing it. Three questions were asked: (i) what type of issue is
addressed by the demonstration task, (2) how can the demonstration best be
accomplished, and (3) how important is it? Each question was asked for each
demonstration requirement. The requirements are taken from the right hand
side of Figure 5.3-4.
Objective/
Requirement
i
1 SJCParts
Storage
2 EVA
3 IVA
4 I Manipulation
I Operations
issue/Problem(s) Demonstration Ris_lmpor_ance(Demonstration Need) Status/Method(s)
• Carry-along pallets
a Pallets moved and
Minimize crew member EVA
translation from worksite to
storage areas. Need a means
of providing parts to work
crews. Also must
restrain/contain parts
• Safety and efficiency of
EVA operations
• Benefits/problems of
enclosed work areas
(hangars)
• Ability to do intricate
work and specialized
tasks
IVA repair of equipment
Manipulating satellites to
install them in servicing
facility, e.g. after OMV
retrieval. Using manipulators
to set up for servicing,
minimizing EVA
ORU Servicing (a) Selecting servicing
and approach and technology to
Maintenance minimize impact on satellite
design for servicing
(b) Selecting optimum
replacement levels
(C) Maximizing utility of
teleol_ration and robotics to
! minimzze EVA
Refueling • Remoteteleoperated or
robotics refueling
operations: Biprop.
Hydrazine
• Refueling non bladder
systems
Teleoperat,ons • Ability ofteleoperations
to accomplish servicing
• Remove/replace
• Delicate/intricate tasks
• Vision
• Time delay
• Testing/diagnostics
positioned by RMS
• Lazy Susan device on
large pallets for
parts/equipment access
* Solar Max had carry along
patlet plus RMS handling
of large ORU
• Solar Max repair
• Ease/access
• Propellant transfer demo
• COMSAT retrieval
• HST (planned)
• Space Station assembly
(planned)
• Tests in simulated/
temporary hangar
• Specialized tasks such
as electronics card
changeout; welding
Will probably normally
evolve with space station ops
Use OMV and RMS to set up
servicing configurations. This
could use a dummy
spacecraft
This calls for new design of
! test spacecraft to get
i greatest benefit.
! TesUvalidate jointly
:optimized satellite designs
and servicing technologies.
• Hydrazine transfer
demonstration on shuttle
flight. (Bladder system)
• Demonstrate remote
system by a_ual transfer
• Demonstrate transfer into
non-bladder systems
!• Most of this can be done
in the lab (on the ground)
with final verafication in
flight
• Needs to be worked with
FTS program
• Tools, techmquesand
support equipment must
be integrally designed
and tested
• Safety: collision, getting
trapped, gett,ng loose
leg. from tether) suit
damage
• Work efficiency
• Important to further
refine understanding of
in-space maintainability
design requirements
• Must ensure/validate
safety of planned
operations
No special requirements
ident,fied
Safety and efficiency thru
minimizing EVA
Enabling technology for
making serviceability a
routine design practice for
spacecraft.
• Remote transfer enhances
safety
• Leak prevention
• Non-bladder systems
Enabling technology for
rout,no maintenance and
servicing
Figure 5.4-2. Requirements Analysis
HG880640
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Objective/
Requirement
8 Tether
Operations
9 Test and
Measurement
Demonstration
Issue/Problem(s) Status/Method(s) Risk/Importance
10
Management of crew and
equipment tethers to avoid
tangling, fouling and other
hazards
• Ability to test and
diagnose an operational
spacecraft for FDIR
• Accessing test points and
apglytng test routines
• Calibration, alignment
and adjustment
• Verification of successful
repair and operational
readiness
Alignment l e
Checks
e
e
1 1 Visual
Operations
12 Release to Co-
orbit
13 OMVDocking
14 Spacecraft
Retrieval
Berth in
servicing
facility
15
16 ORUlModule
Changeout
Structural alignment (jigs
and adjustments)
Optical
Electrical/RF
Teleoperationlrobotics vs
human/EVA
• EVA demonstrationswlth
actua_ servicing scenarios
• Can be done at space
station with dummy
satelhte or no satelhte
• Some of this can be done
on an AXAF or GRO
• Developing combined
design/servicing approach
for test points and
measurements witl
require new design
• Devise appropriate tools
• Demonstrate use
• Some can be done in NBF
and ground-based labs
i• Tethers are essential for
safety
• Coordination of mobility,
safety, handling, and
restraints
• Safety and efficiency
Enabling technology for
making servicing a routine
design practice for spacecraft
Some servicing jobs
require this:
• Structural assembly
• Servicing optical
systems
• Servicing commun-
icatlons systems
This is a subset of other tasks Inherent in other N/A
and capabilities demonstrations
Not an issue - will be NJA NIA
demonstrated on OMV
program
Not an issue -will be OMV return to space station Essential to OMV operations
demonstrated on OMV with spacecraft but expected to be
program. A suitable test demonstrated as part of
spacecraft could serve as a OMV flight test
"practice" OMV target
OI,AV return to space station
with spacecraft
Demonstrate using OMV and
test spacecraft. Requires a
• flyable" test spacecraft
Was accomplished on Solar
Max anti planned for HST
See 5 and 7 above
Not an issue -will be
demonstrated on OMV
program. A suitable test
spacecraft could serve as a
"practice • OMV target and
payload
A retrieved satellite must
(a) if flying under its own
power, be grappled by RMS
and berthed
(b) if retrieved by OMV,
handed off to RMS and
berthed. This is not an OMV
program demonstration
requirement
Need to develop and
demonstrate changeout
methods and design
approaches that rnmlmize
impact on spacecraft and
maximize utdity of
teleoperation and robotics
Essential to OMV operations
but expected to be
demonstrated as part of
OMV flight test
Enabling for those servicing
missions that involve
retrieval of a satellite and
return to space station for
servicing
Enabling - See S and 7 above
Figure 5.4-2. Requirements Analysis (cont'd.)
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17
18
lg
20
21
22
23
Objective/
Requarement
Component
Remove and
Replace
Thermal Fill
Mater:a/
Remove and
Replace
Regienish
Fluids
(a) Pressur,zed
_)Tryogenic
hel*um.
Task does not
include
cryogenic
propellant
transfer
Issue/Problem(s)
Issue is between
(a) Bringing ORUs into space
station thru air|ock for IVA
service
(b) EVA remove and replace
(c) Teleoperated/robottc
remove and replace
Same as 17
• Devise and demonstrate
an efficient method, e.g.
thermal/supercr itical,
recharging of gas systems
• Devise a feas, ble method
of replenishing cryogenic
helium systems in zero
gravity
Demonstration
Status/Method(s)
Was accomplished EVA on
solar MAX and planned EVA
for HST. Needs a test
spacecraft designed to test
alternative approaches
• No flight experience
This can be done w,th a
simple test piece, or as a
designed.in test on test
spacecraft
• Recharging high pressure
gas with higher-pressure
gas has been
demonstrated but is
inefficient
No experience weth
thermallsupercritical or
cryo-helium
replenishment
This can use either a
special test article or a
designed-in test on a test
spacecraft
Risk/Importance
Important to advance state-
of-the-art but not needed for
basic servicing
Requires a test spacecraft
with simulated or actual MPS
payloads, and OMV/IFTS
Enabling for component
R&R where thermal fill
material is involved
Cryo-helium
replenishment iS essential
to serwcmg systems such
as SIRTF which require
cryo-helium for'
instrument cooling
Inspect, repa,r This is a subset of prior tasks, N/A NIA
and refurbish especially S. 7. 16, and 17
On-orbit OMV Demonstrate remote. This iS the final flight Enabling for remote
Module teleoperated servicing using demonstration referred to in teleoperateq servicing, e.g.
Replacement OMV and ITS item 7. Needs test spacecraft at GEO
Return to Not an issue - will be N/A NIA
Operational demonstrated on OMV
Orbit program
MPS Payload Enabling for MPS free-flyer
platform operations
This is a variation on 21,
speoficatly the ability to
change out an MPS payload:
(a) Change OUt an MP5
experiment on a free-flyer;
(b) Change out an MPS
product module on a
prototype production unit
carried by a free-flyer
Figure 5.4-2. Requirements Analysis (cont'd.)
HG880642
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This analysis provided the basis for an evolutionary approach to servicing
technology mission definition.
Several options were considered For meeting the servicing technology
demonstration requirements, including existing spacecraft (used as test
articles), existing or specially created test articles, and a test spacecraft
designed exclusively for servicing technology flight testing• In order to
ascertain the relative merits of the options, we continued the requirements
analysis as summarized in Figure 5.4-3. Responses on Figure 5.4-2 were
categorized according to the keys below the columns.
Parts Storage
EVA
IVA
Manipulation
ORU Service
Refuel
Teleop
Tether Ops
Test & Mea$
Alignment
Visual Ops
Release
OMV Dock
5/C Retrieve
Berth in S.F.
ORU Change
Comp R&R
Thermal Fill
Rep Fluids
Insp, rep, ref
On-orbit repi
Ret.to Orbit
MPS PId Exch
Issue Type
Improved EVA
Flight Ops
Teieop & Robotics
New Technique
Demo Need Importance
N
•,,,,,_,,,,,,,,,:_.:.iE'p._.p.p{i'ip.p.i;.i:.:._;._i,,,,,,,,,, ,, ,,, :;. .Ep:.;.E_.r'"r!:.i!:.HH_H_:
.....................................
! III il I Illllll tl lillllillllllllliilll
=====================================
====================================..
• l •o oeeeole•eele._eee_le*e_l o.le ,ee I
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
. e•ellee..o_•..•••l...... _eeelOle lie °
Routine _ Routine
Exist S/C _ Advance S.O.A.
Test Article Safety
................. _":""ri:'", Enabling ::::::::::::::::,,::::::::::::::::: Tes__C " " : .................
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Figure E 4-3. Summary of Servicing Technology Requirements Analysis
"Improved EVA" and "flight operations" items are expected to mature with or
without a special technology program, in :he course of maturing space Flight
operations• "Teleoperation and robotics" and "new techniques" need a
servicing technology program (this applies, for teleoperation and robotics,
to those techniques unique to satellite servicing)• Under the second column,
"routine" means a demonstration that will occur as a routine part of
servicing technology development. "Existing spacecraft" means that an
existing spacecraft such as GRO could be used (it does not.mean we believe
S5
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the owners of the existing spacecraft would permit it to be so used). "Test
article" means that a complete spacecraft is not needed for the
demonstration; "test S/C" means a test spacecraft designed specially for
servicing technology development. Under the third column, "routine" means
the same as under column 2; "advance S. O. A." means the item would advance
the state of the art of servicing; "safety" means that improved safety,
typically of EVA, or reduced needs for EVA, will be obtained; and "enabling"
means that a new servicing capability will result.
From this we concluded that some important demonstration needs require a
special-design test spacecraft but that much important technology development
can be done before such a spacecraft is built. This analysis pointed towards
an evolutionary servicing technology program.
Figure 5.4-4 correlates servicing objectives described earlier to the
functional requirements derived from the TDMX descriptions, and derives the
main thrust of a servicing technology program.
Pill STOrSI_Lbtl4 mgmt
EVA
IV&
OllU Se,v
Refvm
Te_ml_r_
T_lt_ ODS
Deugn hems
! .
Q
ktm ImD4_ O_t
$3¢ O_
S4HI Tml 8rid
Tech
I'esn _ IVle4s • • • •
Aiu_pmltlflt • • •
v,s_d Om
:o Co-Cqb,
OkeV D,_a
_C Xmrm_
IkwmmS F
ORV Change • • •
C_O fl&R • • • •
Thevmid FI_ • •
ReDi F ,u_s • • •
ImO. roD. rlivr_ • • •
C_-orl_ Re_. • •
C MP G_ X_W_SC,i s _OSW 1 r_ I
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Pt,og*4m
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Figure 5.4-4. Correlation of Servicing Objectives to Functionai Requirements
Other TDMX missions in the data base address cryogenics fluids replenishment
and assembly of complex structures. These are noted on the chart. The
servicing technology need not address these objectives, assuming that the
noted TDMXs become approved programs. TDMX 2572 does not mention cryogenic
helium; this should be added to that mission to develop the technology for
helium replenishment in helium-cooled systems .....
D683-I0255-I
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The servicing technology program should cc_ncentrate on the three objectives
noted. In so doing, it will also determine and validate design requirements
on the Space Station Phase II servicing systems.
5.5 Satellite Servicing Test Article Concept Design
5.5.1 Design concept
Figure 5.5-I shows a combined satellite servicing test article in the Front
and back projections. The test article was derived from the unpressurized
logistics carrier (ULC), used For Space Station rack, propellant and
servicing gas transport. The ULC will be covered in 1/8th inch thick light
weight aluminum panels for micrometeoroid and debris protection. The
propellant ring will be fitted around the outer circumference and be fed by
the prope]lant rack tank. An inner ring separating the two rack spaces will
be the isolated electrical buss and standard electrical lines and connections
for each section, including power line_, avionic controls, and payload
support. All connections, electrical and mechanical will be plug-in quick
disconnects. Communications and data will be transmitted through S-8and and
Ku-Band antennae and be controlled by the avionics section. The avionics
section will also control guidance, navigation and satellite control
including the attitude control activation and deactivation, flyback and co-
orbit maneuvers. The power will be supplied by two solar panels that are
sections of the space station array panels These will be deployed and stowed
by extendable booms which can fully retract to the side of the test article.
The arrays will flex and gimbal slightly to account for the beta angle drift.
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Rack Access Panels
Avionics
$-8and Antenna
114 Pound Thrusler Ouad
Folding Extending Solar Array
Propulsion Power
Section Seclion
Payload
Section
OiagnostH:s/Checkout _
__.__ _//___m_, "_ Array Extens,on
Figure 5.5- t. Satellite Servicing Test Article Plan Views
The power will be stored onboard by Space Station designed Ni/H2 batteries,
and distributed through the center buss ring. The baseline payload is
considered to be protein crystal growth, a low power materials processing
facility. It is considered to be self-contained except for power and,
possibly cooling, which may be provided by heat pipes around the outside of
the vehicle's electrical buss central support. The thermal load of the
vehicle will be handled by spacecraft reflective/conductive coatings or the
heat plpe arrangement, if required. The Orbit Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV) can
be used for test article transport, and will attach to the test article in
the attachment ring at one Face of the article. The provision is made For the
use of the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) with the placement of the grapple
post at the corner of the articles' opposite face.
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The views of the Test Article in Figure 5.5-2 shows the Ku-Band antennae, the
sametype as used with the Space Shuttle, and the rack access into the test
article. Rack access is from both sides of the test article, however with the
OMVdocked to the test article access to that side is restricted. Rack change
out on the OMVdocking side must be done with the test article restrained by
the RMS.Humanor robotic access can be done through the open center of the
vehicle, although a part of this area could be adapted for additional payload
space.
Exlenda_e
Array
Slightly Gimballed
xlern_l Propellant
Feed Ring
S-Band Antenna
Thruster Quad
KU-Band Antenna
__ / j Cutaway 10
/ 8anery Storage
Rack remove and
replace access both sides
HG880468
Figure 5.5-2. Satellite Servicing Test Article Angled View
ORI_I'_.%L PR_qF _3
OF PC:OR Qua: ";Y
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5.5.2 Satellite Servicing Test Article Equipment List
The Test Article consists of four main subsections-propulsion, avionics,
payload support and the Power System. The Propulsion system uses a Gaseous
nitrogen "cold gas" propellant in a pressure feed system. Nitrogen was chosen
as a safe propellant to use with EVA operations. The control of the system
will be through either an independent controller, or more likely, as a
portion of the avionics system. This controller will tell the propellant
system when it is enabled and disengaged, to prevent the test article from
operating the thrusters during OMV docking operations, during test article
assembly, and EVA involved rack change out operations. There is further
discussion of the propulsion system hardware later in the text. The Avionics
section contains the guidance, navigation and control system, the test
article data and communications systems, and the propulsion system thruster
controls. The test article's relative position will be determined by the
star scanner and position sensors (sun sensors); the internal position
sensing will be done with the Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS) Honeywell H760 3-
accelerometer, 3-1aser gyro system (to be space qualified for TOS). The GN&C
computer will evaluate the test article's position and command thruster
operations. The communications link is through the S-Band and Ku-Band
antennae and processed through the communications computer. This system will
be linked to the GN&C computer to accept commands for test article thruster
operations involving, flyback to the Space Station, thruster enable/disable,
attitude correction, test article health relay to the Space Station/Ground
and data transmittal. All computers systems will use the Space Station
Embedded Data Processing Computer (EDP).
Payload Support will vary according to the payload carried. Data from the
payload will be fed into the avionics computer to transmit data (payload
operations completion) and monitor the health of the payload. Some data
recording may be done but it will be the responsibility of the payload system
to record data or state the data requirements. This will also be true of the
power conditioning and cooling systems. The payload will be as autonomous as
possible. The power system will consist of solar arrays made of standard
Space Station array sections. They will be mounted on telescoping booms that
will extend the box containing the arrays away From the plume discharge of
the thrusters (to present minimum blockage of the thruster plumes), and
deploy the array. The array may be therefore be stowed close to the test
article during boost phase, work on the vehicle or when Flight assisted by
the OMV. The arrays may be slightly gimbaled or twisted to Follow the 57
degree range of the beta angle of the Sun, which will be tracked by a set of
sun sensors in a control loop. The power distribution system will Feed the
other sections along the central electrical bus ring, to which all systems
will connect.
5.5.3 Potential Users
We developed our estimate of the potential users For the combined satellite
servicing test article in each of three possible use modes: as an MPS
carrier, as an astronomy/Earth observation platform and as a space
environments platform.
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As an MPScarrier - the commercial companies listed in Figure 5.5-3 for all
three possible facilities are ones that have expressed interest in such
investigation. In fact some of the companies have applied for JEAs or TEAs
with NASA in these Fields. Most notable of these are McDonnell-Douglas,
Battelle, Rockwell International, 3M and Hercules. Government health
agencies may require large protein crystals to study that may require extreme
isolation (HIV, Alzhiemers, legionnare's disease, etc.), for which this
system could be used.
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• Materials Processing
• Protein Crystal Growth
-Commercial
M cDo nn ell-Do u glas
Battelle
Rockwell International
Texas Medical Center
Scripps Institute
Summa Medical
Lovelace Medical Foundation
Upjohn
- Government Agencies
Atlanta Center for Disease Control
National Institute of Health
U.S. Department of Agriculture
McDonnell-Aircraft Company
Burroughs-Wellcome
Dow Chemical
Dupont
Merck
Schering
Smith, Kline and French
• Organic and Polymer Crystal Growth
-Commercial
3M
General Motors
Goodyear
Vulcan Rubber
-Government Agencies
Department of Energy
• Bio-reactor/incubator
Phillips Petroleum
Hercules
GTE
Celanese HC880644
i i_1t,'L,P:FX/GW;_IS(.41/D_IB/1|,_ _j
Figure 5.5-3. Combined Spacecraft Servicing Test Article Potential Users
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• Astronomy/Earth Observation
• Astronomy
-Universities with Astronomy Curriculum
-Smithsonian Insitute (For Data Augmentation)
• Earth Observations
- Universities
- Forestry Services
- Mining Companies
-Large Scale Agriculture Concerns
• Space Environmental Data
-NASA Space Station
-Observation Class Spacecraft Contractors
-Communications Class Spacecraft Contractors
CMP GRFX/GW/OISC41/D49/169-8
Figure 5.5-3. Combined Spacecraft Servicing Test Article Potential Users (cont'd.)
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As an astronomy/Earth observation platform - this could support small
instrumentation packages that would augment known data or provide detailed
study of one area or over a short spectrum range. It would be useful to
universities that as a class or school project need an inexpensive detailed
study of a small area of the sky or a small path across the ground. Within
the trace of the test article's path condition of crops and Forests may be
monitored and soil identification could be made within a narrow range of
spectral data.
As a space environments monitor - in circling the Space Station with a mass
spectrometer the test article can identify the local Field of contamination
around the Station. This field may interfere with platform experiments
involving observations or wavelength attenuations as a principal part of
investigations or operations.
5.5.4 Performance and weights For test article
Three types of missions were evaluated For feasibility on the basis of their
required delta velocity budgets. The first was the standard materials
processing in space mission in which the test article co-orbits in the same
plane with the Space Station, as much as 10 kilometers outward of the Space
Station ahead or behind it. The second mission is a fly around mission that
would circle the Space Station, possibly to evaluate the contamination levels
around the Station. The third would involve an elevated orbit, placing the
test article in a higher orbit for the length of the mission. It was found
that after seven days the nodal regression of the elevated orbit caused such
a plane change that a considerable delta velocity was required to bring the
orbit of the test article back into the same plane as the Space Station.
This would increase the required propellant load to an unrealistic level for
this vehicle. The calculated changes in velocities are summarized in Figure
5.5-4, rounded off to the next highest integer for each of the listed orbit
effects.
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MPS Mission
Km/sec
Altitude (inital) 6
(10 Kin)
Perturbations .. 5
4 Plane change . 10
(0.007 degrees/day)
Altitude ........ 6
Docking ....... 5
Contingency ... 5
m
Total ...... 37
Status: Acceptable
Fly Around Mission
Km/sec
Apogee (Initial) 6
(20 Km)
Perturbations .. 1
(10 days)
Drag makeup .. 2
(10 days)
Perigee (Initial) 6
Apogee ........ 6
Perigee ........ 6
Docking ....... 5
Contingency ... 5
Total ...... 37
Status: Acceptable
Elevated Orbit
Orbit insertion
Perturbations
Nodal regression
(for 7 days)
Orbit Return
Rendezvoues
Docking
Contingency
Km/sec
5
5
34.5
Total ..... 59.5
Status: Not Acceptable
Figure 5.5-4. _ V Budget
Figure 5.5-5 lists N2 propulsion component weights and quantities. One
289 Ibm, 17.32 cubic foot composite tank holds 432 Ibms of high pressure
(maximum 4863 psia ) GN2. 75 feet of one quarter inch tubing weighing 0.£ Ibm
per foot carries pressurized N2 to 16 individual thrusters. The thrusters
themselves are actually a series of two solenoid I/4 inch valves connected to
a simple expansion nozzle. Additional components necessary for control,
pressure regulation, safety,quick disconnect,mounting hardware and N2 refill
capability are also listed with weight estimations for each. Highpressure
tubing and fittings are used upstream of the pressure regulator. An
approximate weight total for the entire propulsion system including a fully
charged tank is listed as 807 Ibms.
f-
:i <-_
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• Cold Gas (Nitrogen) System Consisting of:
Item Quantity Weight (Lbs.)
N2 Tank
N2 Gas
Fill Port (1/4")
Burst Disk(1/4")
Vent Valve (1/4")
1/4" Valve
Pressure Regulator
Thruster Expansion Nozzle
N2 Filter
Quick Disconnects
1/4" Tubing
Mounting Hardware
36(1.4 _bs. Ea.)
1
16(1.0 Lb. )
75/Ft.@0.1 Lbs. Per FT. 7.5
289
432
0.5
0.5
0.5
50.4
5.0
16
0.4
1.0
5.0
Total 807.8
Figure 5.5.S. Satellite Servicing Propulsion Equipment and Weights
The schematic of Figure 5.5-6 shows the relative positions of the N2 cold gas
propulsion system components. A Brunswick Corporation space qualified
composite tank (Kevlar overwrap with a titanium liner) used on the space
shuttle Orbiter holds N2 at 4863 psia and 80 degrees F. The tank is mounted
in a removable rack accessible from the docking face of the vehicle. The tank
is Fitted with a vent valve and a burst disk. The tank is filled and refilled
through a .25 inch fill valve teed of from the main .25 inch high pressure
line leading From the tank to the closeoff valves just in Front of the
pressure regulator. Quarter inch diameter, 0.083 inch wall thickness
stainless steel tubing is used for all 74 feet of pressurized lines carrying
N2 from the tank to the thrusters. The pressure regulator reduces the tank
pressure to a 120 psia line pressure. The 16 one pound-Force thrusters
(physically just a valve/expansion nozzle combination) are grouped in sets of
four to provide full maneuverability for the vehicle. These thrusters serve
as both "main propulsion" and "RCS" propulsion. Pressure and temperature
sensors are positioned to indicate both tank and line conditions. Thruster
firing indicators are also placed at each thruster. Mounting hardware is
necessary for all components and for the quarter inch feed line ring which is
mounted directly to the circular Frame of the logistics module. Each valve
(solenoid) is controlled by the guidance, navigation and control computer.
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T_usler Quad
Assemb_(Typ.)
1/4"5. S. TuCmg0.83"Wal
QuickOisconnecl
Valve
.._ PressureRegulalo¢
VenlVa/ve
Bum Oisk
(_)(_) (;) Pressure,Temperature.FlowIndicatorInstrument_ion
Figure 5.5-6. Propulsion System Schematic
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RackI.oc_lon
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The tanks fill valve mentioned above has an external access for refill during
Flight which necessitates a docking/mating connector for the system and also
requires a "switch off" command from the refurbishment vehicle to prevent the
propulsion system from firing in its attempt to regain positional stability
during docking and experiment changeout.
Figure 5.5-7 is a listing of the estimated weights of the test article major
components, based on either the expected weight of the component from Space
Station sources or other spacecraft subsystems. The weight of the main
support structure is that of the unpressurized logistics module (ULM). This
is the current estimate from the Space Station logistics module group on the
standard 14.7 feet by 8 feet ULM which carries 8 racks (two standard Space
Station racks abreast). The external area of the ULM needs to be covered with
i/8 _nch thfck l_ghtweight a]uminum For p_otection against the 02 atmosphere
impingement and debris impacts. The racks and mountings will have to be
secured in place and this is the proposed fitting weight. The propellant
system includes the estimated weight of the propellant system and the
support structure For the thrusters, the attachments For the propellant ring,
and protection for the ring. The estimate For the power system weights are
D638-10255-1
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from the Space Station power supply system estimates. The MPS rack experiment
is taken from the protein crystal growth revised weight given by the customer
accommodations group of the Space Station. The avionics GN&C and
communications weight estimate is based on the weight of the Inertial Upper
Stage systems.
Item
Unpressurized
Logistics Module
External Walls
(1/8" Thick Aluminum)
Racks and Mountings
Propellant System
Power System:
Batteries and Power Conditioner
Solar Array
Array Gimble
MPS Rack (Protein Crystal Growth)
Avionics-Communications and Control
Total
Pounds Kilograms
2178 987.8
300 136.1
300 136.1
900 408.2
500 226.8
87 39.5
16 7.3
441 200.0
70_..O0 317.5
5422 2459.3
Figure 5.5.7. Satellite Servicing Weight Budget
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5.5.5 Test
Figure 5.5-8 is a table of the testing t1_at must be accomplished to develop
the test article for service.
Component
Tests
Array
assembly
actuation
Software
development
Self-test system
components
Robotics:
a) Prevention of
"bent pin"
condition for
_llectrical
connections
b) Pattern
recognition
Subassembly Subassembly
Tests Tests
Array
actuation
;oftware tests:
Tracking. GN&C
startup-shutdown
Self-test:
Hardware/software
Robotics:
flexibility with
variations due to
hardware
differences
Battery storage-
power distribution
Full array
test
Control tests-
tracking
simulat, on
Self.test:
RF/EMI tests
Robotics:
&CCesS
MI_ interface
Propulsion tests
Functional tests
Communication
tests
Accoustics/
vibration testing
Full System Ground Checkout Flight
Tests Tests Tests
Array Subsystem Array
actuation c/o actuation
Computer checks Communication
c/o
Solar vacuum
Vacuum
Self-test:
mechanisms
RF/EMI
Robotics:
tests
Assembly-
neutral buoyancy
with dummy
system
Docking tests
(arm and OMV)
Self-test:c/o Sel f-test: c/o
GNC/propulsion
suppression
CMPG_]UGW_O4SC41/O63J16_l
Note: Components are basically off*the-shelf items and do not require component level tests.
Figure 5.5-8. Combined Spacecraft Servicing Testing Levels
Component tests- since most of the assemblies and sub assemblies are off-the-
shelf items, very Few components must be developed for this article. Those
that must be developed are principally the ones related to demonstrating new
technologies (robotics, self-test, software, and articulation of the solar
array).
Subassembly tests- conducted principally to integrate the component
development into Functional subassemlies.
Subsystem tests- functional testing for _;ubassemblies to work as subsystems
independently and under the conditions that will be encountered in
operations.
Full system tests- Functional tests of the Full test article for operations
under conditions similar to those that it will encounter on-orbit or in
transit flight.
Ground checkout tests- Final on-grouted checkout of mission critical
operations and hardware.
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Flight tests- functional on-orbit checkout of the critical systems prior to
the test article service operations.
5.5.6 Evolutionary Program
While a rigorous analysis of the servicing technology requirements from the
MRD8 pointed to the test spacecraft just described, a step-by-step analysis
of requirements showed the potential for an evolutionary program.
The logic network shown in Figure 5.5.9 presents an evolutionary servicing
technology program.
H-H PtAnalyze existing Conduct ground Flightand planned test program phase 2spacecraft
• Servicing • Design, build, • Shuttle and • Design/develop
Capabilities acquire test Space Station test and
• Servicing articles, tools • Use test articles demonstration
constraints and equipment plus existing S/C spacecraft
• Test & • Conduct bench & payloads • Design and
diagnostics tests equipment develop
• Toots and • Conduct flat- • EVA and prototype
support floor tests teleoperation/ servicing systems
equipment • Conduct NBF robotics • Conduct
• EVA approaches tests demonstrations
• Teleoperation • EVAAVA
and robotics • Teleop/
approaches robotics
• Minimum- • ATSpace
impact design Station
modsto • Remote using
enhance OMV
serviceability
servicing
system
concepts
• EVA approaches
• Teleoperation/
robotics
approaches
• Remote
servicing
approaches
• Diagnostics, test
and checkout
• Spares programs
and logistics
• Define
requirements
• Spacecraft/
payloads
• Space Station
• EVA
• FTS
• Teleoperation/
Robotics
Figure 5.5-9. Servicing Technology Logic Network
The first step is a comprehensive, comparative analysis of existing and
planned spacecraft to assess their suitability for servicing as designed, any
servicing features included in the design, and any constraints to servicing
created by the design. The second step is development of servicing concepts.
These steps are aimed at minimizing the impact of servicing on spacecraft
design (design the servicing technology to deal with, insofar as possible,
the real world of contemporary spacecraft design rather than asking
spacecraft designers to design in such a way as to make the servicing
technology job easy), and to define what has to be done to make remote
servicing practical.
Once the overall approach to servicing systems is defined, the program
evolves through three typical experimental phases. It is our present
perception that most of the requisite technology advancements can be
accomplished by ground-based testing, and that the Flight programs will
accomplish and demonstrate successful integration of the elements of the
technology in actual flight operations.
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Phase I of the flight program is defined as everything that can be done
without a specially-designed servicing technology spacecraft; phase 2
completes those demonstrations that require the specially-designed
spacecraft. Phases i and 2 of this program are not the same as Phases I and
II of the Space Station program. The servicing technology program should be
completed before Phase II servicing capabilities of the Space Station are
implemented, so that the derived design requirements and criteria can be
folded into that program.
The schedule of Figure 5.5-10 follows the logic chart of the previous page
and illustrates representative schedule phasing with development of
operational servicing systems. It indicates that the study phases of this
effort should begin next year in order to have Space Station tests ready to
go when the Space Station begins operations according to current planning
schedules.
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Figure 5.5- lO. Servicing Technology Strawman Schedule
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5.5.7 Satellite Servicing Space Station Impacts
While no new design constraints would be imposed on the Space Station a range
of standard support will be required.
The Mobile Remote Manipulator System (MRMS) will be required to support
assembly on orbit, retrieval and rack changeout. EVA will be needed in the
same operations. IVA will be needed to support data analysis both of the
product and the test article self-test evaluations, handling of stowed
equipment (prior to and after flight), as a communications link with the test
article, product handling before and after Flight, and in OMV teleoperations.
With or without the satellite servicing facility emplaced on the Space
Station, the test article needs to be berthed, fluids for the product (and
possibly coolant) need to be transferred as does the gaseous nitrogen
propellant. To the degree to which the test article and support systems are
made robotic, these operations will be monitored and controlled.
Com_nications has been mentioned previously, but one final Function is the
programming of the test article on-board computers with the mission programs
needed for the mission operation which the test article is expected to
conduct.
5.6 Commonality
The commonality potential for the satellite servicing test article was
assessed during the conceptual design. Our approach was aimed at maximizing
commonality, using new design only where existing or in-development hardware
was not available. We reviewed available Space Station hardware as first
choice then looked to other programs. As Figure 5.6-i shows, the only new
items are integration hardware such as brackets and secondary structure, and
cold gas thrusters which are simple machined parts (nozzles).
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• Propulsion System
• Tank
• GN2 Propellant
• Valves
• Thrusters
• Tubing
• Supports (Valve and Plumbing)
• Regulator (Pressure)
• Controller
• Avionics
• Position Sensors
• Star Scanner
• Avionics Computer
• Communications Link
• Communications Computer
• Antennae
-Ground Communications
-Space Station Communications
-OMV Communications
• Payload Support
• Data Recorder
• Power Conditioner
• Mission Specific Support
• Cooling System
• Support Computer
• Power System
• Solar Array Feeds
• Solar Arrays
• Solar Array Positioners (Sun Sensors & Control Loop)
• Power Distribution System
Figure 516-1. Sotellite Servicing Required Equipment List.
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We did not specifically review software commonality, but by using Space
Station EDPs we should be able to use their software operating systems.
Also, the applications generator software approach being explored by Space
Station should be applicable to this test article. Considerable
simplification of the software job would result.
5.7 Satellite Servicinq Revisions to The MRDB
Recommended changes to the Mission Requirements Data Base are: Combine the
objectives of TDMXs 2561, 2562, and 2563 with TDMX 2063, all of which have
similar goals of developing Satellite Servicing techniques. This will allow
the development of one coordinated Satellite Servicing TDMX effort.
Conduct precursor tests with smaller test articles to show the test and
operations development directions. This will be of use in evaluating
techniques before the completion of Space Station Phase I where they will
need to be incorporated in the next generation design.
A full test article needs to be built to test the full requirements of a
Servicing Bay before the structure is in place.
GRO and AXAF should not be considered for use as they are expected to
function for a longer time then the test demonstrations can wait for them to
become non-operational. Their reference should be removed From the TDMXs.
Include in the new MRDB TDMX on Satellite Servicing the capability to use and
demonstrate Robotic operations on spacecraft and the need for spacecraft to
demonstrate self-test and self-diagnose on-board problems and relay that to
the support station.
Conduct the TDMX 2565 (Thermal Interface Technology) principally through in
ground operations testing where selection of materials can be more rapidly
done. Manipulation techniques can be practiced remotely in vacuum and in the
Neutral Buoyancy tank. The TDM can then be supported by Shuttle operations at
an earlier date than the Space Station operations will allow.
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5.8 Cost
A preliminary cost estimate was made for the satellite servicing test article
previoulsy illustrated in Figure 5.5-i and 2. The Boeing PCM model was used,
with an across-the-board estimate of 95% off-the-shelf hardware.
Item
Primary Structure
Propellant System
Avionics
Electrical Power
Other Electronics
Integration & Test
Design & Dev Manufacturing
476 1383
186 946
2850 5414
1790 2612
1461 707
210 230
Subtotals 6973 11292
Spares
SE & I & Software
Systems Ground Test
Support & Test Equipment
Logistics
Liaison Engineering
Subtotals
Totals
3768
5303
1544
240
1085 =
17828
_9589TOTAL PROGRAM
23
446
469
11761
Figure 5.8-1. Satellite Servicing Test Article Parametric Cost Estimate
Dollars in Thousands
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6.0 COATINGS MAINTENANCE
Coatings maintenance was covered as a distinct subject in this study because
the technology and techniques are diffferent From those associated with
maintenance and repair of subsystems and components. Maintenance and repair
usually involves removal and replacement of equipment, while coatings
maintenance is done in place with specialized beam technologies.
6.1 Objectives and Benefits of Technoloqy Advancement
Coatings are used on space systems for optical system, thermal control
systems, and wherever else a coating can enhance the properties of a material
or system. Space coatings are subject to degradation due tonatural and
induced environments. Decontamination, replacement or restoration of
coatings is a key part of extending the lifetime of space systems. The
benefits are the same as those discussed in Seciton 5.1 In addition, there
are benefits associated with related technology such as annealing of
radiation damage in solar arrays.
6.2 Coatinqs Maintenance Study Objectives and Task summary
The recoating technique is a process that at present is a laboratory
phenomenon. It is still open to investigation on how the technique occurs
and on the range of substances that ca_ be used in the recoating and the
surface materials that these substances will work with. All the equipment
for both the laser system and the plasma/ion system remain to be space
qualified. For the beam systems themselves it is not known what surfaces the
treatment, recoating and epitaxy will be most effective on. The surfaces
must be down selected to those surfaces that can best be refurbished and
under what conditions these operations may be done.
Contamination, both particulate and electromagnetic noise, will be produced
by this experiment. The type of particulate will depend on the substances and
materials used. We do not know how big :he particles will be, how much will
be produced and therefore what range of contamination will exist (how big an
area will be affected) or how this will affect operations (will the
contamination coat surfaces and must be operated away from optical
instruments). Radio Frequency noise will be generated by the plasma/ion
system; we do not know what frequencies will be produced, how it should be
shielded and how much of a potential problem it is.
Finally, if the system is successful and the problems can be solved can it be
adapted to a robotic or automated system For large surface use?
This task was begun by reviewing the MRDB TDMX 2564 task description to
derive the mission requirements. This became a much more focused effort than
the satellite servicing missions, as there was demonstration hardware that
had been built under the active cleaning technique program contract for
Marshall Space Flight Center by Boeing _erospace in Seattle. Research into
this previous program yielded the information to evaluate the hardware
capabilities of the plasma and ion systems. The laser system would be an
adaptation of commercially available hardware that would satisfy the
PRFXT,I_,DINC, PAGP FII,ANR _JnT PTT,MP,D
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reannealing requirements of silicon and gallium arsenide solar cells
(reference the article in Nature volume 303, g June 1883 " Laser Processing
of Silicon", by lan W. Boyd and John I.B. Wilson, Department of Physics,
Heriot-Watt University, Riccarton, Currie, Edinburgh EH14 4AS, United
Kingdom, and other articles). With this information a preliminary
configurationcould be defined and remaining development areas pinpointed, of
which there are several. From this a development schedule was derived and an
assessment of the impact to the Space Station made. The top level
requirements were reevaluated in light of the current hardware development
status and remaining work to be done, and the TDMX changes developed.
The overall study flow is shown in Figure 6.2-i.
i O'N'H  o oooH ITOP LEVEL INFORMATION HARDWAREREQUIREMENTS REVIEW CAPABILITIES
DEFINE I
PRELIMINARY
CONFIGURATIONS
I - IDEVELOPMENTAREAS
J ESTIMATE
DEVELOPMENT
TIMELINE
DETERMINE I
SPACE STATION
ACCOMOOATIONS
REDEFINE TOP
LEVEL
REQUIREMENTS
Figure 6.2- I Coatings Maintenance Overa/I Task Flow
PREPARE
MRDB
INPUTS
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6.3 Coatings Maintenance Design
Figures 6.3-I, 2, and 3 present three views of the coatings maintenance
technology demonstration test platform, showing the contents of the platform
(which rests on a Space Station provided standard support platform), the
elevation above the support structure and the relative size of the platform
to the station and the EVA astronaut. The size of the equipment is taken
from current ground test equipment without the vacuum support equipment not
needed in space (10-4 to 10-5 torr is the nominal operating pressure for the
plasma and ion beams, the Laser does not need this support). The plasma and
ion beams heads share the same support system they will not operate at the
same time. The elevation diagram shows the spacing that- exists on the
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Figure 6.3-2. Coatings Maintenance Technology TDMX Schematic Elevation
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CMT-TDMX pallet
MG8804_
Figure 6.3-3. Coatings Maintenance Technology TDMX Space Station IN-Situ View
platform for access to the individual units. The final view shows
relative size position and EVA/MRMS access to the platform itself.
the
The list of equipment in Figure 6.5-4 has been taken from the commercially
available system components for the laser and the active cleaning technique
functional test and development systems without the vacuum support equipment.
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• Laser Beam
• Laser, 1.06 x 10 "6 meter/0.53 x 10 "6 meter
• Beam head
• Laser Support System
• Power Conditioner
• Gas Supply
• Control Electronics
• Coolant System
• Data Head
• Plasma Beam/Ion Beam:
• Plasma Beam Head
• Ion Beam Head
• Data Heads (2)
• Power Conditioner
• Gas Supply
• Recoating Material Supply
• Data Recorder
• Safety Interlocks
• Grounding System
• Equipment Platform
• Cable Supports for all beam and data recording means
• Space Ststion planned payload platform
C MP_GRFX/GW/OISC41/_)51/169-8
Figure 6.3,4. Coating Maintenance Required Equipment List
The laser beam equipment- The laser chamber itself will form the basic
component of the mobile beam head. It wil] be operable at 1.06 x 10-6 meter
or 0.53 x 10-6 meter wavelengths both of which are used for solid state
epitaxy with silicon and gallium arseniGe. The candidate lasers for this
system are argon, argon-ion, xenon, krypton, and Nd:YAG (solid state glass)
laser systems. The required energy density will be 1.5 Joules/cm2 maximum and
pulsed at 20 to 30 x 10-9 second or at 0.1 x 103 Watts over a 2 millimeter
beam radius in continuous wave operations moving at 2 centimeters per second
(low power lasers). The laser support system will control the Function of
the laser including scan or pulse rate, coolant supply rate, laser power
application, gas demand feed (all but the Nd:YAG glass laser) and laser beam
operation and intensity, while the control electronics will control the beam
head motion and rate, the data head scan rate, the data head operations, the
data head motion and rate. The laser support system and control electronics
may be the same system, possibly using an Embedded Data Processing unit
design from the Space Station .....
Iii
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The plasma beam/ion beam equipment- the plasma and ion beam heads will share
the same support equipment and not operate at the same time. The difference
between the two systems is the addition of an ion generator to the plasma
chamber on the active cleaning technique ('ACT) system. Part of the
conclusions of the ACT program are that the cleaning and refurbishment
qualities was not completely dependent on the plasma gas. The same cleaning
could be done with gases other than oxygen,like helium, hydrogen, argon, or
nitrogen. The use of any of these gases would reduce handling risks
associated with oxygen. The support systems would operate similar to the
laser support/control electronics system, with the consideration for tandem
head operations and the recoating gas/liquid that must be feed to the plasma
head for recoa(ing operations. This material can be silicones, hydrocarbon,
florocarbon or one of several inorganic materials which will coat a surface
if they are introduced into the plasma stream.
These systems will sit on a self contained platform with electrical
connections running between it and the Space Station support platform that
provides electrical connections between the platform and the Space Station.
The support equipment will plug into the adapter platform.
Since this experiment can produce high voltages, laser coherent light and
large radio frequency noise; grounding, shielding and safety interlocks must
be carefully examined before this system is made operational.
While no new design constraints on the Space Station were identified,
expected standard support will be required.
Assembly, test and'initial operations will require EVA support and MRMS
support. Data from the mobile data heads and the health of the operations
will need to be monitored from inside the Station (IVA) through the standard
Station platform connection, from which Station power will also be provided
to the experiment. Sample retrieval and isolation will have to be done by
EVA, as no on-orbit characterization by IVA should be done. The possible
contamination fields (particulate and EMI) that the experiment will generate
must be monitored either by IVA or EVA.
Impact areas are listed in Figure 6.5-5.
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• No new Space Station design requirements were identified
• Mission support required is within the Space Station
capability
• Data Transfer
-IVA
• Sample Retrieval
- Robotics (FTS)
-MRMS
-EVA
• Construction/Emplacement
- Robotics (FTS)
-MRMS
-EVA
• Power from Space Station
• EVA
• Contamination Field Present The Extent of Which is Not Known
CMP GRFX/GWR)*$C41 IO55/169-g
Rgure 6.3-5. Coating Maintenance Space Station Impacts
The following testing must be accomplished to develop the platform for
service.
Component tests- since most of the assemblies and sub assemblies are items
that must be space qualified, many components must be developed for this
platform. This includes the technologies that are still to be developed
such as the recoating system technique.
• Subassembly tests- conducted principally to integrate the component
development into functional subassemlies.
• Subsystem tests- functional testing for subassemblies to work as
subsystems independently and under the conditions that will be encountered
in operations.
• Full system tests- functional tests of the full platform system for
operations under conditions similar to those that it will encounter on-
orbit or in transit flight.
• Ground checkout tests-
operations and hardware.
final on-ground checkout of mission critical
• Flight tests- functional on-orbit checkout of the critical systems prior
to the platform operations.
Some of these tests that have been identified are shown in figure 6.3-6.
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i Tests
Recoating
ecnnique
Component
Tests
Recoating
parts/test
material
selection
Sub Assembly
Tests
Recoating
material
introduction
Sub System
Tests
Recoating
system
function
Full System
Tests
Full system
actuation
Mobile Mobile Mobile heads: Mobile heads Full mobile head
;heads: heads: separate functional actuat,on
i plasma/ion plasma/ion subsystems
laser data laser data
Software Software Software/hardware Software full Command/
Development Spbp, rogram interlace program checks controltests
cnecxs
EMI/RF Noise EMI/RF Noise EMI/RF noise EMt/RF noise EMI/RF Noise
component
check
Coronal field Coronal field Coronal fields Coronal fields V_Kuum/Soiar
component Vacuum
check
Cross-talk Cross-talk
Power Power Power Power Power
conditioner conditioner conditioner conditioner distribution
parts
Communications/ Communications/ Communications/
data transmittal data transmittal data transmittal
Acoustic Acoustic
Vibration Vibration
Mp CdSs )U_WJOI_: 41 4) 7di01 (_P-41
Assemb!y(Neutral
Buoyancy)
Figure 6.3-6. Coating Maintenance Testing Levels
C_round
eckout
Flight
Test
Mobile head Mobile head
actuation actuation
Control checks Control checks
Power Power
up/down up;down
I Comm. Comm.
Remote control
of operating
This experiment will principally support large space structures that are
difficult to maintain without constant refurbishment. They are too large to
return to the Earth for cleaning and recoating and, in space, they would
consume valuable EVA time in inspection, hand cleaning and the development of
hand recoating techniques or removing and replacing surface/ structure
segments on a routine basis. If the system could be automated the operation
could be carried out as a continuous operation. Such systems would include:
The following are the primary objectives of coatings maintenance technology
demonsration:
Evaluation of the surface deterioration- an evaluation of the damage done
to the different surfaces at different periods of time will yield some
measure of how often and how much the resurfacing and recoating can be or
should be done.
• Cleaning different surfaces to evaluate the range to which this process or
process series is applicable.
• Resurfacing of the different materials to evaluate the range oF surfaces
to which this technique is applicable.
Recoating the different surfaces to evaluate the ability of the various
surfaces to take the recoating process without flaws in the surface
protection.
• The use of active beam technology to accomplish all of the above tasks.
....
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Figure 6.5-7 is a brief top level development schedule with an estimation of
progression of the testing levels. It can be seen that there is a
considerable amount of time that must be devoted to the development of both
the techniques of coatings maintenance and the hardware.
19U 1989 _990 1991 _992 _3 1994 1995 _996 1997
i
J Ful! System Tests
_l Ground CO
1 J F,,gh,
CMP GRFXIGW/OlcaC 411070116g-8
Figure 6:3-7. Coat_-g Maintenance Development Schedule
• Development tests - 2.5 years
• (both of the techniques and hardware)
• Component testing - 1.5 years
• Subassembly testing - 1.5 years
• Subassemblies testing - 2 years
• Full system tests - 2.25 years
• Ground checkout - 9 months
• Flight tests to begin in 1996, estimated development time with testing
overlap - 8.5 years
. .
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6.4 Commonality
The coatings maintenance TDMX can use planned space station external payload
accommodations and other experiement support resources. The experiment
itself involves new technology: standard components can be used in support
and auxilary equipment.
6.5 Coatinqs Maintenance Revisions to the MRDB
The basic recommended revisions to the Mission Requirements Data Base TDMX
2564 are:
Since the Active Cleaning Technique program discovered that the species
involved in the plasma field had little or no effect on the technique it is
recommended that an inert gas or a gas such as Nitrogen be used as the
Plasma/Ion gas. Nitroqen would be easier to handle and if used in the ion
beam test provide information on strengthening materials on orbit by ion
implantation.
Having a test operation of this nature, with its high potential for
particulate contamination in the confined area of the Space Station, plus the
size of the test equipment configuration, would prove an operational hazard
to the interior equipment it not the crew. For the same reason (particulate
contamination), on orbit characterization of the type of damage sustained to
the coatings, the resultant surface cleaning/reannealing, and recoating
should be limited to remote observation and data. The samples should not be
brought in to the Space Station but stored outside for return to Earth.
Since many of the techniques of the operation are still unrefined and much of
the hardware has yet to be space qualified, time must be allowed for their
development. The ACT program noted that the ACT equipment produced
considerable RF noise, the extent of which and its effects are yet to be
fully determined. This RF noise must be shielded against for the protection
of the astronauts and this too must be developed. While the schedule must
account for these developments, the program must start soon if the techniques
are to be fully developed in time to be of use to a Growth model Space
Station.
The current MRDB TDMX 2564 gives a wide ranging list of materials and
surfaces to be evaluated for the coatings maintenance techniques. This array
of materials and surfaces should be down selected by ground test to select
several starting test samples for evaluation, with samples representing the
types of operations to be accomplished by these processes.
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7.0 THERMALINTERFACETECHNOLOGYTDMX2565
The materials that are currently used as _:old-plate/component interface are
thermal grease - a metal-filled grease, or silica gel (which has been know to
get on and coat an astronauts gloves) and Shin foil sheets, which can be the
size of a desk top.
From John Pizzichemi (773-2767): Boeing-Seattle is now working on cold-plate
technology. Four methods are currently under consideration for interface
contract mechanisms:
I) Metal-filled gel
2) Copper or aluminum thin foil insert that deforms to provide
component/cold-plate contact
3) "Comerics" - sheets of thermally conductive, electrically insulation
material; "looks like an insulation gasket" and cuts the same way
4) high-polished surfaces - metal to metal contact or anodized surfaces
(tend to become part and participle to each other - hard to remove
after exposure to vacuum).
Use of the above, except for "Comerics", is labor intensive to apply, hard to
remove (all) and may require the part being "scraped" off the surface (all),
and the cold-plate cleaned and refurbished or the cold-plate removed and
replaced.
What type of material'to use is to be determined - should be determined in
the ground testing, in vacuum chambers, with remore applications or
manipulations from outside the chamber, ix the neutral buoyancy tank, or man-
rated vacuum chamber.
This might be a good candidate for robotic: operation, particularly the remove
and replace operation and the initial installation.
The final test could be and EVA/robotic action in the shuttle bay.
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8.0 SATELLITE SERVICING TECHNOLOGY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Our conclusions and recommendations place Future servicing technology
development in context with current and planned activities and programs, and
were derived based on the servicing technology missions described in the data
base. We recommend that the five servicing TDMXs we studied be reduced to 3,
with TDMXs 2561, 2562, and 2563 combined into one mission.
We did not find any design impact on Space Station. We believe Space Station
Phase I as presently planned can accommodate the Flight phases of these
missions. We were able to maintain near 100% commonality and use of off-the-
shelf components except where new design is dictated because the technology
is new. For example, the test articles and test spacecraft can use Station
components and other off-the-shelf equipment. An experimental robotics
servicer, however, would presumably be new design.
The proposed programs are evolutionary, with as much accomplished by ground
test as possible.
There are many activities presently going on and planned that relate to
servicing technology; most if not all of the NASA centers and JPL are
involved. We recommend an agency-wide activity. This could begin with
establishment of a servicing technology working group for exchange of data
and plans, and development of a coordinated program plan.
Satellite servicing, if it became routine, and if it were extended to mission
orbits not presently human-accessible through teleoperation and robotics,
would provide significant benefits in mission capability extension and cost
avoidance.
pRECEDING PAGE BUANK NOT FILMED
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MISSION DESIGN
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME: SOLAR ARRAY/ENERGY STORAGE TECH.
COUNTRY: USA NASA OAST (TDMX)
CONTACT: GEORGE MCKAY
PMOI
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER .......
MSFC_ AL 35812
PHONE: ,205-544-1773
STATUS: CANDIDATE
FLIGHTS: 92 93 94 95 9_ 97 9S 99 00 Ol
EQUIPMENT UP (flights): 0 0 0
EQUIPMENT DOWN (no. of times) 0 0 0
OPERATIONAL DAYS (per flight) 0 0 0
OTV FLIGHTS 0 0 0
EARLY FLIGHT:
LATE RETURN:
OBJECTIVE:
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 365 0 0 0 0 c)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TO DEMONSTRATE ADVANCED PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR ARRAY TECHNOLOGY WITH AREA
EFFICIENCY AND SYSTEM WEIGHT/PACKAGING VOLUME CHARACTERISTICS APPROACH-
ING OR EXCEEDING SOLAR DYNAMICS POTENTIAL AND TOI_EMONSTRATE REDUCED
LIFE CYCLE COSTS. TO DEMONSTRATE ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENTS
FOR SPACE AF'PLICATIONS.
DESCRIPTION:
TWO ADVANCED PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SYSTEM ARRAYS ARE ATTACHED TO THE END OF
THE PHASE I STATION MAIN BOOM USING THE SOLAR DYNAMIC TRUSS EXTENSION
IDENTIFIED FOR PHASE II. ONE EXPERIMENT DEMONSTRATES ADVANCED SOLAR CELL
TECHNOLOGY USING A 5 KW PLANAR ARRAY. THE BETA GIMBAL, ARRAY DEPLOYMENT
MECHANISM AND SUPPORT STRUCTURE ARE IDENTICAL TO THE PHASE I PV ARRAYS.
THE SECOND EXPERIMENT DEMONSTRATES SOLAR CONCENTRATOR TECHNOLOGY AND IS
ATTACHED TO A SECOND BETA GIMBAL LOCATED ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE
TRUSS. THE INTEGRATED EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY (IEA) CONCEPT ENVISIONED FOR
THE PHASE I SPACE STATION WILL BE USED TO CONTAIN PERFORMANCE MEASURE-
MENT, POWER CONDITIONING AND DISTRIBUTION ELECTRONICS, AN EQUIPMENT
RADIATOR AND TWO ADVANCED ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS. A
DYNAMIC ELECTRICAL LOAD WILL ALLOW THE PERFORMANCE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
SYSTEMS TO BE DETERMINED. THE POWER GENERATED WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE TO
THE SPACE STATION PMAD SYSTEM.
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TYPE NUMBER: ii
IMPORTANCEOF SPACE STATION: I0
NON-SERVICING OMV FLIGHTS (per year): __
ADD RESOURCES: 2
RESOURCEREFERENCE:
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MRDB Form 1 (concluded) A2
ORBIT
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
ORBIT: I (If 1 is selected, skip remainder of Form 2)
APOGEE: km + km
- km
TOLERANCE
PERIGEE: km + km
- km
TOLERANCE
INCLINATION: km . + km
- km
TOLERANCE
LOCAL TIME OF EQUATORCROSSING NODE:
ASCENDINGOR DESCENDING:
hr min
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS (ORBIT):
D683-I0255-I
MRDB Form 2 A3
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
POINTING/ORIENTATION: 2
VIEW DIRECTION: 2
If 4 selected, OTHER
HOURS: 24
TRUTH SITES:
__SUN
POINTING/ORIENTATION
(If I is selected, skip remainder of Form 3)
POINTING ACCURACY: ___1800(}__ arc sec
POINTING KNOWLEDGE:
FIELD OF VIEW:
POINTING STABILITY RATE:
POINTING STABILITY:
.... 900__ arc sec
.... 360__ deg
arc sec per sec
arc sec
PLACEMENT: arc sec
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
POINTING REQUIREMENTS SHOWN APPLY TO THE SOLAR CONCENTRATOR TECHNOLOGY
EXPERIMENT. PLANAR ARRAY POINTING REQUIREMENTS ARE THE SAME AS THE S.S.
PV POWER SYSTEM.
D683-I0255-I
MRDB Form 3 A 4
POWER
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
POWER: 2
OPERATING (KW):
HOURS_ PER DAY (OPERATING)
VOLTAGE:
FREQUENCY:
PEAK (KW):
HOURS PER DAY (PEAK)
STANDBY POWER (KW)
AC DC
_. 03
_. 05__
0
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS (POWER):
SPACE STATION POWER IS REQUIRED ONLY FOR INITIAL ORIENTATION OF ARRAYS.
POWER GENERATED BY THIS TOM IS CAN BE SUPPLIED TO S.S. PMAD.
D638-I0255-I
MRDB Form 4 A5
THERMAL
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
THERMAL: 2
MIN TEMP (C)
MAX TEMP (C)
MIN HEAT REJECTION (KW)
MAX HEAT REJECTION (KW)
ACTIVE I PASSIVE
OPER. I NON-OPER. I OPER. I NON-OPER.
I : I NIA I NIA
I ; N/A I N/A
I I : 0 I 0 I
: I I : I
I I l 0 : 0 :
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
THE EXPERIMENT USES ITS OWN THERMAL RADIATOR, HENCE NO SPACE STATION
HEAT REJECTION IS REQUIRED.
D638-I0255-I
MRDB Form 5 A &
DATA/COMMUNICATIONS
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
ON-BOARD DATA PROCESSING REQUIRED: I
If I (YES), this DESCRIPTION:
EXPERIMENT PERFORMANCE DATA, STATUS OF POWER DISTRIBUTION_ HEALTH STATUS
ON-BOARD STORAGE (MBIT): 1
STATION DATA REQUIRED:
TIME_ POSITION, ALPHA AND BETA GIMBAL A_IGLES, MAJOR EVENTS LOG
COMMUNICATION LINKS:
i. From: Station Digital Video
!_E Ground Data Data
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration
c. Frequency
d. Delivery time
e. Security
f. Reliability
g. Interactive
Voice
__I0___ : : __N/A__
(hours) __I. 5__ : : ........
(per day) 1 : :
(hours) __I .5__ : : 0
(yes/no) ._NO___ :
(%) 95 :
(yes/no) _YES___ : : __Yes__
2. From: Ground
!gl Station
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration
c. Frequency
d. Delivery time
e. Security
f. Reliability
g. Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Digital Video Voice
Data Data
10 : : N/A
.I :
__.I .... : : 0
NO "
95 -
_YES .... : : __Yes__
D638-I0255-I
MRDB Form 6 A7
From: Station
To: Free Flyer
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration (hours)
c. Frequency (per day)
d. Delivery time (hours)
e. Security (yes/no)
f. Reliability (%)
g. Interactive (yes/no)
4. From: Free Flyer
To- Station
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration (hours)
c. Frequency (per day)
d. Delivery time (hours)
e. Security (yes/no)
f. Reliability (%)
g. Interactive (yes/no)
5. From: Station
_g_ Platform
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration (hours)
c. Frequency (per day)
d. Delivery time (hours)
e. Security (yes/no)
f. Reliability (%)
g. Interactive (yes/no)
b. From: Platform
!g_ Station
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration (hours)
c. Frequency (per day)
d. Delivery time (hours)
e. Security (yes/no)
f. Reliability (%)
g. Interactive (yes/no)
Digital
Data
Digital
Data
Digital
Data
Digital
Data
Video
Data
_m
Video
Data
Video
Data
Video
Data
Voice
N/A
0
_Yes_
Voice
N/A
0
__Yes__
Voice
N/A
_Yes__
Voice
__N/A__
0
_Yes__
D638-I0255-1
MRDB Form 6 (Continued) A 8
7. From: Platform
To: Ground
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration (hours)
c. Frequency (per day)
d. Delivery time (hours)
e. Security (yes/no)
f. Reliability (%)
g. Interactive (yes/no)
8. From: Ground
I_i Platform
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration (hours)
c. Frequency (per day)
d. Delivery time (hours)
e. Security (yes/no)
f. Reliability (%)
g. Interactive (yes/no)
9. From: Station
I_ Shuttle
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration (hours)
c. Frequency (per day)
d. Delivery time (hours)
e. Security (yes/no)
f. Reliability (%)
g. Interactive (yes/no)
I0. From: Shuttle
!RI Station
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration (hours)
c. Frequency (per day)
d. Delivery time (hours)
e. Security (yes/no)
f. Reliability (%)
g. Interactive (yes/no)
Digital
Data
Digital
Data
Digital
Data
Digital
Data
Vi deo
Data
Video
Data
Video
Data
Video
Data
Voice
__N/A__
0
__Yes__
Voice
__N/A__
c)
__Yes__
Voice
__N/A__
0
_Yes__
Voice
__N/A _
0
__Yes__
COMMENTS:
D683-I0255-I
MRDB Form & (Concluded) A 9
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
MODULECODE: i
SHARED FACILITY CODE: 0
MISSIONS:
EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT LOCATION: 3
DIMENSIONS (M)
Length
Width or Dia.
Height (or blank)
VOLUME (M_3)
PKG DIMENSION (M)
Length
Width or Dia.
Height (or blank)
PKG VOLUME (M"3)
LAUNCH MASS (KG)
ACCELERATION MAX. (g)
(END OF MAIN POWERBOOM
___II
___24 .....
__460
S
4.5
ATTACH POINTS: 1
SET UP CODE: 1 9- _
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION:
S.S. TRUSS EXTENSION, 2 BETA GIMBALS, 9 X 11 M PLANAR SOLAR ARRAY_
5 X 10 M CONCENTRATOR ARRAY, 3 X 3 X 3 M INTEGRATED EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY
(lEA), 3 X 8 M RADIATOR
D683-I0255-I
MRDB Form 7 AlO
CREW
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
INITIAL CONSTRUCTION/SET UP:
TASK:
CONSTRUCT TRUSS, ASSEMBLE EQUIP., DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS, ASSEMBLE RADIATOR
PERIOD: 3 days
IVA TOTAL CREW TLME: __21.&___ man-hrs
EVA PRODUCTIVE CREW TIME: ___27.1___ man-hrs
SKILLS:
DAILY OPERATIONS: 0
TASK:
IVA CREW TIME PER DAY: man-h r s
SKILLS:
SKILL TYPE
I 1 : 2 I 3 I 4 | 5 ] & I 7 :
___l___:___I___I .... I_--:--I---I
SL I; I : I : : : I
K E ---1-_1---I---I .....I-u-I---I---I
IV 2 I I I I I I I I
L E --I---I----I---I .....I----I--I----I
LL 3 I I I I I I I :
--- I-- I--- I--- I.... I--- I--- 1--- I
D683-I0255-I
MRDB Form 8 All
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
PERIODIC OPERATIONS: 0
TASK:
IVA OCCURRENCEINTERVAL: days
IVA CREWTIME/OCCURRENCE: man-hrs
EVA OCCURRENCEINTERVAL: days
EVA PRODUCTIVE CREWTIME/OCCURRENCE: man-hrs
SKI LLS:
TEARDOWNAND STOW:
TASK:
PERIOD: days
IVA TOTAL CREWTIME: man-hrs
EVA PRODUCTIVE CREWTIME: • man-hrs
SKILLS:
D638-I0255-I
MRDB Form 8 (Continued) A 12
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
COMMENTS:
Primary experiment operation and monitc_ring will be from the ground.
On-board monitoring may be available. Maintenance and contingency
operation, if required, will be directed from the ground.
Typical example of skill type/level matrix input:
Skill !_R_
i. No Special Skill Required
2. Medical/Biological
3. Physical Sciences
4. Earth and Ocean Sciences
5. Engineering
b. Astronomy
7. Spacecraft Systems
Skill Levels
I. Task Trainable
2. Technician
_. Professional
If two medical/biological professlonals are required, put 2 in
second column, third row. No more than 6 skill types can be used
for a given task.
D638-I0255--I
MRDB Form 8 (Concluded) AI3
SERVICING
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
SERVICING: I (If I is selected, skip remainder of Form 9)
SERVICE INTERVAL (days}:
CONSUMABLES:
TYPE:
WEIGHT: kg
RETURN: kg
VOLUME UP:
VOLUME DOWN:
POWER: kw
HOURS FOR POWER:
EVA HOURS PER SERVICE:
m '_ 3
m "_ 3
hrs
TYPICAL TASKS (EVA):
hrs
IVA HOURS PER SERVICE:
LOCATION OF SERVICING:
TYPICAL TASKS (IVA):
hPs
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
D638-I0255-I
i
MRDB Form 9 A 14
MISSION COOE: TDMX2151
CONFIGURATION CHANGES: 1
INTERVAL (days):
CHANGE-OUTEQUIPMENT:
TYPE:
CONFIGURATION CIdANGES
(If I is selected; skip remainder of Form 10)
WEI6HT: kg
RETURN: kg
VOLUME UF':
VOLUME DOWN:
POWER: kw
HOURS FOR POWER:
EVA HOURS PER CHANGE:
re'x3
m.._3
hrs
TYPICAL TASKS (EVA):
hf's
IVA HOURS PER CHANGE:
LOCATION:
TYPICAL TASKS (IVA):
hrs
SPEC IAL CONS IDERAT IONS:
D638-I0255--I
MRDB Form I0 A 15
MISSION CODE: TDMX2151
SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK:
TETHER:
VACUUMVENTING:
OTHER:
D638-i0255-I
MRDB Form 11 (Concluded)
A16
MISSION DESIGN
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2561, 2562, 2563 and 2063 Combined
PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME: Satellite Servicing
COUNTRY: USA NASA OAST (TDMX)
CONTACT: George McKay
PMO1
PHONE:
Marshall Space Flight Center
MSFC, AL 35812
205-544-1773
STATUS: Candidate
FLIGHTS: 9_ 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01
Equipment Up (flights) 0 0 0 ,3 1 0 0 0 0 0
Equip Down (# of times) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Operational Days/Flight 0 0 0 0 i0 60 60 60 60 60
OTV Flights 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 2 2 2
EARLY FLIGHTS
LATE RETURN
OBJECTIVE :
To demonstrate satellite construction, maintenance, repair, refurbishment,
and resupply techniques; including the checkout, testing and self-diagnosis
of on-orbit systems, the replacement of fluids (including fuel) and
change-out of payload modules (by EVA and robotic operations) with
retrieval from and return to an operational orbit.
DESCRIPTION:
The main Satellite Servicing Test Article will be an independent vehicle
that will serve as a carrier for a functioning payload (primary facility a
Materials Processing in Space Facility_ but not limited to this type of
payload). Several precursor missions will be performed with smaller
payloads that may be carried in the Shuttle.
The main Test Article will use a gaseous nitrogen propellant with a system
start-up and shutdown capability. It will use a section of the Space
Station type solar array and battery storage (NiH batteries) systems for
power. It will use an enclosed Space Station Unpressurized Logistics
Module for structural framework. It will be supported by the Space Station
OMV for orbit placement and retrieval wlnen necessary, otherwise it will be
capable of orbit maintenance.
D638-i0255-1
BI
TYPE NUMBER: 15
IMPORTANCE OF SPACE STATION: 8
ON-SERVICING OMV FLIGHTS (per year):
ADD RESOURCES: 1
RESOURCE REFERENCE:
1 - 2
MRDB Form 1 (concluded)
D683-I0255-I 8 2
MISSION CODE:
ORBIT: 2
ORBIT
TDMX2561, 2562, 2563 AND 2063 Combined
(If 1 is selected, skip remainder of Form 2)
APOGEE: 400KM + i0 EM TOLERANCE
- i0 KM
PERIGEE: 400KM + i0 EM TOLERANCE
- i0 EM
INCLINATION: 28.5 DEGREE + DEG TOLERANCE
- DEG
LOCAL TIME OF EQUATOR CROSSING NODE:
ASCENDING OR DESCENDING:
HR MIN
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS (ORBIT):
10km co-orbit with the Space Station
MRBD Form 2
D638-i0255-1 B 3
MISSION CODE:
POINTING/ORIENTATION: TBD
VIEW DIRECTION: TBD
If 4 selected, OTHER
HOURS:
TRUTH SITES:
POINTING/ORIENTATION
TDMX2561, 2562, 2563, and 2063 Combined
(If 1 is selected, skip remainder of Form 3)
POINTING ACCURACY:
POINTING KNOWLEDGE:
FIELD OF VIEW:
POINTING STABILITY RATE:
POINTING STABILITY:
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
arc sec
arc sec
deg
arc sec/sec
arc sec
Pointing capabilities are dependent on the type of mission conducted.
MRBD Form 3
84
MISSION CODE:
POWER: 2
POWER
TDMX 2561, 2562, 2563 and 2063 Combined
OPERATING (KW) :
HOURS, PER DAY (OPERATING)
VOLTAGE:
FREQUENCY:
PEAK (KW) :
HOURS PER DAY (PEAK)
STANDBY PWER (KW)
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
This is a self-contained
Station co-orbit.
AC DC
1.5
24
28
1.75
0.I
0
test article acting in a Space
MRBD Form 4
D638-10255-I B 5
MISSION CODE:
THERMAL: 3
THERMAL
TDMX2561, 2562, 2563, and 2063 Combined
MIN TEMP (C)
MAX TEMP (C)
MIN HEAT REJECTION (KW)
MAX HEAT REJECTION (KW)
ACTIVE PASSIVE
OpER. I NON-O_ O_ER. NON-OP
TBD TBD
TBD TBD
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Limits of the system will depend on the type of mission conducted,
and is not dependent on the Space Station.
MRDB Form 5
D683-i0255-i
86
DATA/COMMUNiCATION
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2561, 2562, 2563, and 2063 Combined
ON-BOARD DATA PROCESSING REQUIRED: 1
If 1 (YES), this description:
Health status and start-up/shutdown commands
ON-BOARD STORAGE (MBIT): TBD
STATION DATA REQUIRED:
COMMUNICATION LINKS:
i. From: Station Digital
To: Ground Data
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration (hours)
c. Frequency (per day)
d. Delivery Time (hours)
e. Security (yes/no)
f. Reliability (%)
g. Interactive (yes/no)
2. From: Ground
To: Station
Digital
Data
ao
b. Duration
c. Frequency
d. Delivery Time
e. Security
f. Reliability
g. Interactive
Generation rate (kbps)
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Video
Data
Video
Data
Voice
NA
Yes
Voice
NA
0
Yes
MRDB Form 6
D683-i0255-1 B 7
3. VoiceFrom: Station
To: Free Flyer
Digital
Data
Video
Data
a•
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
•
a•
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
From: Free Flyer
To: _Stat_on
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
l0
TBD
2
TBD
0
95
YES
Digital
Data
l0
TBD
2
TBD
0
95
YES
Video
Data
NA
0
Yes
Voice
NA
0
Yes
•
a•
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Station
To: Platform
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration (hours)
Frequency (per day)
Delivery Time (hours)
Security (yes/no)
Reliability (%)
Interactive (yes/no)
Digital
Data
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
•
a•
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Platform
To: station
Digital
Data
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
MRDB Form 6 (cont'd)
D 63 8_--1-02 55-=1
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7. Voice
aQ
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
e
ao
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Platform
To: Ground
Digital
Data
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration (hours)
Frequency (per day)
Delivery Time (hours)
Security (yes/no)
Reliability (%)
Interactive (yes/no)
From: Ground
TQ: platform
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
i0
TBD
2
TBD
0
95
YES
Digital
Data
I0
TBD
2
TBD
0
95
YES
Video
Data
Video
Data
NA
Yes
Voice
NA
0
Yes
•
a•
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
10.
ae
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
COMMENTS:
From: Station
TO: Shuttle
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
From: Shuttle
To: Station
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Digital Video
Data pate
Digital Video
Data 0eta
Voice
NA
0
Yes
Voice
NA
0
Yes
MRDB Form 6 (concluded)
D63S_I0255_I
89
MISSION CODE:
MODULE CODE:
SHARED FACILITY CODE:
MISSIONS:
EQUIPMENT
TDMX2561, 2562, 2563, AND 2063 COMBINED
1
0
EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS:
DIMENSIONS (M)
Length
Width or diam
Height (or blank)
VOLUME (MA3)
PKG DIMENSION (M)
Length
Width or diam
Height (or blank)
PEG VOLUME (M_3)
LAUNCH MASS (KG)
ACCELERATION MAX (G)
ATTACH POINTS:
SET-UP CODE: 1 2 3
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION:
(END OF MAIN POWER BOOM
2.34
4.48
36.89
4.0
MRDB Form 7
D638--_I O255 _ 1
B I0
CREW
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2561, 2562, 2563, AND 2063 COMBINED
INITIAL CONSTRUCTION/SET-UP: 1
TASK: Assemble, construct, and checkout on-orbit
PERIOD: 3 Days
IVA TOTAL CREW TIME: 16 Man Hours
EVA PRODUCTIVE DREW TIME: 16 Man Hours
SKILLS :
S L 1
KE
I V 2
L E
L L 3
1 2
SKILL TYPE
3 4 5 6 7
DAILY OPERATATIONS:
TASK:
0
IVA CREW TIME PER DAY: Man Hours
SKILLS:
S L
K E
I V
LE
L L
1
2
3
2
SKILL TYPE
3 4 5 6
MRDB Form 8
D638- i0255-i B 11
MISSION CODE:
SERVICING:
SERVICE INTERVAL (DAYS):
CONSUMABLES:
TYPES:
SERVICING
TDMX 2561, 2562, 2563, AND 2063 COMBINED
(If 1 is selected,skip remainder of Form 9)
WEIGHTS:
RETURN:
VOLUME UP:
VOLUME DOWN:
POWER:
HOURS FOR POWER:
EVA HOURS PER SERVICE:
TYPICAL TASKS (EVA):
KG
KG
MA3
MA3
KW
HRS
HRS
IVA HOURS PER SERVICE:
LOCATION OF SERVICING:
TYPICAL TASKS (IVA):
HRS
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
MRDB Form 9
D683-I0255-I B 12
CONFIGURAT_I[ON CHANGES
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2561, 2562, 2563, AND 2063 COMBINED
CONFIGURATION CHANGES: 2 (If 1 is selected, skip the remainder of
INTERVAL (DAYS):
CH2uNGE-OUT EQUIPMENT:
TYPE:
W-EIGHT:
RETtnIN:
VOLUME UP:
VO LLrME DOWN:
PO_FER:
HOURS FOR POWER:
EVA HOURS PER CH_GE:
TYPICAL TASKS (EVA):
Form i0)
i0 - 60
OMV retrieval, reboost, and replacement or modules
KG
KG
M_3
M_3
KW
HRS
HRS
IVA HOURS PER CH_GE:
LOCATION:
TYPICAL TASKS (IVA):
HRS
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
M_DB Form l0
D638-I0255-I B 13
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2561, 2562, 2563, AND 2063 COMBINED
SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK:
TETHER:
VACUUM VENTING:
OTHER:
MRDB Form ii (concluded)
D638-I0255-I
B 14
OR,Li,_.,. '"AGE _S
OF POOR QUALITY
MiSSiO, r, DESIGN
MISSION CODE: [DMX _6"_= 1 "_"_, "_='- -...-_o-.. ...uo.'., and ?(]63 Combined
PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME: Satellite Servicing
COUNTRY: USA NASA OAST TDMX)
CONTACT: George McKay
F MOi
F'HONE :
Marshall Space Flight Center
MSFC, AL 3581 °
_¢')= = .... 1773
_._--_-- ,
STATUS: Candidate
FLIGHTS: 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 '.)0 '::.'i
Equipment Up (flights) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ,0 0
Equip Down (# o_ times) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Operational Days/Flight 0 0 0 0 10 _0 60 60 c0 __:.
OTV Flights 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 2 -° 2
EARLY FLIGHTS
LATE RETURN
OBJECTIVE:
o demonstrate satellite construction, maintenance, repair, refurDishme_
and resupply techniques; including tine checkout, testing and self-dlagno_:
o_ on-orbit systems, the replacement of fluids (including fuei> a_
change-out o_ payload modules (by EVA and robotic operations) w:_
retrieval from and return to an operational orbit.
DESCRIPTION:
The main Satellite Servicing Test Article will be an independent vehic
that will serve as a carrier 4or a functioning payload (primary facility
Materials Processing in Space Facility, but not limited to this type
payload>. Several precursor missions will be per-formed with small
payloads that may be carried in the Shuttle.
The main Test Article will use a gas_eous nitrogen propellant with a syst_
start-up and shutdown capability. It will use a section of the Spa(
Station type solar array and battery storage (NiH batteries> systems _,
power. It will use an enclosed Space Station Unpressurized Logisti
Module for structural framework. It will be supported by the Space Stati
OMV for orbit placement and retrieval when necessary, otherwise it will
capable o_ orbit maintenance.
D638-I0255-I
B 15
TYPE NUMBER: 15
IMPORTANCE OF SPACE STATION: 8
NON-SERVICING OMV FLIGHTS (per year):
ADD RESOURCES: 1
RESOURCE REFERENCE:
1 - 2
D638-I0255-I
B16
JSC.3O000 SEC. 5
HISSiON CODE:
I-rtD!,'_I_k l_-l; !, I
_ISS[ON O:!_S[C_
_ J ..--
OF POOR QUAL|T_f
PAYLOAD ELKH__NT NAHE:
_ i,-,-1H_1_!,-l, I _,_--t !_ie!,_l_;,l,l_.i,t_,t_t ! ! ! _ I I i i t I i i 1
COUNTRY:
I_i_l,d ½l,_Ist,_l t_!),[-_t,-t 'i_i,_i_[×t ! ! i ! i i I i ! ! ! l,i I
CONT,_CT:
I_t_tot,_t_I_;f t,_I_I_!_IYi't l ! F-t _ t. i ittl 1 Ii i t! L t
i
I,_t_P,t, If ,t i 1 I ! I f I f f I l I t. ! i.1 t I ! f i I i ! i I
{_i_t,_f_1 i,_[,-t-t71_-l',i_1 i I I 't' i t ! I t i t I ! ! t f i i t
I ! I I t 'i I i [ t !. t t i t i"! l i i ! ii i "i I l I I ! i _l
PHONE:
Iz1o1¢1-1-'-i,,,I,/1-t,I,,!._Gt l [ I I i i L I !1 ! i I i i I I ! 11
STATUS: c _ ,v.,'_, o 4,rF_
NASA Spmc_ $_ation Mission Da.::_ B&se - Farm I
D683-I0255-I
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" JSC 30000 SEC. 5
FLIGHTS:
EQU IP._ UP (flights)
EQUIPMENT O0_ (no. of'-tlmes)
OPERATIONAL DAYS (per fl_ght)
OTV FLIGHTS
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
l/
1998 1999 2000 2001
I
EARLY FLXGHT:
LATE RETURN:
OK#EL-fIVE:
l-rl,+l_-Ik-!_l_-l_l'_loI_'l"i[ol'iIoi"IIo
1_i,-irfxd, t,,'I_1'-,i l,,_tnj_'J't I_l_lnl I'_l"
_I,tH_I l_l°l"l,-rl_r_l_i--'l_t'l_'J':, !. i
"<l_ ! "t,-'t_t-_I, I_ t--I--t I 1
_ i"a-'l,'t_l'-" I-_Is ISl l" k"J_J'--i_'l'_Vu,!__
"'I, I I'_i'vl,'-_t I I I i i 1
"t"1"-t"'! t-1°I I_I': t!ilir'l
I!ii!iliii
lilttiti!t
li1t!tt1![
llttI!tttL
Itllltltll
lttltt-tlll
tillllllltllllt!lLt IIii, ! 
,tttlllittlittllt!tl!il
!!tl[liltt!!ftltlfrtitl iit!
illtltftll!t   tlttl!tl
lltlIli t ltl 'tl l,i'II
tIlItlJ  !tO illtll II
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OE POOR QUAttTY
NASA Spaco Station Mission Data Base - Foz== I (continued,-')
818
JSC 30000 SEC. 5
DEECRIPTICN:
ORIO_4AI. P,_G_ IS
OF POO_ Q"J_.LI'TY
.INE
lillilI_iliIIIIiitii!l_Ii_IIIii_!!!!!!l!i
[llEiiii4tIIIiiiilli!lllltl!ii!il
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ORBIT
MISSION CODE:
_-'[nj,_!'<[! { i t
ORtGIN;J _ .-
OF. POOR QUAL|TY
ORBIT: _/... (If I £_ melee=e=, skip remainder o£ Form 2)
/_K)GEE:
PERIGEE:.
INCLINATION:
•" 10 k= "_
- /_ km J TOLER.A_CE
- , _ km J TOL_R.._CE
- deg J TOLERANCE
LOCAL TIME OF EQUATOR CROSSING NCIOE:
_C_NDING OR DKSCL_ING:
hr =in
LINE
1
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS (ORSIT):
i t i'iFll!!Liitilt'i'!"!'"itiiil!ittl
(ItlIl(iltltl"tl{ll'll'l'tl'iltitltiliiii_"ii_
ll[llIIiit, l..ii_i_liii!lilfti!_iiii
itIIillLll'!L!_iillll!lllllt'll'Lttf!'l'i,iL
lltlftLl[ti_!illliiiil!'lfltll!tl!li
lllfliLi, tt.!ii'iIliliIlll!flrtit,iLti,_!
liiillllL'!!illilltl"l!fltttll!t!ti
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MISSION CODE: IliIli_!I
JSC _0000 SEC. 5
POINTING/OR I ENTATI ON :
vI_ DIRECTION: ?'6'/-_
:_ 4 sez,==,d,o_R: 1 I t ! t t I t i t
HOURS:
"7_/,__ (If I is selec:ed, ski? remainder of FORM 3)
!iti!tl
?RUTH SITES:
IttOIItllltLltttt[ttlilltliil.l!!t!l!t,,
lfltlltill!llllltlll!illtifitiiil
POINTING ACCURACY:
POINTING KNOWLEDGE:
see
$e¢
LINE
3
4
FIE£O OF VIEW: deg
POIh-tlNG STABILITY RATE: sec per sec
POINTING STABILITY:
A
PLACEMENT: sec
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
5e¢
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF. POOR QUALITY
I_ioI:l-lr"l,I ,,'Ic,.ll,.-I_#l_l_!,I,-l.,'l,-I,h"
I_l,,.,'IITI,..,,I_-II-rlvlP!_I,_l,_lI,'/I,IsVI/
Ic!oI.,,,I.oi_!,-.-I,'i_l_b
IiIIii fill
lltIItIIII
i
_i_Illllli-iIll
Jtil_llli 0111lllll_i _!!_
IiJF_iI'llltIiilIII!!I
ilIlillIIIli[!![liI!!iil!li_
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MISSIONCODE:
POWER: 2-
POWEF_
_j_I/,+._i( I I I
ORICI,_JAL PAGE tS
OF POOR QUA_Ty
OPERATING (KW):
HOURS, PER DAY COPERATING)
J_C
VOLTAGE: _1 _
FR.EQUF..'_L"Y:
J
p_ (]CM): , /,?._
MOUK5 PER DAY (PEAX)
.STANDBY POWER (X'W) _9
LINE
3
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS (POWER):
I_I_-i_-i,l-,.!_. I,i.,l"_iI_ipl,=!_-#_-IL_-i_-l._i_-i.l l-_l{i i. ,_iI
t i i It'! l)t i !-i i I I t (.I L i"'! I,f t,i I t ( I t ! LI
I IIIIIIIll)IIIIIIIII)IIL[II III.L.) 7 l
IIi i I I LIII )LII ! i I'! I l'("l I i ) + I I i (_I i ( i i ! i I
I ! I I ! ILI I'I!.__ o"I! I o I I ! _ _ I _I _ !'i! I i I
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ORIC_AL PAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALITY
w
TI'-{HR,MAL
JSC 30000 SEC. 5
MISSION CODE:
TH_:
LINE
MIN TEMP (°C)
MAX T_'_P('c)
MIN HF:AT R.,E.TECTIION(KW)
i
MAx FI_ATRf:./_CT[0N (_)
ACTIVE
i|
OPE3_ATIONAL NON-OPERATIONAL
PASSIVE
0PERATIC)NA/.I NGN-OFE.RATI0:
--rf'Y,o -p,-_._,_
_-_ P . "C'_,F,?
ira.
|.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
IILtllii[i't'
Lli[i,!!tlti
IILlllliil'i
I I l"]tt I'lt ii'"
iL{LtLiliiI
t!_iiit'lt")llttl'fl-tt!)
)))i)i)i))-(tI(¢¢IIl)}t$)!_!....
ill!llli'l!lillI!ili_l
J
il!iltlllIlllIlitlili_i'iii_
i_lll!l!l_tillli!l
°...
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JSC 300gg SEC. 5' DATA/COH_I/NIC,_TiONS
MISSIONCODE:l_I_ i-l_i J i J'l
ON- BOARD DATA PROCESS ING _QUI RED: _ /
If 1 (YES), th_s DESCRIPTION:
_ IoI,l,,t,_,_tst ¢ ! ! f f"t I t t l t t ! I f t t i [ [ t ([ _i_
ON-_ S_ c,_ (NBIT) : -r--iT
LINE
2
STATION DATA REQUI_:
([lll_lllIIIl(tll(iIillIIill!l!(iii!!!i I
li I i I J J [i [! Ji Ji i i [Jli [ i J J lJ J JJ'J l
l Ill {'LI I I I ! )J [jl i jJ J! i I i II i i i i !i i ! !i i,iii
II I I J LJ J I [ ! I j [ J [i i J''I!i i I J i J j j i !! j
C_I_TION LINKS: ..
i. Fret S_ztion Digital Vlde, o YoLce
To: Grman_ Oa_a Oat.a
a. Cener_Lon ra_ (Ides)- , . : : WA
b. i_rr_l_n (hou.r_) : : ,
c. Fc_iuen_f (pez" day) : :
e. Security ()._It_) z :
f. ReltaJ:£11_y (_) : . :
2. F_: C_'mand Dlgl_al Video Voice
To_ Stz_±m_ Darta _a
b. _rr_cL=. (h_) : ,, :
¢. F_ (pc_r day) _ : ,
cl. Delivery _.13_ (houz'_)
e. _rt_ (yu/n.a) _ :
f. RelAa/_llLl:y (_) :
I
!
!
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,3. From: .__.:,: :,_ r, UI. _j,I._.4,L V1.aeo Va,Lce
, Ta: F,,'cc Flya:" Oar.a Oa_.,l
,_immmm ,=mJm_m_a
,. _nerar.lcm ratm (kbps) '-_ : :
b. Dura_Lon (hours) _-_;J , : :
=. Irr_r_7 (pG_" day) ._j , :d. I_J, lver_, l:J._ (ho_rs) : :
g. Zn_er_tvt (_es/rm) vr_ J , ,, l Yet
4, F_z Free Plye_ 0191_ Vl_ Volta
S_a_,on . Oarta 041:a
I. _lmeri_Lm_ rata (k_ps) / 0 I : I0,
b. _atl_ • (h_rrs) _/; _ ,
o. lrr_qu_ne7 (t_" _y) _ : " :
d. D,aJ.Lvmr'_ ?.£me (hou:s) _///; : _.. Q
f. R_I_L1/_y , ($) ¢_' : :"
S. Fr¢_: S_-=_.on OigJ.t,aA V,_dem V_i_
To_ pl,:_z'a Oata Oa_a
I. _lne_'lt:_C:l :'i_II ()C_S) 1 1 WA
b. l_'al:£_ (h_) _ :
c. Irr_e_j, (per day) : :
d. O_11ve:'y _JJ_ (hours) : : Q
e. SecurJ._ (_/n¢) : :
,". Rel:LamiLl_.y (_) : _ ..
b. _a_L=_ (_)
e.
f. R_l_£11_y ('4)
Otg/_ Video VoLm
! |
JSC 3_00 SEC. 5
7. F:"_: PI_:_o==
To: G_ou_d
OlgL_ Video Vo/_
_a _a
a. ¢_m',tJ.m rat.. (_) , o :
b. D,witlan (hmaz_) _-_ _ :
d. O,,J.L',rm_ tJ.me (h4u_) "-¢/)
f. Rell_£11ty (Ii) _ <_" :
I
!
!
I"
I
NASA 5pace Sex=ion Mission O&¢_ E_se - Fo_a 6
Mk
im
9
Ye_
(con=_.:ed)
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LIHE
3
oo " '"J_C 300 SEC. 5 _'_'; _"" ? ' : :'
8. From: Gro_a Digital Video Volc_
To__5 Platfo_ Data Data
a. C4neration rata (_d_s) l_ , : _ :
b. Duratlon _ (h_) 7- ,_ ,__ : ,, :
c. Frequency (_ day) _ :
d. Oelive¢7 _IJm (hours) -_ D : : 9
e. .._C_l"t =y {yl.S/t_) '_ l l
f. Reliability (_) __t : :
g. Interac:L_ (yes/n_) v-_] : : Y_
9. Fr_s: Station Digital Video Volta
To: Shu==le Data Data NA
a. Ganerm¢lcn rats (k_s) : :
b. IXcation (h¢_:_) ... : : , i
c. FZ_l, Je_"/ (per day) : : 9 , -
d. Oellve:7 tb_ (ha.srs) : :
e. Septic/ (yes/no) ,
f. Reliability ('3) : : .
g. Interac_l_ (yu/rm) : : Yes
i0. From: 5"nu==le
To: Sta=ion
a. _neratLon rata (_s) ,
b. Ouratl_n (h_).,
c. Fre¢l_ (_. day)
d. Dellvur/ tt_e (h¢¢_'_)
f. Reliability ('_)
g. Intsrlc_i_s (y_/na)
CC__h'TS:
Digital Vide,=
Data Oata
I I
I
I
I
l
VoLc_
qmalms_ms
: NA
l
!
S
S . Y_
[,,lflllttl[!ttii[lliillll!ll!iltttt!li!li
I,I!ltltlft!lt[ltttll!'Iilllllfl!!l
iltlltlfJ!llttttlltl !  tftt!i [liL![i!!
lllt[ttil!!t*iLlllfll!:'llltlt[: ili tt
tiitj'ftt[tltlLti:t'ftt!'lttl itlL!it[i!t' 
ii
litli!t[tlitl[lt!itt  ttiil[!till
littlttiit!iILIitlll 'ttl'lllltL!!i! i! ! 
I'[[[it[llll[lt ttl!! !ttiil,lllil
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oRLGINAL pAGE |S
OF pOOR QUALIT'( E_UIPME.'V'?
MISSIONCODE:i-_p!Hd i I i j
MODULE CODE: /
SHARED FACILITY CODE: ,j
..
(If I iS selecte4, list mission codes Of sharing missions below:)
lilIiJlJl
t_liilill
illJliLIl
JSC 30000 SEC. 5
EQUI_ LOCATION:
-(}Iwl._IOtt_Ca)
IJ.IUi
V&dth or _ts.
_L_st (or b4sa4)
vol.u_ CaJ)
P[,= Ol.Wl_'q_ Ca)
u,,,t.ta
Vtd_ oz Ors.
Mmt_t (or mtaM)
z,/_x
Y,/_/
w_._,tr2_m a_t (4)
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_: :;!:::!_::::::_: : :":::":............ : :: ,_!'.">-'"-::-.::"!ii_._::-:F_:_-i.!!::_i,. :_
.I
t 7
I s • _ OEC.aEE .SUm :_r_:,,_L.m.(
P_.,.I,T7,,0,_ PL.tT"J_i
"1
i
,i
ATTACH POINTS:
SET UP CODE: / "2..
.k ..
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JgC 30000 SEC. 5
_E
HARDWARE DESCRI._TION: OF POOR QUALITY
litllltiifilfiiilJfl
Itt"ltli. L l!iltltt tl.
[LIIIItlItlflI£111II
Iltl'll!.ltlit,,tt[tt i1
lilitti,tl|
Ii"illl_ltii
IL!IItlIII
Ifllll, tli't +
i i ,'I 'f t t i "l t
tlillli!i'
tltllt111
!il-lif:iil!
ri
i"l "iitll!l
lil ttl, fti,
ti"l t.i il fi
lliiiilIL
litllltli
'i t i t ! "t i' 'iit!tii!! i
II
i!l!Ill!!t
tl
!i! L ii_!Li
tJ
i'l'tiitlli!tj i!i_iL
I"f! t i l I fi'!tl
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INITIAL CONST';,_--'TION/SET UP:
TASK:
,, (If 0, skip to DAILY OPERATIONS)
.A
MJ
Z
.-/ , ,
N
3
SKILL TYPE
I 2 3 415 6 7
, i
/
/
DAILY OP£RATIONS:
| ,
(If O, skip to PERIODIC OPERATIONS)
TASK:
IVA CREW TIME PER DAY:
SKI LLS:
=_n-hrs
Enter n_i_r of skill ty_e/levels required:
_a
.A
-; 2
.A
&m
SKILL TYP_
i 2 3 4 5 6 7
NASA Space Station Mission Data Base - Form
. ,. ,.
D683-iO255-i.
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B 30
PERIODIC 0PERATIONS: / . (I£ 0, skip to TF.ARDGWN AJ_D ST_W)
TA._K:
Fi_I.[,l_J_l--l,.i:_I:.-.i"icJ:!:'J!:_J.J:i._:,,,i_l'ii i{! i ! i i!! !1
, ,
I I
i i m
IVA OCL'U_CE I,_rTERVAL: _?, / days
CREW TI_tEIOCL'U_'_CE: _ m_n-hrs
EVA OCCURXENCE L_T_RVAL: days
SKILLS:
OF POO_ QUAUTY
_n-hrs
Enter m._ber of skill type/levels requital:
6_
N
3
SKILL TYPE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
i
, i m
/
_r.AR£X3_ _ S_W: (If O, skip this section)
i
T_K: -
{l{ilill_[[!il"ll{{{i'"!l{{{{i{ii!{i!i'!'{t,!
L{iit!l{({[{{!{'{{{{"_!{_l{'{l{{{{{{
PERIOD: days
IVA 'TI3T.._J,. TI_:
EVA PRODUCTI_ CREW TU,8_:
SKI LL,S:
•--E.n_.er n_,.meber of skill
man-hrs
m.,IM%- h r _,
i|
-_,li_,,isrequired:
.Q
_u
.3
J
N
S 6 i 7
ii i
{
NASA 5pace Station Nisslon Da_a B_e - Form 8
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LINE
2
4
CC_%ENTS:
IJllllttltttl. liltitt
E
IflftlllIl!ttlltittl
Itlltillllltllltt[tl
il.ttttttit!titlfj!tt
Illlllitttllititttl[
lttttl_!tt!tlilttttl
t
Ittfttllt,I!11!!it411
Ilt'ltltlf't!illltt-![I
illltftit!!!!i!i!_
itllllilil!t
PttLlli'l!t!!t[!!!l!
i
tiltlf!t_!_]
llttltttt!tt!ii,_
i
Ittlilto_!!j
tlto_PII!!tiil!_l_
Iltl!il!!!!_
4
Typical exa=ple of skill type/level m_=rix input:
Skill' T_es
I. No Special 5kili Required
2. Medical/Biologicml
5. Physical Sciences
4. Ea1-_h and Ocean Sciences
5. Engineering
6. Astronomy
7. Splcecr,_: Systems
Skill Levels
1. 2ask TrLinabl •
2. Technician
. Professional
If two medical/bioloEical professionals are required, Rut 2 in second
coluzm, third row. No m_re than 6 skill types can be used for a given
task.
ORIG_AL PAGE' IS
OF POOR QL./ALUy
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-M_sslorCOoE:IT-i_I_i,,l!!i
S_RVICING:
SERVIC_ LN'r'EKVA.L(4ays):
coNs_s
TYPE:
(If 1 is selec:ed, skip rmmainder of Form 9)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF PO0_ QUALITY
It itfItiit!'i'i!itll[tf"lti[I!liti_i!!!_!_ t_
_ICx_: kg
KSTUR._: kg
VOLLII_ UP:
VOLt]KE DOWN:
POWHR: kw
ii
HOURS FOR POti'ER:
_A FEU_ PF.3, SERVICE:
TfPICAL TASr,S (5"_'A):
' , i 'i . ,, ,',Iliilt!Iiiiti ill iI,!li_liI!ii!{!,_{
Iii i i ! 1 i i't'l ! i i !'i'! i i'!! ! ! i _ !! i'_ ! i ! !l
._. IVA HOURS PER S_,_VIC._: hx's
LOCATION 01: SERVICING:
T'YPIr._TJ_SX.S(IVA):
li ii![i! i!!'L!iiiii!i ii !i'l I [! !!iii[_iii
I, i i !'! t t,.i ! i'! I i i t'i't 'i i i ! ! ! ! t ! i i _ ! _ _ I
3
SPECLA/. ODNS IDERATION_:
Ii'!li!iIi'i
IiI_iIIIiI
t!i!fll._tl
I
!fli[!iii
! l f tI't t I I i
! i t,_'it'l I t
! ! tl!!l i i
I
[lltilft j
I"!!ii,i_i!!!'i,_!i_f_
:l't_ii,!i!!!l
!lili!t!i'}!_ii!!!!:
,!!t'l'!!iJ!!_!I.i!i'!i_
ilil_illt_' l!/iIf ! iij! it/!i ! ! _
_iii_t_iit. i!!i,!.!_.t!it
.NASA Spa¢s Station Mission Data Ba,e - Poz-a 9
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LINE
_Is_roNcooE:[_pJ_J_i! J i ]
JSC 30000 SEC. 5
CONFIGURATION CHANGES:
INTERVAL: /._,-_ 0 dly_
..
_OE-Ob'T E-QUIP.W_=_'r
(If i selected, skip the re=zinder of Form i0)
TYI:E:
lol_lvl I,( l_l_ t_-fv t, _t <.-t,t I_t_fld<_lob K-I,I t,+I,,,,t,ol t:t,_lt!,.-t.<=l_.i,.!-:!,i- i
f_Ir----it_l_,!_,i.l_i_-I_t ! i t i i ! ! 1 ! I t t i I i i I 1 i i ! t
kg
kg
=_
wEic._rr:
RE_:
VOLI_ UP:
VOLLIMI DOWN: =3
POW_: kw
HoLr_ FOR POWER: hrs
.EVA HOI/RS PER CHANGE: hrs
TYI_!C._I.T_._ (EVA) :
llJi!llllIIlill!li Ii
li lIt t 1t I t!litlill ! i
IVA HOURS PER CHANGE: hrs
LOCATION:
TYPlC__L T_s (IvA):
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Ittl[llIt!iI!I!!!!
!tll!l!il!tl
l!tll!ltttllftlt!!!t!ltti, it!tl!!ill!!!!
Ii!lti[ilt!fll!_ii!i!iii!iltLitit
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Jllil{!Iii!iilIllllIlillIilll[!lilii'iiii
llIIiIllli!illiiiiit!ll[llll!l!ll
I I
liII[ll!Jl!_iiiii_li!iOtllli!l!ll
liiliiiiLllllLll_iililiilll!llltiJiii!ii
liiiiillii[llliilil!!fltiii,!ti!!l
liiiiitillttlllitiitfl'itiliili!iliilli!,
lill!illlltllllititittttililllltl
B 34
D638-I0255-I
MISSION CODE:
SPECIAL NOTES
lJJlilIIi
. St'_ .OR.,_fN.r:!_ FA¢_E IS
.-..,.,,-_QUALITY
LINE
i
CONTAMINATION:
.°
IILIIIIIII
ILIIIIIIII
If I i I I !il'II I'
J
iIfll"_IIl
IIIIIi!II
l_IIIIIJiI
{ !itl [i I"I.II I I I I If I l'i
'"Ii i i I I _ I I'!!Iii! _!!_
m i
ill iIIiIIiI_
[I[IiIIII!iiII!I
LINE
I
FI'R__:
l[ LLtlItt i"! [.LItI i'tll'! I.'tft f'llllJt!ill! .,!i
I [ ! i l [, [.,1'l.i ! t t.I t I f t t i !'t I I t I t _t q ! LI
I L_ttt[f. [, _!t__t'_!_ _J_ i _ .J _ [ L,_ _J,
Ill Ill, Ill t!ll'li!!llii!"iI!llll'll!!l
;LINE
.
MA'I'EI_.I_:
fill IiiLll!I! ii I'!l.!i!"lliiiII i-I!lii !!,_ L._
I i i i i L i I ! I ! I t I t l._I i t!i iIt "I'Il"l"_ I I ! i K I _ i _ _
I i i Ill ['l'_l!_I_-i II I'IIIIIIIIlil!!li
LINE RADIATION:
fill II !_I I I ! L!IIII I I!
I!Ii l i i i I i ! I,!i'ii !'li i
Iti[ [tlLi LI t 1_1 l ! f I !.L
I'I'ifif If It !i L I.I i I I I I,.
II_i_III'I!illlli_,
'lllIillIii!l
'iii "I'i"[ I i I i i ]
NASA Space Sire:ion Mission D;_t_ Base - Form' Ii
D638-I02 55-I
B 35
u_u 30000 S£C. 5
LINE
.
.
SA._E'_:
Ifl p_!tt
i
Jl lllJll!iJ
2
2
STORAGE:
OPTICAL WINDON:
l llllll!ll!!l, lil!lll
II!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
i .
IIJllllll
lllllllll
lllli_ll-
il
SCIENTIFIC AIRL_CK:
lllll.l o.oll!IIl l_lllli!Ill_l lli_!ll
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR Q';A[.iTF
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D638-I0255-I
MISSION DESIGN
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2564
PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME: Coatings Maintenance
COUNTRY: USA NASA OAST (TDMX)
CONTACT:
PHONE-.
George McKay
PMOI
Marshall Space Flight Center
MSFC, AL 35812
205-544-1773
STATUS: CANDIDATE
FLIGHTS: 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01
Equipment Up (flights) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Equip Down (# of times) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 O 0
Operational Days/Flight 0 0 0 0 0 20 I00 0 0 0
OTV Flights 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EARLY FLIGHTS
LATE RETURN
OBJECTIVE:
To evaluate the deterioration of several types of surfaces exposed to the
environment outside the Space Station and to clean, resurface and recoat
these exposed surfaces .using active beam technology which includes ion
beam, plasma beam, and laser beam applications.
DESCRIPTION:
Using commercially available lasers of 1.06 x 10-6 or 0.53 x 10-6 meter
wavelengths (selected for solid state epitaxy capability with silicon and
gallium arsenide) and the Active Cleaning Technology ion and plasma beam
equipment; ground research the cleaning, resurfacing (including --
refurbishment of solar cells) and recoating capacity of these systems on
various surfaces and develop the ability to measure the deterioration and
recoat thickness of the surfaces remotely space qualifying the parts as --
required. An evaluation of possible EMI and particluate contamination
fields will be made for each operation.
MRDB Form 1
D683-I0255-1

TYPE NUMBER: 17
IMPORTANCE OF SPACE STATION: i0
NON-SERVICING OMV FLIGHTS (per year):
ADD RESOURCES: 1
RESOURCE REFERENCE :
MRDB Form I (concluded)
D638-I0255-I C2
MISSION CODE:
ORBIT: 1
APOGEE:
PERIGEE:
INCLINATION:
ORBIT
TDMX 2564
(If 1 is selected, skip remainder of Form 2)
KM + KM TOLERANCE
- KM
KM + KM TOLERANCE
- KM
DEGREE + DEG TOLERANCE
- DEG
LOCAL TIME OF EQUATOR CROSSING NODE:
ASCENDING OR DESCENDING:
HR MIN
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS (ORBIT):
MRBD Form 2
D638-I0255-I
03
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2564
POINTING/ORIENTATION: 1
VIEW DIRECTION:
If 4 selected, OTHER
HOURS:
TRUTH SITES:
POINTING/ORIENTATION
(If 1 is selected, skip remainder of Form 3)
POINTING ACCURACY:
POINTING KNOWLEDGE:
FIELD OF VIEW:
POINTING STABILITY RATE:
POINTING STABILITY:
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
arc sec
arc sec
deg
arc sec/sec
arc sec
Pointing capabilities are dependent on the type of mission
conducted.
MRBD For_L 3
D638-I0255-I
C4
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2564
POWER: TBD
OPERATING (KW) :
HOURS, PER DAY (OPERATING)
VOLTAGE :
FREQUENCY :
PEAK (KW) :
HOURS PER DAY (PEAK)
STANDBY PWER (KW)
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS :
POWER
AC DC
MRBD Form 4
D683-I0255-1 C5
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2564
THERMAL: N/A
MIN TEMP (C)
MAX TEMP (C)
MIN HEAT REJECTION (KW)
MAX HEAT REJECTION (KW)
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
OPER.
THERMAL
ACTIVE
NON-OP
PASSIVE
OPER. NON-OP
MRDB For_ 5 ....
D638-I0255-I 0 6
DATA/COMMUNICATION
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2564
ON-BOARD DATA PROCESSING REQUIRED: 1
If i (YES), this description:
On-board data acquisition gathered remotely from the platform.
ON-BOARD STORAGE (MBIT): 3
STATION DATA REQUIRED:
COMMUNICATION LINKS:
I. From: Station Digital Video
To: Ground Data Data
a. Duration rate (kbps)
bm
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Voice
NA
0
Yes
,
ao
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Ground
TO: Station
Digital
Data
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
•
a•
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Station
TQ: F_ee _yer
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Digital
Data
Video
Data
lO
TBD
2
TBD
0
95
YES
Voice
NA
0
Yes
MRDB Form 6
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•a•
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Free Flyer
To: Station
Digital
Data
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
I0
TBD
2
TBD
0
95
YES
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
o
a•
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Station
To: Platform
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration+
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Digital
Data
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
o
a•
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Platform
TO: Station
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Digital
Data
i0
.25
2-4
TBD
0
95
YES
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
•
a•
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
•
a•
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Platform
To: Ground
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration (hours)
Frequency (per+day)
Delivery Time (hours)
Security (yes/no)
Reliability (%)
Interactive (yes/no)
Digital
Data
I0
.25
2-4
TBD
0
95
YES
From: Ground
To: Platform
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration (hours)
Frequency (per day)
Delivery Time (hours)
Security (yes/no)
Reliability (%)
Interactive (yes/no)
Digital
Data
i0
TBD
2
TBD
0
95
YES
Video
Data
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
Voice
NA
0
Yes
MRDB Form 6 (cont'd)
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C8
•a•
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Station
To: Shuttle
Digital
Data
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
I0.
ae
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Shuttle
To: Station
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Digital
Dat_
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
COMMENTS:
MRDB Form 6 (concluded)
D638-I0255-I
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2564
MODULE CODE: 1
SHARED FACILITY CODE:
MISSIONS:
0
EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS :
DIMENSIONS (Mi
Length
Width or diam
Height (or blank)
VOLUME (MA3)
PKG DIMENSION (M)
Length
Width or diam
Height (or blank)
PKG VOLUME (M A3)
LAUNCH MASS (KG)
ACCELERATION MAX (G)
(END OF MAIN POWER BOOM
4.3
4.3
2.4
44.4
4.3
4.3
2.4
44.4
TBD
4.0
ATTACH POINTS:
SET-UP CODE:
Space Station standard platform
2
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION:
This experiment set will be conducted on the standard Space Station
platform with power and data supplied and with the possible'support of
the thermal load.
MRDB Focm 7
D638-I0255-I
CI0
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2564
INITIAL CONSTRUCTION/SET-UP:
CREW
1
TASK: Installation of the pallet and initial check-out
PERIOD: 1 Days
IVA TOTAL CREW TIME: I0 Man Hours
EVA PRODUCTIVE DREW TIME: 6 Man Hours
SKILLS :
SKILL TYPE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
S L
K E
I V
L E
L L
1
2
3 3
DAILY OPERATATIONS: 1
TASK: Data transfer and experiment direction
IVA CREW TIME PER DAY: 1-2 Man Hours
SKILLS :
S L
K E
I V
L E
L L
1
2 1
3
1 2
SKILL TYPE
3 4 7
MRDB Form 8
D638-I0255-I
Cll
PERIODIC OPERATIONS :
TASK:
0 (If 0, skip to TEARDOWN and STOW)
IVA OCCURRENCE INTERVAL: days
CREW TIME/OCCURRENCE : man-hours
EVA OCCURRENCE INTERVAL: days
EVA PRODUCTIVE CREW TIME/OCCURRENCES: man-hours
SKILLS :
:_KILL TYPE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
S L 1
K E
I V 2
L E
L L 3
TEARDOWN AND STOW: 1 (If 0, skip this section)
TASK: Removal and storage of pallet samples.
readiness for return to Earth.
Eventual system
PERIOD: 1 day
IVA TOTAL CREW TIME: 8 man-hours
EVA PRODUCTIVE CREW TIME: 6 marl-hours
SKILLS :
SKILL TYPE
S L
K E
I V
LE
L L
m
1
2
3 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
MRDB Form 8 (cont'd)
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SERVICING
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2564
SERVICING: 1 (If 1 is selected, skip remainder of Form 9)
SERVICE INTERVAL (DAYS): 10-60 days
CONSUMABLES:
TYPES: Exchange of sample material for storage
WEIGHTS: KG
RETURN: KG
VOLUME UP: MA3
VOLUME DOWN: MA3
POWER: KW
HOURS FOR POWER: HRS
EVA HOURS PER SERVICE: TBD HRS
TYPICAL TASKS _EVA):
IVA HOURS PER SERVICE:
LOCATION OF SERVICING:
TYPICAL TASKS (IVA):
TBD HRS
PALLET
Sample removal and replacement
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
MRDB Form 9
D638-I0255-I C13
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2564
CONFIGURATION CHANGES:
INTERVAL (DAYS):
CHANGE-OUT EQUIPMENT:
TYPE:
WEIGHT:
RETURN :
VOLUME UP:
VOLUME DOWN :
POWER:
HOURS FOR POWER:
EVA HOURS PER CHANGE:
TYPICAL TASKS (EVA):
CONFIGURATION CHANGES
(If 1 is selected, skip the remainder of
Form i0)
O_ retrieval, reboost, and replacement or modules
KG
KG
MA3
M_3
_S
_S
IVA HOURS PER CHANGE:
LOCATION:
TYPICAL TASKS (IVA):
HRS
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
MRDB For_ i0
D638-I0255-I C14
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2564
SPECIAL NOTES
CONTAMINATION:
This system may produce particulate contamination that may affect
other experiments and operations.
STRUCTURES:
MATERIALS:
RADIATION:
This system may produce radio frequency emissions that may require
shielding of the experiment, it's parts or nearby operations.
SAFETY:
See RADIATION section
STORAGE:
OPTICAL WINDOW:
MRDB Form l! (continued)
D638-I0255-I C15
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2564
SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK:
TETHER:
VACUUM VENTING:
OTHER:
MRDB Form ll (concluded)
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MISSION DESIGN
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2565
PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME: Thermal Interface Technology
COUNTRY: USA NASA OAST (TDMX)
CONTACT:
PHONE:
George McKay
PMOI
Marshall Space Flight Center
MSFC, AL 35812
205-544-1773
STATUS: Candidate
FLIGHTS: 9_ 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01
Equipment Up (flights) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Equip Down (# of times) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Operational Days/Flight 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OTV Flights 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
*Note: Shuttle Flights
EARLY FLIGHTS
LATE RETURN
OBJECTIVE :
To remove and replace electrical components and thermal-fill material from
an on-orbit cold plate and verify the proper thermal conductivity.
DESCRIPTION:
The main testing for this TDMX will involve ground testing of thermal
grease, thin metal foils, "Comerics", anodizing electrical components or
abrasion contact with the cold plate, but need not be limited to these
methods. Ground testing will be conducted in vacuum chambers, neutral
buoyancy tanks and, possibly, man-rated vacuum chambers with manipulation
tools and robotics used where possible. EVA experiments will be conducted
on Space Shuttle flights.
MRDB Form 1
D638-10255-I
DI
TYPE NUMBER: i7
IMPORTANCE OF SPACE STATION: 1
NON-SERVICING OMV FLIGHTS (per year):
ADD RESOURCES: i
RESOURCE REFERENCE:
C_
MRDB Form 1 (concluded)
D638-I0255-I D2
MISSION CODE:
ORBIT: 1
APOGEE:
PERIGEE:
INCLINATION:
ORBIT
TDMX 2565
(If 1 is selected, skip remainder of Form 2)
KM + KM TOLERANCE
- KM
KM + KM TOLERANCE
- KM
DEGREE + DEG TOLERANCE
- DEG
LOCAL TIME OF EQUATOR CROSSING NODE:
ASCENDING OR DESCENDING:
HR MIN
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS (ORBIT):
MRBD Form 2
D638-I0255-I D3
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2565
POINTING/ORIENTATION: 1
VIEW DIRECTION:
If 4 selected, OTHER
HOURS:
TRUTH SITES:
POINTING/ORIENTATION
(If 1 is selected, skip remainder of Form 3)
POINTING ACCURACY:
POINTING KNOWLEDGE:
FIELD OF VIEW:
POINTING STABILITY RATE:
POINTING STABILITY:
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
arc sec
arc sec
deg
arc sec/sec
arc sec
Pointing capabilities are dependent on the type of mission
conducted.
MRBD For_ 3
D638-I0255-I
D4
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2565
POWER: N/A
OPERATING (KW) :
HOURS, PER DAY (OPERATING)
VOLTAGE :
FREQUENCY :
PEAK (KW) :
HOURS PER DAY (PEAK)
STANDBY PWER (KW)
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS :
pOWER
AC DC
MRBD Form 4
D638-I0255-I
D5
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2565
THERMAL: N/A
MIN TEMP (C)
MAX TEMP (C)
MIN HEAT REJECTION (KW)
MAX HEAT REJECTION (KW)
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
OPER.
THER/4AL
PASSIVE
OPER. NON-OP
MRDB Form 5
D638-I0255-I
>
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DATA/COMMUNICATION
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2565
ON-BOARD DATA PROCESSING REQUIRED: 1
If 1 (YES), this description:
ON-BOARD STORAGE (MBIT): 3
STATION DATA REQUIRED:
COMMUNICATION LINKS:
I. From: Station Digital
To: Ground Data
Video
Data
Voice
a. Duration rate (kbps)
b. Duration (hours)
c. Frequency (per day)
d. Delivery Time (hours)
e. Security (yes/no)
f. Reliability (%)
g. Interactive (yes/no)
NA
0
Yes
2. From: Ground
To: Station
Digital
Data
Video
Data
Voice
a. Generation rate (kbps)
b. Duration (hours)
c. Frequency (per day)
d. Delivery Time (hours)
e. Security (yes/no)
f. Reliability (%)
g. Interactive (yes/no)
NA
0
Yes
•
ai
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Station
To: F_ee Flyer
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Digital
Data
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
MRDB Form 6
D638-i0255-1
D7
4. VoiceFrom: Free Flyer
To: Station
Digital
Data
Video
Data
ao
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
NA
0
Yes
e
ae
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Station
TQ: Platform
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Digital
Data
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
e
me
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Platform
To: Station
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Digital
Data
Video
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
1 From: Platform
To: Ground
Digital
Data
Video
Data
Voice
Re
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration (hours)
Frequency (per day)
Delivery Time (hours)
Security (yes/no)
Reliability (%)
Interactive (yes/no)
NA
0
Yes
•
a•
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Ground
TO: platform
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
Digital
Data
Video
Data
voice
NA
0
Yes
MRDB Form 6 (cont'd)
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9. VoiceFrom: Station
To: Shuttle
Digital
Data
Video
Data
ao
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration
Frequency
Delivery Time
Security
Reliability
Interactive
(hours)
(per day)
(hours)
(yes/no)
(%)
(yes/no)
NA
0
Yes
i0.
ao
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
From: Shuttle
To: Station
Generation rate (kbps)
Duration (hours)
Frequency (per day)
Delivery Time (hours)
Security (yes/no)
Reliability (%)
Interactive (yes/no)
Digital
Data
Voice
NA
0
Yes
COMMENTS:
MRDB Form 6 (concluded)
D638-I0255-I DO
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2565
MODULE CODE: N/A
SHARED FACILITY CODE:
MISSIONS:
EOUIPME_qT
EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS:
DIMENSIONS (M)
Length
Width or diam
Height (or blank)
VOLUME (MA3)
PKG DIMENSION (M)
Length
Width or diam
Height (or blank)
PEG VOLUME (M_3)
LAUNCH MASS (KG)
ACCELERATION MAX (S)
(END OF MAIN POWER BOOM
ATTACH POINTS:
SET-UP CODE:
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION:
MRDB Form 7
D638-i0255-1
DIO
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2565
INITIAL CONSTRUCTION/SET-UP:
TASK:
CREW
PERIOD: Days
IVA TOTAL CREW TIME:
EVA PRODUCTIVE DREW TIME:
SKILLS:
S L 1
K E
I V 2
L E
L L 3
Man Hours
Man Hours
1
SKILL TYPE
3 4 5 6 7
DAILY OPERATATIONS:
TASK:
IVA CREW TIME PER DAY:
SKILLS:
S L 1
K E
I V 2
LE
L L 3
Man Hours
1
SKILL TYPE
3 4 5 6 7
MRDB Form 8
D638-I0255-I
Dll
PERIODIC OPERATIONS:
TASK:
(If 0, skip to TEARDOWN and STOW)
IVA OCCURRENCE INTERVAL: days
CREW TIME/OCCURRENCE: man-hours
EVA OCCURRENCE INTERVAL: days
EVA PRODUCTIVE CREW TIME/OCCURRENCES;: man-hours
SKILLS :
SKILL TYPE
1 2 _ 4 5 6 7
S L 1
K E
I V 2
L E
L L 3
TEARDOWN AND STOW:
TASK:
(If 0, skip this section)
PERIOD: days
IVA TOTAL CREW TIME:
EVA PRODUCTIVE CREW TIME:
SKILLS:
man-hours
man-hours
S L 1
K E
I V 2
L E
L L 3
1 2
SKILL TYPE
3 4 5 6 7
MRDB Form 8 (cont'd)
D683-10255-i
012
MISSION CODE:
SERVICING:
SERVICE INTERVAL (DAYS):
CONSUMABLES:
TYPES:
SERVICING
TDMX 2565
N/A (If i is selected, skip remainder of Form 9)
days
WEIGHTS:
RETURN:
VOLUME UP:
VOLUME DOWN:
POWER:
HOURS FOR POWER:
EVA HOURS PER SERVICE:
TYPICAL TASKS (EVA):
KG
KG
MA3
MA3
KW
HRS
HRS
IVA HOURS PER SERVICE:
LOCATION OF SERVICING:
TYPICAL TASKS (IVA):
HRS
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
MRDB Form 9
D638-I0255-1
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MISSION CODE: TDMX 2565
CONFIGURATION CHANGES:
INTERVAL (DAYS):
CHANGE-OUT EQUIPMENT:
TYPE:
CONFIGURATION CHANGES
N/A (If 1 is selected, skip the remainder of
Form i0)
WEIGHT :
RETURN:
VOLUME UP:
VOLUME DOWN:
POWER:
HOURS FOR POWER:
EVA HOURS PER CHANGE:
TYPICAL TASKS (EVA) :
KG
KG
MA3
MA3
KW
HRS
HRS
IVA HOURS PER CHANGE:
LOCATION :
TYPICAL TASKS (IVA) :
HRS
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
MRDB For_'_ i0
D638-I0255-I D14
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2565
SPECIAL NOTES
CONTAMINATION:
STRUCTURES:
MATERIALS:
RADIATION:
SAFETY:
STORAGE:
OPTICAL WINDOW:
MRDB Form ii (continued)
D638-I0255-I
MISSION CODE: TDMX 2565
SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK:
TETHER:
VACUUMVENTING:
OTHER:
MRDB Form Ii (concluded)
D638-I0255-I D16



